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Abstract
The aim of this thesis is to explore Spenser's treatment of truth 
and falsehood - and the shifting territory between them - and, 
finally, to place this perspective within a total view of the poem.
The thesis begins with a discussion of deceit in The Faerie 
Queene. focused on the figure of Maiengin. Three aspects of this 
discussion are developed; the association of Spenser's deceit- 
imagery with the devil, with the Reman Catholic Church, and with 
sorcery.
The second section moves on to discuss Spenser's habit of 
thinking in 'paired' images - true and false instances of the 
same thing - with special reference to the opposition between 
outward appearance and inward self, art and nature, and truth 
and falsehood applied to women.
Next there is an analysis of the 'middle' territory between 
the opposites: the way many images in The Faerie Queene express 
uncertainty and moral ambivalence. This theme is treated from 
two angles: images of wandering, and images involving hallucinations, 
There follows a discussion of discernment, the indispensable 
quality in a world of confused appearances.
In the fourth section, the insights gained from inside the 
poem are applied to some of the dilemmas facing the critic outside 
it, with particular reference to ambiguities, real or apparent, 
arising from the 'mixing' of the different levels of the 
literal meaning and its plurality of allegories. The concluding
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chapter summarizes the ideas set out in the thesis - which has 
been arranged in a thematic, not ’chronological’ order - and 
relates these to the book-by-book structure of the poem. 
Finally, a plea is made to the effect that, for many 
readers, stress on the kind of images discussed here might 
prove a more effective ’way in’ to the poem than the more 
schematic approach which regards Book I as the epitome of 
Spenser's art.
Introduction
The distinction between truth and falsehood, and the problems
arising when the second attempts to masquerade as the first, form
an important strand in the conceptual framework of The Faerie
Queene. Frequently the effect of Spenser’s imagery is to create
an intricate pattern of intermingled illusion and reality:
The effect of this frequent veiling and unveiling j^of 
characters_y is to make us distrustful of outward show.
We are constantly kept awake to the deceptiveness of 
the forms of life - to the complex difference between 
appearance and reality ... Thus the poem all the time 
and in many different v/ays expresses Spenser's deep 
sense 'that in this wjrld things are not truly but 
in equivocal shapes'.
The present study traces various aspects of this theme 
in The Faerie Queene, and concludes with an assessment of 
its importance within a total view of the poem. The first 
section attempts to define the characteristics of duplicity 
as it appears in Spenser's poetry, starting with the figure 
of Guile himself. The second section deals with a series of 
antitheses: truth and falsehood, outwardness and inwardness, 
art and nature, true and false love. The third and fourth 
sections begin with an account of what is, perhaps, one of 
the most fascinating features of Spenser's imagery - his 
subtle awareness of the shifting uncertainty of the boundary
C.S. Lewis, Spenser's Images of Life, ed. Alastair Fowler, p.82,
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between truth and falsehood, reality and illusion - and go 
on to discuss the virtues of perseverance and discernment, 
necessary both for characters in the poem walking through 
this hall of mirrors, and for the reader himself.
PART 1% 'THE CRAFTY CUNNING TRAINE'
If asked to name the most repulsive type of evil, a modern reader
would probably mention one of the violent crimes, such as cruelty.
A typical concern of the twentieth century author or film-maker is
to demonstrate the horror and futility of violence. Spenser's
century, however, took a quite different standpoint. Where we
mighp criticise Seneca for his bloodthirstiness, Thomas Newton,
writing in l^bl^, praises him because there is no one 'that more
sensibly, pithily, and bytingly layeth doumthe gueX'don of filthy
lust, cloaked dissimulation and odi^ rus treachery'.
Fraud, nox violence, was regarded as the most loathsome and
dangerous of crimes. (Such an attitude was not new: the devil
had always, traditionally, been the father of lies and Dante
placed the fraudulent in the lowesx secxion of hell, with the
traitors a% the bottom.) Many writers mention the danger of
fraud! Elyot, quoting Cicero and Plato, argues that the worst
2
injustice is that which appears jusx; More says of xhe Utopians 
that 'deceit, and falsehood, and all manners of lies, as next unto 
fraud, they do marvellously detest and a b h o r . I n  Holinshed, 
Macduff is willing to support Malcolm knowing he is dissolute and 
violent, but not if he is fraudulenti
1 See dedicatory preface to I50I translation of Seneca's plays,
quoted by Douglas Cole, Suffering and Evil in xhe Plays of
Christopher Marlowe, p. 55*
2 Sir Thomas Elyot, The Poke Named The Gouernour. p.206.
3 Sir Thomas More, Tne Utopia, trans. Ralph Robinson, ed. H. Goitein,
p.172.
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Then said Malcolme againe, I am furthermore inclined to 
dissimulation, telling of leasings, and all other kinds 
of deceit, so that I naturallie reioise in nothing so 
much, as to hetraie & deceiue such as put anie trust or 
confidence in my woerds •••
'Then said Makduffe: Thjs is yet the woorst of all, 
and there I leaue thee ...
As we shall see, Spenser's attitude towards evil follows the same
pattern* although violence, lust and the other sins all have
their unpleasant embodiments in The Faerie Queene. it is the
deceitful characters - Archimago, Duessa, Despair, Malengin -
who are specifically associated with the powers of hell.
Such an attitude is more easily understood when it is
remembered that sixteenth-century authors were writing in an
age when tne prospect of the afterlife was more vividly present
in men's minds than it is now. The most dangerous sin was,
accordingly, that which caused the greates t danger to salvation.
Fraud answerdto this description because a man's fate in the
afterlife depended on his will, which would choose what the
understanding (or wit) presented to it as a desirable object;
if the wit was aeceived oy a pleasing outward appearance, and
the object was not really good at all, then the will would
turn to evil. Palingenius writes*
1 Quoted in Macbeth, ed. Kenneth Muir, p.177® In Shakespeare's 
play, Malcolm says merely that he abounds in all crimes. The 
omission of the reference to deceit as tne worst evil is 
perhaps surprising, since a number of the plays show the 
havoc caused by a lying tongue. Possibly Snakespeare may have 
intended that Malcolm's slightly overdone claim to every vice 
should make the audience a little sceptical, and so prepare 
them for his subsequent volte face.
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For Will herself of proper force, is altogether blinde.
And cannot any thing desire, without the light of minde.
By whom if she oe not informde, she takes the untoward way. 
And with the shew of good beguilde, her vertue doth decay.
Marcellus Palingenius, The Zodiake of Life, trans. Barnabe Googe, 
p.122. (For a discussion of correspondences between this oook and 
^he Faerie Queene. see Eosemond Tuve, 'Spenser and the Zodiake of 
Life'. ) A similar view is expressed by Stephen Batman in Batman 
vppon Bartholome, Ü* Book Be Proprietatibus Rerum, f.l6f:'And 
kindly it /the rational soul_/ desireth good and flyeth euill, 
though It choose euill otherwhile for want of aduisement.'
It may be felt that this view of evil is disturoing, since it 
seems to imply that sin is merely a mistake on the part of the 
will, and that a man may be damned for a misconception. In a 
later passage Palingenius even argues that
No man is euil willingly, as rarre as I beleaue.
For euery wil doth couet good, if iudganent not deceaue.
(Zodiake of Life, p.13%;
He also, however, states (p.lb3) that folly and wickedness cause, 
between them, all evil - a distinction which seems to imply that 
there is a wickedness which is not merely lack of judgement. Such 
a distinction had already been made in classical literature; Plato 
equated injustice with ignorance; Aristotle, on the other hand, 
criticised Socrates for regarding evil as mere ignorance, thereby 
denying the existence of intemperance (see T.E. Dunseath, Spenser's 
Allegory of Justice in Book Five of The Faerie Queene. p.66, and 
the discussion in Robert Bllrodt, Neoplatonism in the Poetry of 
Spenser, p.53)* In the sixteenth century, Timothy Bright lA Treatise 
of Melancholy. p.l^O) castigates 'the foole: of whome Solomon 
speaketh, that followeth wickednes like an Oxe that goeth to the 
slaughter.' At the same time, however, he allows for a corruption 
of the will that is more than a simple lack of understanding*
For our willes are corrupted^ not onely in that they are 
seduced oy corrupt iudgement, which is the least part of 
their want ; out when contrarie to iudgement grounded either 
vppon nature, or the plaine word of trueth, we make choyce 
of that we kuowe is naught, or preferre the greater euill 
before the lesse. (p.213)
Interestingly, this distinction - between corrupt judgement and 
wilful rebellion against judgement - does not appear in The Faerie 
Queene. possioly because an internal conflict oi tnis nature is 
more appropriately expressed in dramatic, rather than in allegorical, 
terms.
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It is appropriate to uegin a discussion of Spenser’s treatment of 
tne powers of deception with Guile himself - Malengin, the tattered 
shape-shifter encountered by Artegall and Arthur on their way to 
Merciiia's court. While not the most memorable of Spenser’s achieve­
ments, this episode makes a useful starting point, as it brings 
together a number of ideas developed more interestingly elsewhere, 
Artegall and Arthur, having successfully overcome tne Soldan 
and Adicia - the forces of overt injustice - are being guiaed to 
the court of Mercilla oy Samient. She tells them of a ’wicked 
villaine, odd and stout’ , who robs the countryside and hides the 
spoil in his inaccessiuie cave. The cave is the first indication 
that Malengin is no ordinary brigana, for it is said to be full 
of turnings and hidden ways, and 'scsne doe say, it goeth downe to 
hell'. Malengin himself, a gaunt figure clad in an 'vncouth 
vestimenf, is a master deceiver*
For he so crafty was to forge and face.
So light of hand, and nymble of his pace.
So smooth of tongue, and subtile in his tale.
That could deceiue one looking in his face; ... (V ix 5)
As we shall see, it was a common idea in the renaissance that the
inner man could, or at any rate should, be discernible through the
outward appearance; a face which gave no hint at all of the deceit
within was therefore peculiarly horrifying
The knights use Samient as a decoy, so that Malengin is lured
out into the open and begins to use his charms*
He gan with guilefull words her to perswade.
To banish feare, and with Sardonian smyle
Laughing on her, his false intent to shade,
Gan forth to lay his bayte her to beguyle.
That from her self -stniBares he might her steale the whyle. (V ix 12)
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This courtier-like smoothness in a rough brigand reads oddly in
the narrative but accords with thenoral allegery; through this
incongruity, Spenser is expressing both the repulsiveness of the
sin of guile perceived objectively and its insidious power of
temptation.^ To deceive successfully, fraud must make itself
appear honest, as is emphaalsed in Book I of The Faerie Queenei
What man so wise, what earthly wit so ware.
As to descry the crafty cunning traîne,
By which deceipt doth maske in visour faire.
And cast her colours dyed deepe in graine.
To seeme like Truth, whose shape she well can faine.
And fitting gestures to her purpose frame.
The guiltlesse man with guile to entertaine? (l vxi l)
Like a fowler charming a bird, Malengin first distracts Samient's
attention, then suddenly snatches her up in his net. The presence of
the knights forces him to drop his burden and he immediately flees.
But the battle is not over: Malengin’s strength does not lie in
straightforward defiance so much as in his ability to negotiate
the most precipitous and devious rocky pathways, and to change his
shape when hard-pressed. Pursued by Talus, he becomes first a fox,
2
then successively a bush, bird, stone and hedgehog. His final form
is, significantly, a snake, and in that form he is caught and
pulverised by the iron man's flail: 'So did deceipt the selfe 
deceiver fayle.'
1 There is a similar incongruity in the Despair passage - see p.Zo 
below.
2 See Rosemary Freeman, The Faerie Queene: A Companion for Readers, 
pp. 28b-7, for a discussion of these transformations.
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As mentioned, many characteristics of the story of Malengin 
are further developed elsewhere in The Faerie Queene. His cave 
reaches down to hells and in Archimago and other characters we 
find a development of the idea that fraud is the special 
characteristic of the devil. His rugged appearance, as of an 
Irish peasant, and his 'vestimenf suggest the Catholic opposition 
to Elizabeth embodied most strikingly in The Faerie Queene by 
Duessa. His 'slights and iugling feates' and shape-shifting recall 
other uses of evil magic to confuse the mind and deceive the si^t. 
In the chapters following, these aspects of Spenser's conception 
of duplicity - diabolical evil, 'popish plots' and the use of 
enchantments - will be discussed in further detail.
The Wiles of the Devil
It is inevitable that Spenser should have associated Malengin
with the diabolical; traditionally, the devil was the father of
lies, and feared specifically for his power to deceive.
Remember, I pray you, how the spirite of God calleth him 
the tempter, the deceiuer of the worlds and the accuser 
of the faithfulli the Dragon and old serpent, a Iyer and 
the father of lies: by which epethites, and descriptions, 
you may consider his power, hij malice, and his craft to 
deceaue, and to abuse you:
The devil is called the 'old serpent', recalling of course the
serpent which tempted Eve (Malengin, it will be remembered, became
a snake for his final metamorphosis). Satan needs to rely on
serpentine guile, rather than violence, because man will only
choose him under the guise of an apparent good.
Ne would he /”the devil_7 haue his malice seene: for if he should
be knowne.
All men would him detest, as head from whom al illes haue flowne. 
And bloudy butcher of our kinde, him al should iustly hate.
And cursing cal him cruel beast, deceyuer of our state.
Therefore he craftely Jies hidde, and from the wise man flies. 
Least he be knowne ..•
Satan is therefore associated ’with the creation of illusions; he
can counterfeit human souls, and even angels - 'Neyther is it a
harde matter for him to bleare and beguyle the outward eyes, who
can easily darken and dazell the inwarde sight of the mynde.'^ He
tempts through deceiving the senses, and through fear*
He sheweth unlawfull shapes to the eiea* to the intent 
that by the sight hee might destroy chastitie. He 
tempteth the earesby song and melodie, that he might make
1 Bright, Treatise of Melancholie, pp. 229-30.
2 Palingenius, Zodiake of Life, p.149*
3 Lewes Lavater, Of Ghostes and Spirites Walking by Nyght. p.141*
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the Christian strength feeble and faint; he prouoketh the 
tongue by rebuke and foule reproch ••• If he may not deceiue 
with slow temptings, he putt et h too fearful appear aiinc es and 
doubting. He is guilefull and deceiuable in peace, and 
violent in perse^tion.
Temptation in The Faerie Queene takes similar forms; we find
'unlawfull shapes' to destroy chastity in the appearance of
the false Una to Hedcross; temptation by 'song and melodie’ in
the sirens; the enfeeblement of Christian strength in the sluggish
fountain of I vii; 'fearfull appearaunces and doubting' in the
enticements of Despair. Spenser was keenly aware of the power of
the devil to deceive the eyes and the mind, and this belief deepens
and sharpens his view of evil. It is notable that the most
dangerous characters in The Faerie Queene do not wait to be discovered
but come out and entrap their enemies - either with fair words and
a harmless appearance or, as in the case of Malengin, a literal
hook and net. Behind these images lies an awareness of the devil
as an active force in the world, the destroyer of salvation,
'seeking whom he may devour'. To a man of the sixteenth century,
Satan could never be a mere piece of folklore with horns and a tail.
Virtue was not achieved merely by avoiding evil, but had to be won
by wrestling 'against principalities and against powers' - a
ceaseless struggle with an active force which was always ready to
ensnare its victims and deceive their senses.
In this chapter we shall concentrate on three of Spenser's
most vivid incarnations of diabolical evil; Archimago, Despair
1 Batman vopon Bartholome. f.IZr. Malory's knights encounter
similar illusions in their quest for the Grail; see Sir Thomas M&lory, 
Works, ed. Eugene Vinaver, Vol. II, pp.915-919» 964-966.
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and Mammon. Archimago, who is introduced in the first canto of
the poem, seems initially to he a perfectly innocent old man with
'heard all hoarie gray', hardly distinguishable from, say,
Guyon's palmer:^
Sober he ^rchimago/ seemde, and very sagely sad,
And to the ground his eyes were lowly bent.
Simple in shew, and voyde of malice bad ... (l i 29)
The argument to I i has, however, told the reader that Archimago
2
is to be identified with hypocrisy. Even without this clue,
we might suspect such an ostentatious display of harmlessness;
there is a 'butter wouldn't melt in his mouth' quality about 'very
sagely sad*. In Spenser's poetry, the wicked are frequently endowed,
like the fake Genius in the Bower of Blisse, with 'pleasingness
more then naturel': Una, for example, is outshone by the expensively
dressed Duessa. Later in the poem, the theme of excessive harmlessness
is repeated in the character of Dolon, who, as will be seen from
the following description, bears some resemblance to Archimago*
A Knight, that softly paced on the plaine.
As if him selfe to solace he were faine.
Well shot in yeares he seem'd, and rather bent 
To peace, then needlesse trouble to constraine.
As well by view of that his vestiraent.
As by his modest semblant, that no euill ment. (V vi 19)
1 The palmer has 'haires all hoarie gray*, and is clothed in 
similar 'black attire*.
2 Shortly after the publication of this part of the poem, Thomas Nashe 
described the devil's part in man as 'a pestilent humour..i that 
violently carries him away to vanitie, villanie, or monstrous 
hypocrisie*(Pierce Penilesse. p.99). His definition of hypocrisy
is much the fullest of the three*
... under hypocrisie comprehend#all Machiauilisme, puritanisme, 
and outward gloasing with a mans enemie, and protesting friendship 
to him that I hate, and meane to harme* all vnder-hand cloaking 
of bad actions with Commonwealth pretences* and finally all 
Italionate conueyances, as to kill a man, and then moume for him ...
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There is an ominous pliancy about this concern to avoid ’needlesse 
trouble', a particularly insidious temptation to those trying to 
tread the strenuous pa^ths of virtue.^ Both Archimago and Dolon 
lure their victims on the pretext of offering rest and relaxation, 
and in both cases the attacks are specifically connected with 
sleep (Redcross is troubled with false dreams, and a trapfall under 
the bed is prepared for Britomart), Archimago's invitation is 
made the more plausible because his hermitage is so convincing; 
in appearance it differs hardly at all from that other hermitage - 
also remote from human habitation, also with its nearby chapel - 
to which Timias and Serena go for healing in Book VI. As so 
often in The Faerie Queene, Spenser is indicating the difficulty 
of distinguishing between good and evil; there is nothing to show 
Redcross and his companions whether the 'christall streame* 
bordering Archimago's chapel is the well of life, or a dangerous 
spring such as that which enfeebles the knight before his combat 
with Orgoglio. Their host has a stock of 'pleasing wordes' and 
'well could file his tongue as smooth as glass' - a description 
recalling Malengin 'smooth of tongue'. He talks of 'Saintes and 
Popes' ; as we shall see in the next chapter, Roman Catholicism 
is inextricably linked in Spenser's mind with the idea of deceit. 
Here it should be noted that the religious habit of a monk or 
friar - such as Archimago's 'long blacke weedes' - was a traditional
1 See ppJ4T(fbelow.
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dramatic disguise for the devil.^ Once night has fallen, Archimago
reveals his evil nature, "by the recitation of th-e- uoo of charms,
conjuring up 'Legions of Sprights'. Conjurings of this type are
2
described exhaustively by Reginald Scot® Whether or not Spenser 
believed in the possibility of conjuration in the literal sense, 
it is clear that he equates it with damnation and with blasphemy 
against God; even the less awe-inspiring charms of Busirane are said 
to be 'bloudie lines', which make Britomart's hair stand on end with 
horror.
There follows the visit of the two sprights to the Cave of 
Morpheus. The shift of focus from the hellishness of Archimago's 
coqprations to this delicate description, distanced by its classical 
form, is a typical Spenserian device to vary the tone of the narrative 
without diverging from the theme.^ The classical house of sleep, 
however, had two doors of ivory and transparent horn, for false 
and true dreams respectively; Spenser's cave has doors of ivory 
and(paque silver, thus implying that Morpheus is incapable of 
producing a true dream.^ The sprights, despite their
1 C.f. Marlowe, Dr Faustus, where Mephistophilis makes his
first appearance 'like a Franciscan friar'; this, and other 
examples, are given in Cole, Suffering and Evil in the Plays 
of Christopher Marlowe, p.205*
2 ReginaB Scot, The Discoverie of Witchcraft, pp.232ff.
3 C.f., for example, the contrast in I v 36-7 between the cave
of Aesculapius - 'Deepe, darke, vneasie, dolefull, comfortlesse' - 
and the sprightly beginning of Spenser's account of the Hippolytus 
myth - 'Hippolytus a iolly hunstman was'.
4 Edwin Greenlaw, Charles Grosvenor Osgood and Frederick Morgan Padelford 
(ed.), The Works of Edmund Spenser; A Variorum Edition, Book I, p.194*
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appealing delicacy, are evidently demonic, and play their part
in the creation of the false Una and her lover. Both apparitions
are said to he made of air - appropriately, since according to
some the air was a region of hell.^ Traditionally, the bodies
of Lucifer and his followers were changed from heavenly to airy
when they fell; as Batman puts it, memorably, 'And they bee suffred
to hold these spaces of the dark ayre, that is to them a prison 
2
unto the dome.'
Using the false sprites, Archimago is able to deceive Redcross
completely and to separate him from Una. Later he disguises himself
as Redcross in order to entrap Una, delivers Duessa's would-be
disruptive message in I xii, and joins with her to set the two
good knights at odds at the beginning of Book II. Finally, he
appears as the old man who cures Pyrochles from the burning flames
of choler and so enables him once again to attack Guyon. It has
been suggested^ that Archimago and Duessa were originally intended
to oppose each knight in turn; as it is, she makes only occasional
appearances in the later books, while he disappears entirely after 
(e^ ce-jnt fov' ID- t0/ IS 3
II vy. In Book I^, moreover, the enchanter is a much less dangerous 
figure who is even intimidated by Braggadochio: it is a neat case
e.nChXnte'V
of the biter bit, that the^who deceived Una by hiding himself in 
RedoDSs's armour should himself be deceived by a borrowed hoiœ 
and spear.
1 See Nashe, Pierce Penilesse, p. 113, and Paligenius, Zodiake of 
Life, pp. l6l ff. Maurice^^slociates the airy bo%r of the false 
Una with the supposed derivation of mulier (woman) from mollis aer 
(soft air) - see Spenser's Anatomy of Heroism* a commentary on The 
Faerie Queene, pp. 30-1.
2 Batman vppon Bartholome, f.llx The same belief lies behind Redcross's 
reference in I ii 32 to a 'guilefull spright wandering in empty aire'.
3 Josephine Waters Bennett, The Evolution of "The Faerie Queene", p.127*
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At the same time, there is to the end something peculiarly sinister 
about Archimago, oecause we never discover what he really looks like. 
Duessa is described in the first canto in which she appears; her 
unmasking by Archimago brings no surprises and, horrifying as she 
is, she can at least be clearly visualised. Even the shape-shifters 
Malengin and Proteus have, as it were, a 'real* appearance on which 
their characterisation is based. But Archimago is only described in 
terms of a succession of déguises; like the onion in Peer Gynt, there 
is layer upon layer but no real centre. Imaginatively, therefore, he 
comes to represent a nameless, intellectual evil, sinister by virtue 
of the fact that it cannot be expressed in terms of physical ugliness.
Later in Book I we meet a character who exemplifies another aspect 
of the wiles of the devil* the 'man of hell, that cals himselfe Despairs'. 
This figure - 'creeping close, as Snake in hidden weedes', and lodged 
in a gloomy cave - seems to echo Batman's picture of the devil, who 
'is called a crooked and waywarde Addar for his looking in the darke 
a y r e ' S p e n s e r  may have got the idea of portraying despair as a 
tempter from the Mirror for Magistrates where Despair ( a^emale 
figure) lures a victim to suicide. He may also, perhaps, have known 
the story of Hegesias told in the Art of English Poesie, published 
the same year as Spenser's poem:
CK
1 Batman vppon i^tholome. f . Hr.
2 See Variorum, Book I, pp.269ff.
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There came into ABgypt a notable Oratour, whose name was 
Hegesias who inueyed so much against the incommodities 
of this transitory life, & so highly commended death the 
dispatcher of all euills; as a great number of his hearers 
destroyed themselues, some with weapon, some with poyson, 
others by drowning and Ranging themselues to be rid out of 
this vale of misery...
Spenser's treatment of this theme is interesting - and 
characteristic - in that our attention is focused not so much on 
the sheer emotional misery of despair (although of course this has 
its place), but on the insidious and deceitful nature of the 
temptation 'creeping close', and the consequent danger of damnation. 
The dialogue between Redcross and Despair does not primarily show 
us how the despairing person feels (this is expressed visually by the 
dismal appearance of the tempter and his surroundings) but rather 
what, objectively, is happening to him. The result is to create a 
paradox in the writing* as expwrienced subjectively, despair is 
horrifying, but as a temptation it must be made to appear attractive. 
So Spenser's personification is both an uncouth figure 'Musing full 
sadly', and also a tempter with 'subtill tongue, like dropping honny', 
uttering 'charmed speeches'. (We have already referred to the 
similar tension in Spenser's portrayal of Malengin, between the wild 
exterior and the smooth tongue more characteristic, one would 
think, of the court.)
This emphasis on deceit may appear strange if we are thinking 
of despair in the modern sense, that is purely as an intensification 
of sorrow. Spenser's treatment becomes logical, however, when it is 
remembered that to the Christian despair is also a peculiarly
1 George Puttenham, The Arte of English Poesie. p.118.
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dangerous sin - even, perhaps, a sign that the sufferer has
committed the unforgiveable sin against the Holy Ghost.^ Spenser’s
Despair does not, therefore, represent primarily intense sorrow,
but a danger to salvation presented with diabolical subtlety.
The burdens and sorrows of life (’Feare, sicknesse, age, losse,
labour, sorrow, strife') have their place in the temptation, but
Despair's main argument for suicide is the anger of God and the
inescapable prospect of hell. It might be argued that this
emphasis is purely a result of the allegory: as the patron of
holiness, Redcross would in any case be more concerned with the
struggle for salvation than with the tribulations of life on the
ordinary 'day to day' plane. But Timothy Bright takes exactly
the same view as Spenser:
Of all kinds of miseries that befall vnto man, none is so 
miserable as that which riseth of the sense of Gods wrath^ 
and reuenging hand against the guiltie soule of a sinner.
The stated purpose of the Treatise of Melancholie was to teach
Bright's melancholy friend to distinguish between sinful despair
and the necessary pangs of conscience sent by God. Spenser, too,
presents this distinction: juxtaposed with the sorrows of despair
are the purgative sufferings undergone by Redcross in the House
of Holiness. Superficially, the Knight appears to be in a
despairing condition*
1 See Bright, Treatise of Melancholie, p.203.
2 Ibid, p.184.
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The faithfull knight now grew in litle space,
By hearing her/”Fideli^,and by her sisters lore.
To such perfection of all heauenly grace.
That wretched world he gan for to abhore.
And mortall life gan loath, aa thing forlore,
Greeu’d with remembrance of his wicked v/ayes.
And prickt with anguish of his sinnes so sore.
That he desirde to end his wretched dayesj
So much the dart of sinfull guilt the soule dismayes. (l x 21)
Redcross suffers from a festering sore, 'Close creeping twixt
the marrow and the skid, which recalls Despair 'creeping close'.
Ironically, the cure for this sickness involves reducing the knight
to a condition of leanness in which he begins to display some of the
physical characteristics of Despair - the leanness, the rough clothings
... he ^Patience/ laid him priuily 
Downe in a darksome lowly place farre in.
Whereas he meant his corrosiues to apply.
And with streight diet tame his stubbome malady©
In ashes and sackcloth he did array 
His dainty corse, proud humors to abate,
And dieted with fasting euery day, 3^5-_
The swelling of his wounds to mitigate,... (l x^26)
The resemblance between the sufferings caused by Despair and these
passages is analogous to that between the torments of hell and the
torments of purgatory in the Divine Comedy1 the one is torture, the
other surgery. Paradoxically, Redcross's sufferings lead him to the
cure for suffering: this is dramatically emphasised by the concluding
line of I X 27 - 'So in short space they did to health restore' -
which comes as a shock after the apparently rough treatment which
has just been described.
Earlier it was mentioned that the physical appearance and
surroundings of Despair express primarily the misery experienced
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subjectively by the despairing person. The initial description
of Despair's habitation is a powerful image of morbid sorrow:
Ere long they come, where that same wicked wight 
His dwelling has low in an hollow caue,
Farre vnderneath a craggie clift ypight,
Darke, dolefull, drearie, like a greedie graue.
That still for carrion carcases doth craue:
On top whereof aye dwelt the ghastly Owle,
Shrieking his balefull note, which euer draue
Farre from that haunt all other chearefull fowlej
And all about it wandring ghostes did waile and howle.
And all about old stockes and stubs of trees,
Whereon nor fruit, nor leafe was euer seene.
Did hang- vpon the ragged rocky knees;
On which had many wretcnes hanged beene, ... (l ix 33-4)
That this is not only an unpleasant, but also a wicked place is
shown by the image of the cave as greedily engulfing its victims, 
and also by the 'wandring ghostes' which, a Protestant, would 
generally be regarded as devils.^ The owl, too, is elsewhere 
associated by Spenser with the diabolical:
The messenger of death, the ghastly Owle
With drearie shriekes did also her bewray; ... (l v 30)
... sad Horrour with grim hew.
Did alwayes sore, beating his yron wings;
And after him Owles and Night-rauens flew.
The hatefull messengers of heauy things.
Of death and dolour telling sad tidings; ... (ll vii 23)
Despair himself displays the typical signs of melancholy - leanness,
staring eyes, and a morbid tendency to brood. These characteristics
have relevance on two levels. Despair as a subjective experience
tke
naturally suggests melancholy, since^melancholy complexion was
1 Lavater, Of Ghostes and Spirites. p. xvi.
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associated with excessive grief and vulnerability to temptation
by the d e v i l a l s o  relevant to this experience is the tendency of
2
melancholics to see everything around them darkened, their fondness
for living in solitude (particularly in c a v e s a n d  their tendency to
suffer from hallucinations. But the other aspect of Spenser's Despair
- the crafty tempter - also accords well with the traditional association
of the melancholic with deceit:
Hostile, mean, ambitious, sly,.
Sullen, crafty, false and shy.
In the mediaeval mnemonic lines for the four temperaments, melancholics
were 'non expers fraudis'^- not without fraud - and also vulnerable
to corporal possession by demons;^ the latter idea may have some
relevance to Spenser's characterisation of Despair as a 'man of hell'.
After Book I, Spenser's images of evil become less closely
associated with a sense of the diabolical (as opposed to simple
enchantment); this is what one would expect, as Redcross has defeated
the powers of darkness, and the quests for the other virtues are, as
it were, built on his achieved quest of holiness. So Archimago
dwindles into a mere fairytale enchanter, and the allegorical
significance of Duessa narrows from falsehood on a cosmological
scale to particular exempla such as falseness in friendship, or '
1 Lawrence Babb, The Elizabethan Malady, p.49*
2 Bright, Treatise of Melancholic, p.107©
3 Spenser's association of caves with 'barbarous and uncivilised values' 
is discussed in Evans, Spenser's Anatomy of Heroism, p.71*
4 R*. Klibansky, B. Panofsky and F. Saxl, Saturn and Melancholy, p.117*
5 Ibid, p.114.
6 Babb, Elizabethan Malady, p.50.
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political treachery. We do, however, find occasional reappearances 
of ’devillish’ evil in later books. When, for example, Spenser makes 
Maleager meet his end by immersion in a lake, he may have remembered, 
not only the story of Antaeus, but also the belief that the devil, when 
he possessed a corpse, could not go near water.^ Such associations 
could at any rate have played their part in the general characterisation 
of Maleager, who certainly resembles a zombie as much as anything. He 
is, moreover, ’cold and dreary as a snake', an image which again suggests 
the ’old serpent’.
Stronger associations with the devil are found in the story of Mammon, 
a complex episode which needs to be discussed in some detail. In this 
passage Spenser is, in a sense, trying to follow through two quite different 
objectives. On the one hand, there are signs that Guyon’s ordeal is to 
be associated with the temptation of Christ and the harrowing of hell. 
Mammon’s cave is, then, an allegory of a hell which is accepted as 
real - and therefore terrifying - by the Christian readers of the poem.
But at the same time the passage supplies the traditional descent to 
the underworld that is an essential part of the full-scale classical 
epic. In this sense, the underworld is not terrifying: Guyon, like 
Aeneas, Dante and Astolfo before him, is seeing hell tourist-fashion, 
and the torments of the damned cannot touch him. His role has the 
effect of both involving and detaching the reader. Because Guyon is 
a visitor to hell and not a part of it, the reader can identify with 
him, so that his experiences have a more immediate effect thai those
1 Pierre Le Loyer, IIII Livres de Spectres - see appendix to Lewes 
Lavater, Of Ghostes and Spirites walking by Nyght, p.234*
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of Duessa in I v. On the other hand, his apparent immunity from 
everything that is going on around him produces a sense of detachment. 
(There is the same effect in the Divine Comedy: for example, the terrible 
figure of Dis torments Judas, Brutus and Cassius, but Dante himself is 
able to clamber safely over the devil's huge body on his way to the 
surface.)^
It has been suggested that there is a tension between the horrors
of the cave as perceived by the reader and the lack of reaction from 
2
Guyon. This has perhaps been overstated: Guyon cannot be altogether 
impassive and immune to fear, since his faint on returning to the upper 
world, however interpreted, shows that his experience has been an 
ordeal. More accurately, the tension in the passage stems from the 
contrast between Christian and pagan: on the one hand, Guyon is an 
image of Christ, while at the same time he is following in the footsteps 
of Aeneas; Mammon, similarly, is both diabolical tempter and sybilline 
guide. Only the first aspect of the narrative is relevant here, but 
it will be necessary to discuss both in order to arrive at a balanced 
picture.
At first it is the Christian conflict between good and evil which 
plays the more prominent part. Guyon is walking alone through a 
'desert wildernesse* when, like Christ, he meets a tempter. Mammon 
is encountered in a 'gloomy glade' which, echoing the wandering wood 
of the first stanza of the poem, is 'Couer'd with boughes and shrubs
1 Dante, Inferno, canto xxxiv.
2 Harry Berger Jr, The Allegorical Temper, pp.lSff.
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from heavens l i g h t * T h e  money god shows the traditional signs of 
melancholy (in this case evidently melancholia avaritiosa)i he is 
dark-skinned, * of griesly hew’, and has ’bleard* eyes. Spenser has 
already hinted at the serious nature of the temptation Guyon faces: 
the knight himself refers in II vii 12 to ’hellish couetize' and 
Avarice - who ’vnto hell him selfe for money sold' - is the only one 
of the seven deadly sins to have diabolical associations. Mammon’s char­
acterisation, like that of Despair, allegorises both the vice he 
represents and the temptations it can offer. He is an 'vncouth, saluage 
and vnciuile wight' encountered far from human habitation, yet at the 
same time the source of crowns of kingdoms; his armour is dirty and 
rusty, yet ' worke of rich entayle'; in his cave are to be found both 
smithy and court - both filthy lucre and what it can buy.
Guyon, too, displays a dual nature, expressing both Christian attitudes 
and those of a virtuous pagan. (The reader has been partially prepared 
for this by the much-criticised statement in II vii 2 that the knight 
'euermore himselfe with comfort feedes. Of his own vertues, and prayse- 
worthy deedes' - an attitude which suggests not the penitent Christian 
but Aristotle's magnanimous man.) Mammon's first temptation - 'Wherefore 
if me thou daigne to serue and sew. At thy commaund lo all these 
mountaines /~of g o l ^  bee' - would require from the Christian the response 
'Get thee behind me, Satan'. But Guyon is both Christ-figure and 'pius 
Aeneas'. Instead of rejecting Mammon out of hand on Christian grounds.
1 This type of imagery, a recurring theme in the poem, is discussed on
p.127 below (c.f. also Tamora’s description, in Titus Andronicus II iii 93> 
of a*barren detested vale', so overgrown that the sun never shines there)©
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he puts forward a secular ideal:
Faire shields, gay steedes, bright armes be my delight.
Those be the riches fit for an aduent'rous kni^t. (ll vii lO)
He is now on Mammon's own ground, and the money god is able to
point out that riches can buy all these things* Guyon makes no
attempt to answer this question, out replies with a general description,
on traditional lines, of the evils of riches.^ Mammon then asks why,
if riches are so troublesome, men go to the trouble of getting them;
Guyon replies that in the golden age avarice was unknown and men were
content with what Nature provided. Mammon points out, with some
justice, that Guyon has not been b o m  into the golden age:
Thou that doest liue in later times, must wage
Thy worke8 for wealth, and life for gold engage. (ll vii 18)
Again, Guyon sidesteps the issue and changes the subject by accusing 
Mammon of stealing the gold. In a sense, all Mammon's possessions are 
ill-gotten gains, but on the narrative plane it is incongruous to ask 
Mammon, already identified as the god of riches, why he has so much 
gold, and the question does not increase the reader's respect for 
Guyon. Even less impressive is his motive for undertaking the perilous 
journey underground - which appears to be mere curiosity to see 
Mammon's 'secret store' and to satisfy himself of the rightfulness of 
the money god's claim.
In this disputation, therefore. Mammon seems to be the winner.
Guyon does not answer his arguments, but deals with them by arbitrarily
1 There is a similar tirade in Palingenius, Zodiake of Life, pp.10-11.
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changing the basis of the discussion. It has been suggested^ that 
this is a way of disputing characteristic of good characters in The 
Faerie Queene. as when Una rebuts Despair's argument in I iz 52 by 
appealing to Redcross's courage and so introducing a completely fresh 
slant. Guyon's sudden 'All otherwise I riches read' seems much less 
convincing than Una's intervention - although it is of course possible 
that his account of the disadvantages of riches and the happy innocence 
of the gold^age may have weighed more strongly with Spenser's first 
readers than they do with us. Tne dialogue at this point shares 
something of the incantatory quality of the Despai]^ but it is not 
entirely successful. The reader, although obviously expected to 
support Guyon, is left with the sneaking suspicion that it is Mammon 
who, unintended, has had the better of the argument.
The underground journey then begins*
A darkesome way, which no man could descry,
That deepe descended through the hollow ground.
And was with dread and horrour compassed around. (II vii 20)
From the first, there is an atmosphere of horror and danger which 
casts, retrospectively, a light of unreality on the casual way Mammon's 
invitation has been offered and accepted. As soon as Guyon enters 
the Cave of Riches, a hideous fiend leaps from behind the door waiting 
to tear him to pieces if he should covet anything that he sees. The 
roof of the first chamber is rich with gold but covered with spiders' 
webs; to the Renaissance the spider was a symbol of vain toil.
1 Freeman, The Faerie Queene, pp.113-14.
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associated particularly with the melancholy complexion. This cave
is 'Enwrapped in fowle smoke and clouds more hlacke than let',
recalling the richness and dirtiness - 'filthy lucre* — of Mammon's
armour. In a further chamber is Hhe worldes blis', a heap of
unaimaginable wealth which Mammon offers to Guyon.^ As we should
expect, the knight's reply begins with a firm rejection;
Certes (said he) I n'ill thine offred grace.
Ne to be made so happy do intend*
Another blis before mine eyes I place.
Another happinesse, another end. (ll vii 33)
The reader, sensing a further echo of the temptation of Christ in
5c
this passage, might well expect Guyon to^on to make seme affirmation
of spiritual values - since the alternative to serving Mammon is,
traditionally, to serve God. But Guyon's alternative to the 'base
regardes' of riches proves to be couched in blatantly secular terms;
But I in armes  ^and in atchieuements braue,
Do rather choose my flitting heures to spend,
And to be Lord of those, that riches haue.
Then them to haue my selfe, and be their seruile sclaue. (II vii 33)
In the context, this reply seems not only morally ambivalent, but
bathetic. It should be noted, though , that in wishing 'to be Lord
of those, that riches haue' Guyon is simply repeating a traditional 
2
sentiment. Moreover, the chivalric ideal of 'armes* and 'atchieue­
ments braue* may well have carried more of a positive moral charge 
for Spenser (as of course it did for Malory) than it does for
1 C.f. the Vale Perilous in The Travels of Sir John Mandeville 
(ed. A.W. Pollard), pp.185-7.
2 The expression, originally propounded by M* Curius Dentatus, 
was quoted by More as a saying of Fabricius - see Utopia, p.68.
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uBX^in Book VI, for example, is firmly associated with
military prowess - 'For wheres no courage, theres no ruth or mone*;
and Guyon himself links (as we would not) the idea of fidelity in
love with that of prowess in war - 'To chaunge loue causelesse is
2
reproch to warlike knight.'
In a sense, Guyon's argument is following a consistent pattern. 
Throughout, Mammon emphasises that his dominion is worldly, not 
heavenly: he is 'greatest god below the skye', offers the 'worldes 
blis' and 'the fountains of the worldes good'; his daughter, 'the 
fairest wight that wonneth vnder skye' is said specifically to 
have been cast out from heaven. In putting forward a secular ideal, 
Guyon is arguing with Mammon on his own ground (in this instance, 
his approach is the exact opposite of Una's attack on Bespai:^.
Possibly Spenser may have wished to emphasise that it is possible 
to defeat Mammon even on his own terms, without bringing in 
Christian doctrine to sway the balance more strongly against him.
In the narrative, at any rate, it seems the knight has done 
the right thing, since the fiend behind him gnashes his teeth with 
frustration for missing his prey. Once again the reader is encouraged 
to see the episode as an allegory of the Christian facing temptation*
1 See Rosemond Tuve, Allegorical Imagery, pp.51f& (and also p.38b) for 
the develoixnent of the mediaeval idea of a double chivalry, both 
earthly and heavenly. Spenser's view of chivalry would also have 
been influenced by the Tudor revival of interest in the Arthurian 
legend (ibid, pp.340ff^).
2 See also I iiii 1.
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Thereat the feend his gnashing teeth did grate,
And grieu'd,so long to lacke his greedy pray;
For well he weened, that so glorious bayte 
Would tempt his guest, to take thereof assay:
Had he so doen, he had him snatoht away.
More light then Culuer in the Faulcons fist.
Et email God thee saue from such decay. (ll vii 34)
Guyon is led into a third chamber where the gold is being forged, 
and once again Mammon offers him unlimited wealth. His reply - 'giue 
me leaue to follow mine emprise’ - is this time less problematic.
Mammon and his guest go forward through a ’darksome narrow strait’ until 
they come to a golden gate where they encounter a giant called Disdain. 
Guyon prepares himself to fight with Disdain but is restrained,^ and is
1 The text reads:
... Mammon did his hasty hand withhold.
And counseld him abstains from perilous fight :
For nothing might abash the villein bold.
Ne mortall steele emperce his miscreated mould.
So hauing him with reason pacifide.
And the fierse Carle commaunding to forbeare.
He brought him in .. (ll vii 42-3)
Allegorically, this is nonsense: there is no reason why temperance 
should be restrained from rash behaviour by avarice. It may be 
argued that this is another case where the Christian and pagan elements 
of the passage have been brought into conflict, Spenser’s interest 
having shifted from the tempter/tempted relationship to the marvels of 
the cave itself, so that Mammon becomes simply a knowledgeable guide. 
Alternatively, Spenser may conceivably have wished to introduce into 
the narrative a warning about how to deal with Disdain, in which case 
Mammon would be the only character available to voice it. But it is 
still surprising that Spenser should say so emphatically that Mammon 
has curbed Guyon*s ’hasty hand’ and ’him with reason pacified’. The 
lines echo an earlier passage:
His race with reason, and with words his will.
From foule intemperance he oft did stay.
And suffred not in wrath his hastie steps to stray. (ll i 34)
These lines are written of the Palmer, and we may surely conjecture that 
Mammon's comments, so incongruous for a personficiation of avarice, could- 
be a 'fossil' from an earlier version of the story in which the 
warning lines were spoken by the Palmer.
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eventually led into a further room where they encounter Mammon's
daughter Fhilotime, a queen-figure similar to Lucifera, who holds
the golden chain of Ambition. (There is an echo here, perhaps, of
The Zodiake of Life, where the God of Riches has three daughters:
Filthy excesse. Swelling pride, and Foolish ignorauncej^ here
Spenser treats only the second vice, leaving the others to be
explored elsewhere.) Mammon offers Philotime to Guyon as his wife
(a cynical reader might feel, at this point, that they were well
matched), but the knight refuses:
Gramercy Mammon (said the gentle knight)
For so great grace and offred high estate;
But I, that am fraile flesh and earthly wight,
Vnworthy match for such immortall mate 
My selfe well wote, and mine vnequall fate;
And were I not, yet is my trouth yplight.
And loue auowd to other Lady late,
^hat to remoue the same I haue no might:
To chaunge loue causeless is reproch to warlike knight. (I vii 50) 
2
It has been suggested that the 'other Lady' is Gloriana; according 
to this interpretation, Guyon's rejection of Phiiotime is a choice of 
true, as against false, glory. Yet in context tne suaaen introduction 
of a lady love, unmentioned anywhere else, reaas lixe mere temporising 
on Guyon'8 part. Moreover, Phiiotime has, oy Mammon's own admission, 
been cast out of heaven, so that Guyon's statement that as an 'earthly 
wight' he is unfit to match with her is clearly a diplomatic device. 
Mammon, at any rate, regards tne knight's protestations as mere 
excuses and is 'emmoued ,.. with inward wrath; Yet forcing- it to faine'
1 Palingenius, Zodiaxe of Life, p.26.
2 M. Pauline Parker, The Allegory’of The Faerie (Queene, pp.132-3
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He leads him into a sinister garden, overhung by the branches of a 
tree bearing golden apples, and surrounded by the black waters of 
Cocytus, in which the souls of the damned are immersed. This is no 
longer the Cave of Riches proper, but hell itself. There is some 
geographical inconsistency herei^ hell is at first said to be next 
door to riches, then underneath Phiiotime’s chain, then (apparently) 
within the cave itself. Again, there is a conflict between a 
'straight' allegorisation of the temptation of avarice and Spenser's 
desire to introduce the traditional descent into Hades.
This second aspect is particularly prominent in the descrgtion 
of the garden. The souls in torment introduce a more general perspective, 
since they are clearly not all be^punished for the sin of avarice.
Tantalus is perhaps appropriate enough as an example of the fate of 
those of 'high degree' who are intemperate, but he does not suggest 
greed for money* his crime is that he stole divine food from heaven, 
and served up his son Pelops to the gods at a banquet. The theme of 
forbidden food is repeated in the temptation of the golden apples, 
an image which arouses a wide field of associations* the pomegranate 
seeds eaten by Proserpina, the forbidden apples of Eden, the temptation 
of Christ to command stones to become bread. We have passed from the 
image of Avarice with his money bags to a wider conception involving 
not only greed as a threat to temperance, but as a danger leading to 
disobedience.
1 This has been pointed out by Joseph Dallett, in 'Ideas of Sight 
in The Faerie Queene', io^ ,.
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The punishment of Pilate is even less appropriate than that of
Tantalus, since Pilate's sin was not greed at all, hut injustice.
It has been suggested^ that the inclusion of 'the falsest ludge'
in this passage can be justified on the grounds that Tantalus
represents sins against the self, and Pilate sins against God. Certainly
the inclusion of a figure from the New Testament effectively fuses the
classical and Christian images of hell. But if Spenser was still
interested in portraying avarice, there was a much better, and very
obvious, example to hand* Judas, the betrayer of Christ for money,
traditionally an example of avaritiosa melancholia because of his 
2
care of the purse. One can only conclude that at this point the 
narrative should be taken simply as a general picture of Hades, and 
that Spenser is no longer attempting to allegorise the specific 
temptation of riches. This impression is strengthened by a curious 
episode towards the end of the passage. Guyon is looking at the souls 
in torment in the river, when he is torn away by Mammon, who will no 
longer let him remain there 'For terrour of the tortures manifold'.
He calls Guyon 'Thou fearful1 foole', but it seems clear that it is 
he himself who is anxious to get away from the river. Such a reaction 
would be incongruous if Mammon is regarded purely as an arch-tempter 
to whom hell would be home territory; it seems evident that, at this 
point, we are meant to regard him simply as a guide, almost as much 
a visitor as Guyon himself.
1 See Berger, Allegorical Temper, p. 15'4*
2 See Klibansky ^  , Saturn and Melancholy, p.286.
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Yet immediately afterwards, when Mammon tries to persuade Guyon
to eat fruit from the tree and to rest on the silver seat, the
role of tempter is abruptly resumed:
All which he did, to doe him deadly fall 
In frayle intemperance through sinfull bayt;
To which if he had inclined had at all.
That dreadfull feend, which did behind him wayt.
Would him haue rent in thousand peeces strayt;
But he was warie wise in all his way.
And well peieeiued his deceiptfull sleight,
Ne suffred lust his safetie to betray;
So goodly did beguile the Guyler of the pray. (ll vii 64)
The last line confirms the association of Mammon with other devil- 
figures in the poem* Archimago, 'That cunning Architect of cancred 
guile', and Malengin whose defeat is summed up in a similar way - 
'So did deceipt the selfe deceiuer fayle.'^ The stanza as a whole
brings together what may be called the 'temptation' aspects of the
passage: Mammon's deceitfulness, his association with hell, the 
temptation to greed and Guyon's cautious resistance. This is only 
one aspect of a very complex passage, but it is the one that Spenser 
evidently wanted to leave with the reader as a final impression.
At the very end, Christian assocations once more come into prominence. 
Guyon has stayed underground for three days, a period suggesting the 
harrowing of hell. After his temptation, an angelninisters to him, 
as angels came to Christ in the wilderness. The appearance of 
the angel has the dual effect of associating Guyon's experience 
with that of Christ and at the same time reminding us, ironically.
1 C.f. Lodovico Ariosto, Orlando Furioso (trans. Sir John Harington), 
IV.2* 'For to deceive deceivers is no guile.'
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that the arguments he has used to combat Mammon have been almost 
entirely secular. The effect is to make the angel all the more 
striking as an image of gratuitous grace: until his faint, Guyon 
has displayed no weakness and shown no signs of realising his need 
for an apgel -yet one has come.
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2 Popish Plots
The second aspect of Spenser's treatment of duplicity we shall
he discussing concerns those images of falsehood in the poem
which are associated with Roman Catholicism. Critics have
linked Malengin, 'the selfe deceiuer', both with the Irish
rebellion^ and with Catholic (particularly Jesuit) subversion
2
in both England and Ireland. There is support for both points 
of view. On the one hand, the brigand's leanness suggests a 
picture similar to Spenser's description of the Irish rebels 
as 'corpses come out of their graves'. A View of the Present 
State of Ireland mentions two other features of the Irish which 
recall Malengin: their long forelocks or 'glibs', and their 
enveloping mantles which could be used as devices for concealment 
and disguise.^ On the other hand, the word 'vestiment', used to 
describe the clothes of both Malengin and Dolon, may have been 
chosen for its associations with clerical garments. Malengin's 
shaÿe-shifting, too, may have been intended to recall the disguises 
used by Catholic priests in England, as in the following 
proclamation issued in 1591*
1 See, for example, Graham Hough, A Preface to The Faerie Queene,'
p.199.
2 See Bennett, Evolution of "The Faerie Queene", p.l86.
3 Edmund Spenser, A View of the Present State of Ireland, pp.65, 70.
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©•• it is certainly knowen & proved by common experience, upon 
the apprehension of sundry of the sayde trayterous persons sent 
into the Realms, that they are come into the same by secrete 
Creekes, and landing places, disguised, both in their names and 
persons. Some in appareil, as Souldiers, Mariners, or Merchants, 
pretending that they have bene heretofore taken prisoners, and 
put into Sallies, and deliuered. Some come in as gentlemen with 
contrary names, in comely appareil, as though they had travailed 
into Forreine countreys for knowledge: And generally all, or the 
most part, as soone as they are crept in, are cloathed like 
gentelmen in apparel, and many as gallants, yea in all colours, 
and with feathers, and suchlike disugising themselues, and many 
of them in their behauiour as Russians, farre off to be thought,^ 
or suspected to be Friers, Priests, Jesuits or Popish schoolers.
In creating his personification of Guile, Spenser may have had both
the Irish and the Jesuits in mind, and no specific identification
need be made. The image is blended from a number of ingredients:
the hollow-cheeked appearance, for example, which seems to be so
clearly associated with the Irish, is also significant as an
indication that Malengin is of the melancholic complexion,
traditionally 'non expers fraudis*. However, when Malengin and
other deceit-figures in the poem are considered as a group, it
can hardly be doubted that the threat of Catholic a^ession, whether
in the form of the Irish rebellion or of the Jesuit mission to
England, was a real matter of concern to Spenser, and an inextricable
part of his conception of falsehood.
As we should expect, the association is strongest in Book I,
as this is the book concerned particularly with the nature and
the preservation of true religion. Redcross's first encounter
1 Humphrey Dyson, A Booke containing all svch proclamations, as 
were pvblished dvring the Raigne of the late Queene Elizabeth, 
p.
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brings him face to face with Error, a monster which evidently
represents religious deviation of some kind and has been identified
with Catholic pamphleteers.^ The Catholics were not the only
writers of seditious books and pamphlets: one of Elizabeth's
proclamations, for example, includes a complaint that 'sundry
seditious, scismaticall, and erronious printed Bookes and libelles',
written by Robert Browne (the 'Father of Congregationalism') and
2
Richard Harrison, were being smuggled into the country. None the 
less, to many of Spenser's first readers the picture of Error’s 
children devouring their mother - 'Making her death their life, and 
eke her hurt their good' - would have suggested particularly those 
Englishmen living abroad in Catholic countries who were involved 
in attempts to overthrow Elizabeth's kingdom.^
The second enemy encountered by Redcross is Archimago, and 
here the Catholic associations are unmistakeable.
He told of Saintes and Popes, and euermore
He strowd an Aue Mary after and before. (l i 35)
It has been suggested that Archimago represents the Pope.^ However, 
this is not specifically stated in the poem, and it is perhaps
1 See introduction by E. Be Selincourt to The Poetical Works of 
Edmund Spenser, p.lii.
2 Dyson, Proclamâtions. p.225»
3 See ibid. p.297.
4 See introduction to Spenser, Poetical Works, p.lii; see also 
Frank Eermoct, Shakespeare. Spenser and Donne, p.15, where Archimago 
is identified with antichrist, associated with the Papacy©
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preferable to regard him simply as the embodiment of Catholic
power in general, particularly since Spenser has already included
a specific personification of the ^ pe - Duessa*s father, the
Bnperor of the West. On the other hand, the association of the
pope with the vice of hypocrisy is not without parallels a
picture in Hampton Court^ shows Hypocrisy in a triple crown
being overthrown by the four evangelists.
The conjuration described in I i 36-8 strengthens the association
of Archimago with Catholicism, since the Catholic Church claimed
to be the only authority capable of exorcising spirits. In the
popular mind, exorcism had associations with sorcery; Catholics
2
were, for example, accused of conjuring up the dead. One 
result of Archimago’s conjurations is a false image of Una, 
dressed like the true Una in a veil 'wimpled...full low' and 
covered with a 'blacke stole'. This imagery suggests 
the habit of a nun. Una's dress does not necessarily give 
grounds for supposing that Spenser was a secret Catholic; as 
the representative of the true Church she would naturally be 
dressed in some distinctively religious way, and any such habit
1 ’An anti-papal allegory’, by Girolamo da Treviso©
2 See T.W. Baldwin, On the Compositional Genetics of The Comedy 
of Errors, pp. 37f^ Scot (Discoverie of Witchcraft, pp.113) 
puts ’papists exorcismes! in the same list as 'witches charmes’, 
’counterfeit visions’, and ’couseners knaveries’. For other 
examples of associations between the papacy and necromancy, 
see Kermode, Shakespeare. Spenser. Donne, p.44#
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would unavoidably have Catholic associations.^ But in the 
description of Archimago’s false Una the habit is used specifically 
as a cloak for deception:
Lo there before his face his Lady is,
Vnder blake stole hyding her bayted hooke,... (l i 49)
The association between concealing cloak and deceit is a 
commonplEice, but it is noteworthy that Spenser uses this image 
particularly to suggest clerical, evidently Catholic, dress.
Similar examples occur elsewhere in the poem: the ’vestiments’ 
of Dolon and Malengin (the last of which may also refer to the 
enveloping mantle worn by the Irish) have already been mentioned, 
and there is a further instance in the description of Doubt in 
the Masque of Cupid:
... Doubt, who was yclad 
In a discolour’d cote, of straunge disguyse.
That at his backe a brode Capuccio had.
And sleeues dependant Albanese-yy^^^:
He lookt askew with his mistrustfull eyes,
And nicely trode, as themes lay in his way.
Or that the flore to shrinks he did auyse.
And on a broken reed he still did stay
His feeble steps, which shrunke, when hard theron he lay. (ill xii 10) 
This mention of a monk’s habit is particularly striking because 
here there was no a priori need for Spenser to refer to Catholicism.
The shifty-eyed appearance of this character seems to owe its 
existence not to Spenser’s views on doubt, but to his mental 
image of the Catholic priest or monk, cloaked and hooded and
1 This has been pointed out by C.S. Lewis, in Allegory of Love.
pp. 322-4.
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full of guile.^ The same image lies, perhaps, behind Artegall’s 
definition of ’forgerie' - ’Vnder one hood to shadow faces twaine.’ 
This seems to have been a proverbial saying: Lyly uses the phrase 
’cary two faces in one hood’; Nashe, referring to the pride of the 
learned in creating new sects, refers to ’others with the Martinist 
/”making_7 a hood with two faces to hide their hypocrisie.’^ In 
The Faerie Queene the metaphor is linked with duplicity on the 
Catholic side: Burbon, who represents Henry IV, is being criticised 
by Artegall for discarding the shield of Protestantism which was 
given to him by Redcross. Spenser also adds the powerful verb 
’shadow’, so that his use of the image, unlike the others, suggests 
that the two faces are half-concealed under the hood - thus recalling 
the false Una’s ’blake stole hyding her bayted hooke’.
Other persorifications of the universal Catholic enemy in the 
poem are Orgoglio and the Soldan (both representing the attacks of 
Philip II on Elizabeth’s kingdom); Gerioneo and his beast, an 
allegory of the Inquisition’s reign of terrorin the Netherlands; and 
Grantorto, the embodiment of what, to Spenser, was an unjust rebellion 
in Ireland. The most striking figure of this type is 
Duessa. On her first appearance, her lavish dress - although 
in itself no gaudier than Florimell’s or Belphoebe’s-strikes a
1 Anti-clericalism of a different type appears in Palingenius,
Zodiake of Life, p.75, where husbands are exhorted to keep their 
womenfolk safe from friars, monks and priests.
2 John Lyly, Eupnues: The Anatomy of Wit and Euphues and His England, 
p.ll7o
3 Nashe, Pierce Penilesse, pp.2?-8o
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contrast with Una’s black and white which expresses all the
faults of excessive wealth and lavish vestments which Protestants
criticised in the old Church:
A goodly Lady clad in scarlot red,
Purfled with gold and pearle of rich assay.
And like a Persian mitre on her hed
She wore, with crownes and owches garnished.
The which her lauish louers to her gaue;
Her wanton palfrey all was ouerspred
With tinsell trappings, wouen like a waue, ••• (i ii 13)
The mitre garnished with crowns suggests, of course, the papal
tiara; the identification is later confirmed when Duessa is described
as the daughter of the Emperor of the West who ’high hath set his
throne, where Tiberis doth pas’. She tells Redcross that she was
betrothed to a king’s son who was slain:
His blessed body spoiled of liuely breath.
Was afterward, I know not how, conuaid 
And fro me hid: of whose most innocent death 
When tidings came to me vnhappy maid,
0 how great sorrow my sad soule assaid.
Then forth I went his woefull corse to find.
And many yeares throughout the world I straid,
A virgin widow, whose deepe wounded mind
With loue, long time did languish as the striken hind, (l ii 24) 
There are echoes here of the search of Isis for Osiris, and of Mary 
Magdalen’s lament - ’They have taken away my Lord and I know not 
where they have laid him. ’ But in the previous stanza Duessa describes 
how her ’dearest Lord fell from high honours staire’, thus implying 
that her betrothed is not Christ but Lucifer. She is therefore 
placed in opposition to the true Church, the bride of Christ.
When she becomes the mistress of Orgoglio, her role as the person­
ification of a proud, luxurious and evil Church is further developed. 
The giant clothes her in ’gold and purple pall’, and this time the 
papal tiara is explicitly mentioned - ’triple crowne set on her
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head full hye' • ’To make her dreaded more of men’ , Orgoglio
mounts her on a terrible beast:
Such one it was, as that renowmed Snake 
Which great Aleides in Stremona slew.
Long fostred in the filth of Lerna lake.
Whose many heads out budding euer new.
Did breed him endlesse labour to subdew:
But this same Monster much more vgly was;
For seuen great heads out of his body grew.
An yron brest, and backe of scaly oras.
And all embrewd in bloud, his eyes did shine as glas.
His tayle was stretched out in wondrous length.
That to the house of heauenly gods it raught.
And with extorted powre, and borrow’d strength.
The euer-burning lamps from thence it brought,
And prowdly threw to ground, as things of nought;
And vndemeath his filthy feet did tread - 1 ^
The sacred things, and holy heasts foretaught. (l vii 1*^)
From a twentieth cenxury standpoint, this seems to brand Spenser
as intolerably prejudiced against Rome. But Duessa’s beast is
no more repulsive than the Blatant Beast, which is also said to
Irv
desecrate ’the sacred things’ - and^Book VI Spenser is referring 
not to Catholicism but to the iconoclasm of Protestants. Like 
Nashe in Pierce Penilesse, Spenser takes up a middle position, 
hostile both to the wily, Italianate Catholic and to the extreme 
Puritan.
There is another sense in which Duessa’s beast holds the key 
to the reasoning behind Spenser’s obsession with Catholicism as 
a destructive force. The Faerie Qneene refers to a variety of ways 
in which supporters of the Catholic Church were threatening Elizabeth’s 
England: Philip’s marriage to Mary Tudor, the Armada, the rebellion 
in Ireland, the Inquisition in the Netherlands, the infiltration
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of'Jesuits and seditious literature into England, the defection of
Henry IV, the threat of Mary, Queen of Scots, as a focus for rebellion,
and the repeated plots against Elizabeth's life. To an Englishman of
Spenser's day, Catholicism was indeed like a hydra-headed monster
attacking from all sides - Spain, the Netherlands, France, Scotland,
Ireland - and growing the more it was attacked. It must.have seemed
that such a powerful group of allied forces could be defeated only
by God's grace: Duessa's beast and the Soldan in Book V are, accordingly,
vanquished not by strength of arm but by the light from Arthur's shield.
Seen in this way, Spenser's lack of tolerance towards the Roman Church
becomes understandable. His association of Catholics with guile has,
moreover, some justification: to a loyal subject of Elizabeth, the
infiltration of the Jesuits into England was naturally seen in terms
of treachery operating through disguise and concealment.
.. many _/”jesuit_^ doeattempt to resort into the Uniuersities 
and houses of law from whence in former times they departed: 
many into seriHces of Noblemen, Ladies and gentlemen, with such 
like fraudulent deuises to couer themselues from all apprehension, 
or suspicion: and yet in processe of time, they do at length 
so insinuate themselues to get themselues crédité with hypocrisies, 
as they infect both the Masters and Families, and consequently 
aduenture also yea jecretdy to use their offices of priesthood 
and reconcilements.
We may believe that Campion and his followers were sincere,
courageous men, yet still appreciate the horror the Jesuit mission
must have inspired in loyal Protestants, the creeping feaï of the
enemy within. The willingness of the Jesuits to temporise when
1 Dyson, Proclamations, p.297®
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captured also helped to brand them as deceivers. Robert
Anderton, when asked whether he would join in an invasion of
England 'by colour of Religion' replied
... that they be questions wherewith he doth not deale, 
and required to bee respited for his answers, vntill 
such caisses should happen, adding by way of abusion, 
that in the mearMtime hee may possibly be a Protestant,^ 
and so then become of other opinion then he is now of.
Spenser may have had such equivocation in mind when he makes
Burbon say:
To temporize is not from truth to swerue.
Ne for aduantage terme to entertaine.
When as necessitie doth it constrains. (V xi 5^)
Even without the Jesuits, the Catholic Church would still have
had this association with dissimulation in Protestant minds.
Catholic monks and priests were widely reputed to perform miracles
by elaborate trickery - 'In all ages moonkes and preests have
2
abused and bewitched the world with counterfet visions.' In
particular, Catholicism was the faith of Italy, notorious for
the subtle doctrines of Machiavelli.^ To the Englishman the
Italian was guile incarnate: Nashe, for example, describes how
4
the Italians excel at poisoning oy stealth. Englishmen who 
had travelled overseas, particularly to Italy, were similarly 
distrusted:
1 Dyson, Proclamations, p. 297»
2 Scot, Discoverie of Witchcraft, p.268,
3 In The Prince, Machiavelli argues, for example, that it is unwise for 
princes always to keep faith and that 'it is unnecessary for a prince 
to have all the good qualities ... but it is very necessary to appear 
to have them'fp.qq^.
4 Nashe, Pierce Penilesse, pp.48-9»
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... flee from them, which fled with every wynde 
From native soyle, to forraine coastes by stealth.
Theyr traynes are trustlesse, tending still to treason,
Theyr smoothed tongues are lyned all with guyle.
Their power slender, scarsly woorthe two peason, ,
Their malice much, their wittes are full of wyle: ...
Such people were often of the Malcontent type, popularly associated
both with Catholicism and with Machiavelli,^
Spenser's anti-Catholic bias is therefore inevitable, and, taking
into account the prevailing atmosphere of his time, not excessive.
The final appearance of Duessa in the poem - her trial before Mercilla -
could have been used as a vehicle for the expression of strong anti-
Catholic feeling. Spenser's account, however, is presented in a way
which is, in some respects, very close to the historical facts of
Elizabeth's treatment of Mary, Queen of Scots. The Mercilla canto,
as C.S. Lewis rightly says, has a crippling effect on Book V because
it does not give a picture of Mercy strong enough - or indeed merciful
enough - to outweigh the grim presentation elsewhere of justice without
mitigation. More doubtful is Lewis's assertion that 'Spenser has
allowed himself to be carried away by flattery and historical allegory
(his "fatal Cleopatra").'^ There are a number of places in The Faerie
Queene where the historical allegory, by introducing a fresh perspective,
is a definite asset to the poetry;^ the Mercilla epsode fails not because
1 George Gascoigne, The Poesies ed. J.W. Cunliffe, p.345*
2 See discussion in Babb, Elizabethan Malady, Chapter IV,
3 Lewis, Allegory of Love, p.349»
4 See pp.216-218 below.
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it includes historical allegory hut because it includes so little 
else. As for flattery, Spenser was certainly a loyal subject, 
but his presentation of Mercilla's pity for Duessa does not seem 
unduly biased when placed beside Elizabeth's own account of her 
feelings:
... in verie trueth we were greatly and deeply grieued 
in our minde, to thinkeor imagine that any such unnatural 
& monstrous Acts should be either deuised, or willingly 
assented unto against us, by her being a Princesse borne, 
and of our sexe and blood, and one also whose life & 
honor we had many times before saued and preserued: ... 
how&deepely we were grieued to heare of those horrible and 
unnatural attempts and actions of that Queene, whose many 
former offences, manifestly and daupgerously committed 
againth^ us, our Crowne and Realme, we had ouerpassed 
with our great clemencie, contrary to the many aduices 
and requestes of our subiects ...
We cannot know to what extent this proclamation expresses Elizabeth's
real feelings, but certainly it must have made a deep impression
on her loyal subjects. Clearly Spenser himself was impressed, and
from the modem reader's point of view this is unfortunate, since
the result is that V.ix relies too much on Elizabeth's pity for
Mary (who was, after all, in the end executed) as a sufficient .
exemplum of Mercy. But to a sixteenth century reader loyal to
his queen, the power of association behind such lines as the
following would be considerable;
But she, whose Princely breast was touched nere 
With piteous ruth of her so wretched plight.
Though plaine she saw by all, that she did heare.
That she of death was guiltie found by right.
Yet would not let iust vengeance on her light : ... (V ix 50)
1 Dyson, Proclamations, p. 1%%.
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Any assessment of Spenser's attitude towards Catholic plotters 
must turn partly on our estimation of his loyalty to Elizabeth, 
which is the positive aspect of (and the extenuating circumstances 
for) the hatred of Rome shown so clearly in the characterisation 
of Archimago and Duessa. O.S. Lewis's accusation that Spenser 
was carried away by flattery when he wrote the Mercilla canto 
raises the same question. Technically, it may be argued, Spenser's 
'sincerity' or otherwise is irrelevant to a judgment of his poetry: 
in practice, however, it is important because it determines whether 
certain passages are regarded as panegyric or satire, as serious 
parts of the poem or 'just put in to flatter Elizabeth',^ Since 
personifications of the queen - Gloriana, Belphoebe, Mercilla - 
play such an important part in The Faerie Queene, it is worth 
making a brief digression to discuss this point.
It should be noted, first, that any sixteenth century writer 
had to exercise a certain caution about affairs of the kingdom.
The unfortunate Malfont, of whose punishment Spenser clearly approved, 
sufficiently demonstrates this (indeed, the Mercilla canto caused 
James VI of Scotland to call for Spenser's own trial and punishmeiit, 
a fate which, one may conjecture, might have awaited the poet if 
he had outlived Elizabettj). Inevitably, therefore, some passages 
were indeed written witn Elizabeth's feelings in mind. One such 
must be the statement in V v 25 that, although men are the natural
1 C.f. Variorum, Book I p.256 (Percival'a note to VIII xlvi); Book II, p.166 
(B.E.C. Davis's note to Proem iv); Book V pp.156-7 (H.D. Grierson's note to 
Proem i).
2 Alexander C. Judson, The Life of Edmund Spenser, p.179*
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rulers, women may rule if 'the heauens them lift to lawful1
soueraintie'. This exception is against the whole argument of the
passage (indeed it raises the avritward question of whether Radigund
could claim 'lawfull soueraintie'); it must therefore, nave been
inserted for diplomatic reasons. However, an example such as
this indicates not so much flattery as tact, and other passages
suggest a definite lack of flattery - for example, the picture of
a less-than-perfect court in Colin Clouts Come Home Againe. or the
memorable vignette of Lucifera's courtiers:
Her hordes and Ladies all this while deuise 
Themselues to setten forth to straungers sight:
Some frounce their curled h^aire in courtly guise.
Some prancke their ruffes, and others trimly dight
Their gay attire: each others greater pride doesspight. (l iiii I4) 
It is also relevant to note that there were some surprising om^issions 
from the dedicatory sonnets originally pubii^shed with The Faerie 
Queens: the sonnets to Burghley, Walsingham, Buckhurst, Cumberland,
Hunsden, Norris and the Countess of Pembroke were added only after 
some copies had already been printed.^ It has been suggested that 
these additions may have been made on the advice of some prudent 
friend; similar advice is given to Spenser in Pierce Penilesse, where 
Nashe accuses him of 'forgetfulness' in not including Amyntas 
(probably the Earl of Southampton) in 'that honourable catalogue of 
our English Heroes, which insueth the conclusions of thy famous 
Faide Queen'. (in view of Nashe*s feud with Spenser's friend
1 Judson, Life of Edward Spenser, pp.141-2.
2 Nashe, Pierce Penilesse, pp.135-6.
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Gabriel Harvey, and his brother, one may perhaps suspect his motives
in pointing out this omission so publicly.) These lapses of tact must
show beyond question that Spenser was not a calculating flatterer. The
impression is reinforced when his simple but dignified dedication to
Elizabeth is compared with, say, Elyot's to Henry VIII,^ or with the
attempted deification of James I in the masque. In this matter Spenser
could say with Harington, 'I desire to be briefe, because I love to 
2
be plaine.'
In the poem itself, the praise of Elizabeth, although considerable, 
is not so excessive as to constitute hyperbole. Elizabeth was, after 
all, a great queen of England, and her subjects were only too conscious 
that the peace of the realm depended on her survival. Once again, it 
is impossible to avoid bringing into the discussion matters outside 
the poem. Our knowledge that Elizabeth to a large extent deserves 
the praise given to her makes Spenser’s Gloriana an acceptable symbol 
of national 'pride, just as our knowledge of the limitations of James I 
must affect, inevitably, our response to the Jacobean court masque.
Perhaps the most powerful description of Spenser's devotion to his 
queen, and his placing of that devotion in the context of his own 
private loves, is Colin's apology to Gloriana in Book VI:
Elyot, Gouernour, pp. xxxi-xxxii.
Ariosto, Orlando Furioso, trans. Harington, p.xi.
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Sunne of the world, great ^ r y  of the sky.
That all the earth doest lighten with thy rayes.
Great Gloriana, greatest Maiesty,
Pardon thy shepeard, mongst so many layes.
As he hath sung of thee in all his dayes.
To make one minime of thy poore handmayd,
And vndemeath thy feete to place her prayse.
That when thy glory shall be farre displayd
To future age of her this mention may be made. (VI x 28)
To say that this was 'just put in because of Elizabeth' is to miss 
the point. Spenser had made no attempt to mention the queen in his 
own Epithalamion, but The Faerie Queene was written to be, in many 
respects, a nationalistic epic of the triumph of English virtue over 
the threat of Catholic aggression from abroad; the patriotic praise 
of Elizabeth is therefore intended as an essential feature of the poem, 
and should be accepted as such.
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3 Mighty charmes
Our third aspect of duplicity concerns magic, and here we meet
a characteristic of Spenser's poetry which will he treated more
fully in Part II: the tendency of images in The Faerie Queene to
have a dual, or paired, nature, so that frequently there will be
two examples of apparently the same thing, one good and the other
evil. Magic, unlike the images of diabolical evil and Catholic
treachery discussed in the last two chapters, can be both good
and evil. Broadly, it can be said that evil magic in The Faerie
Queene creates deceptive appearances, while good magic cuts through
them to reveal the reality behind.
The first of these themes is stated in full at the beginning of
the poem, where, as we have seen. Archimago's spells create a false
image of Una. The image plays a false role not only in the literal
sense, in that it is not what it appears to be, but also allegorically,
since it causes the Redcross Knight to misjudge and to desert Una
who is Truth. Spenser draws a vivid picture of Archimago at his
conjurations:
He to his study goes, and there amiddeis 
His Magick bookes and artes of sundry kindes.
He seekes out mighty charmes, to trouble sleepy mindes.
Then choosing out few woraes most horrible,
(Let none them read) thereof did verses frame,
With whicn and other spelles like terrible.
He bad awake blacke Plutoes griesly Dame,
And cursed heauen, and spake reprochfull shame 
Of highest God, the Lord of life and light ;
A bold bad man, that dar'd to call by name 
Great Gorgon. Brinee of darknesse and dead night,
At which Cocytus quakes, and Stvx is put to flight. (l i 36-7)
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In the sixteenth century this description would arouse familiar
assocations both in literature and in life. Conjurations similar
to Archimago's were performed by real-life magicians such as Dr Dee,^
and many of Spenser's first readers would have been familiar with the
German Faust legend. Marlowe's Dr Faustus. which appeared within a
few years of The Faerie Queene. also contains a picture of sinister
conjurations after nightfall.
Now that the gloomy shadow of the earth,
Longing to view Orion's drizzling look.
Leaps from th'antarctic world unto the sky.
And dims the welkin with her püchy breath,
Faustus, begin thine incantations, ^
And try if devils will obey thy best, ...
The Faustian enchanter - as we may call him - had two notable
characteristics: learning and, as a result of that learning, pride.
Typically, his spells came not from loiKlore but irom uoOk s : virtually
the last utterance of Faustus is the vain promise, 'I'll cum my booksl'
Spenser's Busirane is discovered 'Figuring straunge characters of his
art' and surrounded by 'wicked books':
And rising vp, gan streight to ouerlooke
Those cursed leaues, his charmes bacls to reuerse;
Full dreadfull things out of that balefull booke 
He red, and measur'd many a sad verse.
That horror gan the virgins hart to perse.
And her faire locks vp stared stiffs on end.
Hearing him those same bloudy lines reherse; ... (ill xii 36)
1 Christina Hole, Witchcraft in England. pp.l29ff,
2 Marlowe, Plays and Poems, p.126.
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Inevitably, this combination of book-learning and magical powers
was associated with the temptation of pride; Faustus of course chose
magic as his field of study specifically because other disciplines
did not offer suffidient scope for his ambitions. In The Faerie
Queene there is the example of Bladud who, after great achievements
in bringing civilisation to Britain, 'at last contending to excell
The reach of men, through flight into fond mischief fell'. Such
a fate befell Faustus - and would, perhaps, have befallen Prospero
had he not been able to 'drown' his book and so relinquish his
superhuman powers.
Spenser's Merlin occupies an ambivalent position, being in a
sense midway between good and evil. On the one hand, by showing
the future progeny of Britomart and Artegall, Merlin functions as
a medium for divine revelation. His mirror, like the lance made
by Bladud, plays an important part in Britomart's future; it has,
moreover, the power of revealing the truth, normally a characteristic
of good enchantment.
It vertue had, to shew in perfect sight.
What euer thing was in the world coiihyned.
Betwixt the lowest earth and heauens hi^t.
So that it to the looker appertayn^d; 
vVhateuer foe had wrought, or frend had faynd,
Therein discouered was, ne ought mote pas,
He ought in secret from the same remaynd; ... (ill ii IÇ)
But the mirror is ambivalent: it not only detects the treachery 
of King Ryence's enemies, but also has a near-disastrous effect 
on Britomart. Her condition - 'all mine entrailes flow with poysnous 
gore' - has an uncomfortable resemblance to Redcross's unpurged sins
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'festring sore' and 'Close creeping twixt the marrow and the skin'.
Her dismay at seeing 'th'only shade and semblant, of a knight' may 
at first seem excessive when it is remembered that hitherto the 
mirror has only shown reality. But to an Elizabethan the mirror 
would inevitably have suggested the crystal-gazing experiments of 
Dr Dee and his associates; one element, surely, in Britomart's 
feelings is the fear that she may have seen a devil.^ It turns 
out, of course, that Artegall is a real knight, and his image, like 
Merlin's prophecies, foreshadows a love-relationship which is 
destined to come to pass. This accuracy of prediction does not, 
however, put Merlin on the side of the angels. Prophecy was 
actively discouraged in Elizabethan England (in 15Ü0 an act was 
passed forbidding anyone to prophesy the queen's death); it 
was, morovœ, a traditbnal attribute of the devil,^ and the implication 
is that Merlin - who is said specifically to use 'cruell Feends' for 
his work - gained this power from a demonic source. As the offspring 
of a nun and a 'guilfull Spright' he represents, in an uneasy balance, 
the powers of evil working for the ends of good.
1 Scot, Discoverie of Witchcraft.pp.232ff.gives a number of examples 
of devils appearing in crystals.
2 Hole, Withcraft in England, p.126. Earlier, Elizabeth had introduced 
a general prohibition of political prophecy: see Rupert Taylor,
The Political Prophecy in England, pp.105-6.
3 See Dante, Inferno. X.lOOff.; Batman vppon Bartholome. -f .Itr; Nashe, 
Pierce Penilesse. pl25*
4 The Church's view was that white magic, as well as black, was evil 
because 'It was an appeal to a power other than God' (Hole, Witchcraft 
in England, p.17.
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Side by side with the Faustian enchantments of Archimago,
Busirane and Merlin is found a second type of magic - the 'unlearned'
folk-magic suggested by the activities of characters such as the
Witch in II vii. Spenser's vivid picture of the crone in her lonely
dilapidated cottage must have had a particularly direct appeal to
the Elizabethan reader familiar with real-life village witches.^
There in a gloomy hollow glen she /"Florimell^
A little cottage, built of stickes and reedes 
In homely wize, and wald with sods around,
Bvwhich a witch did dwell, in loathly weedes.
And wilfull want, all carelesse of her needes;
So choosing solitarie to abide.
Far(. from all neighbours, that her deuilish deedes 
And hellish arts from people she might hids,
And hurt far off vnknowne, whom euer she enuide. (ill vii 6)
This type of magic used no books but worked through herbs and charms 
of a more homely variety. Duessa - associated with folk-magic by 
her reversion to her unadorned self ' etary Prime, When Witches wont 
do penance for their crime' - enchants Frayidubio by means of 'wicked 
herbes and ointments'. Both the Witch and (more innocently) Glauce 
use herbs and charms to cure lovesickness; in each case the attempt 
is unsuccessful, and Spenser comments:
G.8. Lewis (Allegory of Love, p.312) points out that 'The witcheries 
of Duessa, when she rides in Night's chariot and "hungry wolves 
continually did howle", or of the hag with whom Florimel guested, 
are almost incomparably closer to the world of real superstition 
than any of the Italian enchantments /~of Boiardo and AriostoJ//
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o.» loue, that is in gentle brest begonne.
No idle charmes so lightly may remoue.
That well can witnesse, who by triall it does proue. (ill ii 51)
In other cases, however, folk-magic is used more successfully 
and, as with other forms of enchantment in The Faerie Queene. 
evil usage results in a distortion of reality: the Witch's 
charms produce the false Florimell, Duessa's the transformation 
of Frayldubio to a tree.
It is possible to distinguish a third type of magic in The 
Faerie Queene. (The distinction is tentative: as we shall 
see, the three categories are not exclusive.) A number of 
magical occurences cannot be classified either as 'Faustian' 
or as 'folklore', but are literary in their associations, 
appearing to echo, particularly, Ovid's Metamorphoses. Like
Spenser's sentiments accord with those of Lyly. Psellus, 
in Euphues p.344, says: 'What the force of loue is, I haue 
knowen, what the effects haue bene I haue heard, yet could 
I neuer learne that euer loue could be wonne, by the vertu es 
of hearbes, stones or words.'
Spenser's distrust of, or at any rate ignorance of, the 
virtues claimed for healing herbs is suggested by the fact 
that Glauce's remedies not only do not work but also may 
have been rather ill-suited for the purpose: Upton has stated 
that they could even cause barrenness (see reference in 
Variorum. p.ïZ(). As against this, a number of these herbs 
(though not all) are listed in Bright's Treatise of Melancholie 
as ingredients in preparations for the cure of melancholy.
Some of them, indeed, are recommended for interior disorders 
very similar to Britomart's condition of 'entrailes' flowing 
with 'p^sonous gore'. Rue or herb of grace is suggested for 
use when bleeding melancholic women, as an ingredâit in foment­
ations to assist purging, and for strengthening and cheering the 
brain (pp.271, 274,280-misnumbered 266). Mints are said to 
comfort the stomach and bowels (p.278). Dill is used in a 
clister for cleansing the entrails before bleeding melancholics 
(p.270), and also in a mixture to help sleeplessness (p.282).
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Spenser, Ovid makes repeated references to magical concealment
by mist and cloud: Pallas travels in a 'hollow cloud'; Medea
escapes the anger of Aegeus by casting a mist; when Circe casts
her spe^ll 'the heaven was overspred With darknesse, and a
foggye mist steamed upward from the ground*.^ In The Faerie
Queene. the same imagery of cloud and mist is used but with a
specific meaning: fog, often associated with sorcery, forms a
natural image for the distortion of reality practised by evil
characters. Archimago's conjurations, for example, lead the
reader to the Cave of Morpheus where the 'euer drizling raine*
forms an image for the atmospheric confusion which breeds false
dreams. Duessa raises up 'A foggy mist, that ouercast the day'
to distort the beauty of Fraelissa, and later covers Sans Joy
with 'inchanted cloud'. Another 'foggy mist' lingers around
the procession of the seven deadly sins to conceal the terrible
2
effects of the qualities they represent. Acrasia creates a 
'grosse fog' to confuse Guyon and the Palmer on their way to the 
Bower of Bliss. The light in Mammon's cave and the beauty of 
Radigund are compared, respectively, to 'the Moone cloathed
1 Shakespeare's Ovid, being Arthur Goldina's translation of 
the Metamorphoses, ed. W.H.D. Rowse, pp.lOS, 147> 283.
2 This procession, with its contrast between the cheerful appearance 
of many of the participants and the 'Dead seuls and bones of men' 
under their feet, may have been partly suggested to Spenser by Sir 
John Mandeville (Travels, ed. A.W. Pollard, p.117):
And they /the people of Calamye/^ set this idol upon a car with 
great reverence, well arrayed with cloths of gold, of rich cloths 
of Tartary, of Camaka, and other precious cloths. And they lead 
him about the city with great solemnity. And before the car go 
first in procession all the maidens of the country, two by two
(continued)
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with dowdy night' and 'the Moone in foggie winters night', recalling 
Ovid's Circe, who 'usde too make the moone looke darke, and wrappe 
her fathers head /”the sun_7 In watry clowdes'.^
The other major example of 'Ovidian*magic in Spenser is
2
Acrasia, one of whose literary ancestresses is Circe. Here the 
link between evil magic and deceptive appearances is particularly 
clear, for Acrasia not only maintains the artificial beauty of the 
Bower itself, but also attacks Guyon with illusory phantoms on his 
voyage, and transforms men into beasts.^ The beast-transfermation 
spell is, however, more complex than it looks, since to give a 
beast-like man a beast-like form is, from one point of view, not a 
distortion, but an expression, of r e a l i t y . ^ As we shall see later, 
in relation to the enchanted aids possessed by good characters, 
magic in The Faerie Queene cannot be considered without reference 
to the allegory*
(continued from previous page)
together full ordinatdly. And after these maidens go the 
pilgrims. And some of them fall down under the wheels of the
car, and let the car go over them, so that they be dead anon.
And some have their arms or their limbs all to-broken, and 
some the sides ... And after, I say you, before the car, go all 
the minstrels of the country withoutpumber, with diverse instru­
ments, and they make all the melody^j^ey can.
1 Shakespeare's Ovid, p.283.
2 See p.I OS below, particularly the passage quoted from p.6 of
Shakespeare's Ovid. Circe originates, of course, in Homer: it is 
interesting to note that Elyot (Gouernour, p. 3?) recommended 
the study of the Odyssey because Odysseus 'lerned to eskape the 
fraude and deceitfull imaginations of sondry and subtile crafty wittes'
3 Such transformations were also attributed to real witches: see, for
example. Hole, Witchcraft in England, pp. 55ff and 95; Margaret Alice 
Murray, The Witch Cult in Western Europe, pp.230ff.
4 See p. I below.
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Before leaving the subject of evil magic, it should be
emphasised that our suggested categories of Faustian sorcery,
folüore and Ovidian magic are not mutually exclusive. Duessa
is of course much more than an ordinary practitioner of folk-magic;
the Witch shares, through her conjuration of spirits, in the more
'learned' enchantments of Archimago.^ Nor can the influence of the
Metamorphoses be regarded in isolation, since magic feats mentioned
by Ovid and other literary sources are duplicated in reports of
contemporary witchcraft. Glauce, for example, resembles Myrrha's
2
nurse in her solicitude for her charge, but her use of spittle 
for magical purposes has real-life parallels.^ Triple charms as
A 5
used by Glauce are mentioned both by Ovid and Ariosto , but similar 
charms were, again, also used by real witches.^
1 It should be noted that Lyly refers to the hyena (to which 
the Witch's beast is compared in III vii 2) as the 'Methridate 
of the Magitiand(Buphues, p.346).
2 Shakespeai^ s Ovid, pp.209-10.
3 See Hole, Witchcraft in England, p.105. It has been pointed 
out (Evans, Spenser's Anatomy of Heroism, p.158) that the use 
of spittle has associations with the mocking of Christ.
4 Shakespeare's Ovid, p.-142^
5 Ariosto, Orlando Furioso, III.22.
6 Hole, Witchcraft in England, p.103.
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Good magic in The Faerie Queene is often referred to as
having the specific function of counteracting the confusing effects
of evil magic, A striking example is Arthur's diamond shield:
No magieke artes hereof had any might,
Nor hloudie wordes of hold Enchaunters call.
But all that was not such, as seemd in sight.
Before that shield did fade, and suddeine fall: ... (I vii 35)
Such power against illusion was a traditional attribute of the
diamond: Mandeville describes the gem as giving protection 'from
enchantments and from fantasies and illusions of wicked spirits'
Lyly writes that ' olde women say, //’the diamJand__7' to haue bene of
great force, against idle thoughts, vayne dreames, and phrenticke 
2
imaginations.'
The horn of Timias has similar properties:
No false enchauntment, nor deceiptfull trains 
Might once abide the terror of that blast.
But presently was voids and wholly vaine: ... (l viii 4)
Other instances of the destruction of illusion by good magic are 
the Palmer's staff which 'could all charmes defeat' and - a more 
specialised case - Florimell's girdle, which has the power of 
revealing unchastity hidden behind a chaste appearance.^
The other function of good magic in The Faerie Queene is to 
reveal truth not by destroying enchantments but by providing a 
supernatural image for qualities which the allegory is seeking
1 Mandeville, Travels, p.107.
2 Lyly, Euphues. p.302.
3 See the list of objects with the power of getting behind
appearances given in Dallett, 'Ideas of Sight in The Faerie 
Queene', p.93n.
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to express. The enchanted weapons possessed hy some good
characters, for example, represent virtues within the characters
themselves. There is no room in an allegorical poem for a
reaction such as that of Rogero in the Orlando Furioso
Who would no more the shield enchanted heare,
But in the well did drown it, with intent 
That men might know his valiant deeds of armes.
Were done by force of vertue, not of charmes.
In contrast, Spenser's Arthur is not ashamed of winning battles
'unfairly' through the dazzling effect of his shield, because
that shield represents the strength of God's grace; similarly,
Britomart's effortless victories with the magic lance are the
allegorical expression of the power of her own beauty and chastity.
This use of allegory is worth remembering particularly in connection
with Artegall, who has been called an unsatisfactory knight on the
grounds that he wins battles with the aid of Talus aad the sword 
2
of Astraea. Such criticism is not relevant, because Talus and 
the sword represent aspects of Artegall's own virtue and so 
cannot be said to constitute an unfair advantage.
An interesting (if not entirely successful) example of 
this use of good magic is the story of Cambell and Triamond in
IS£ ii-iii. This episode portrays a situation in which the
natural sequence of cause and effect has been, as it were,
modulated into a state of affairs in which events are determined
1 Ariosto, Orlando Furioso, XXV.4.
2 See B.E.C. Davis in Vanorum, Book V, p.298.
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primarily by enchantment. We can perhaps say that Spenser is
using magic to represent the power of virtue to work for good,
All three of the female characters in the story - Agape, Cambina
and Canacee - are said to possess magical skills, and it is
Cambina*e magic wand which stops the fight between Cambell and
Triamond when reasoned persuasion fails. This combat is not
presented as a trial of Cambell's strength and courage against
Triamond's; its outcome appears to depend on the relative powers
of the enchanted aids held by the two protagonists. Such a
proliferation of magical 'props' is unusual in Spenser and cannot
be attributed solely to his Chaucerian source:^ some of the magical
elements - the favour granted to Agape by the fates, the wand and
enchanted cup of Cambina - are his own additions. The term 'props'
is used deliberately, for the effect of such a proliferation of
enchanted aids is to distance the story, and almost to add a
theatrical dimension. Cambina's intervention is indeed described
in terms of a theatrical event, the sudden descent of the deus
ex machina in a masque:
All suddenly they heard a troublous noyes.
That seemd some perilous tumult to desine,
Confused with womens cries, and shouts of boyes.
Such as the troubled Theaters oftimes annoyes.
Thereat the Champions both stood still a space.
To weeten what that sudden clamour ment;
Lo where they spyde with speedie whirling pace.
One in a char et of straunge fumiment,
Towards than driuing like a storme out sent.
The Squire's Tale.
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The charet decked was in wondrous wize,
With gold and many a gorgeous ornament,
After the Persian Monarks antique guize,
Such as the maker selfe could best by art deuize. (IV iii 37-8) 
There is no trace here of Spenser’s customary distrust of illusions:
This artificiality, unlike the deceptive appearances created by 
evil characters, does not conceal truth but expressesit.
In another sense, however, the episode is puzzling and less 
than satisfactory. Oddly, the day of the combat is described as 
’That day, the dreddest day that liuing wight Did euer see vpon 
this world to shine'. It has been suggested that Priamond, Diamond 
and Triamond represent the three worlds of platonism - terrestrial, 
celestial and supercelestial.^ This theory is convincing in that 
it provides an explanation of the brothers' names (and also the 
'Telemond' - 'perfect world' - on the title page of Book IV), and 
gives a reason for regarding the combat as a cosmological event 
important enough to justify the ' dreddest day' description. Yet 
in this description the most obvious associations are not, surely, , 
with Platonism but with the Christian Day of Judgment - dies ilia. 
dies irae.
Whatever the explanation, Spenser's treatment can certainly 
not be justified on poetic grounds. The most attractive images 
of friendship in The Faerie Queene are those couched in unpretentiously 
human terms, such as the description of the angels of New Jerusalem 
walking 'As commonly as friend does with his friend'. On their
Thomas P. Roche, The Kindly Flame: a study of the third 
and fourth books of Spenser's Faerie Queene, pp.l^ff.
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first appearance, Cambell and Triamond seem to share this 
human quality:
Two knights, that lincked rode in louely wise.
As if they secret counsels did partake;
And each not farre behinde him had his make.
To weete, two Ladies of most goodly hew.
That twixt themselues did gentle purpose make, ... (lllfii 30) 
But the promise is not maintained. For human friendship is 
substituted enforced reconciliation by the power of enchantment.^
It is noteworthy that Cambina does not use her magical skills
immediately, but is forced into it because her prayers and tears
and appeals to reason are completely unsuccessful. The nepenthe 
is effective, and the 'friends' forget their bloodthirsty combat 
in which one of them has killed the other's two brothers; the 
reader, however, is not so easily magicked into oblivion. The 
episode is not therefore one of Spenser's successes, but remains 
interesting as a demonstration of a world in which 'good' 
enchantment becomes an alternative mode of causation outside - 
or rather abstracted from - the general flux of human emotions 
and events.
Before leaving the subject of enchantment in The Faerie 
Queene. it will be necessary to attempt to discuss an aspect 
of the sixteenth century attitude to magic which is less easy 
to define. We may begin by recalling Spenser's description of 
Maiengin's overtures to Samient:
Janet Spens (Spenser's Faerie Queene: An Interpretation, pp.99-100) 
and W.B.C. Watkins (Shakespeare and Spenser, p.20l) would appear 
to be right in suggesting that the sixteenth century idea that 
idealised friendship was superior to love may have been sometning 
to which Spenser paid lip-service only; certainly his treatment 
of it, here and in tne stay of Amyas and Placidas, seems to be 
emotionally stilted in the extreme, despite the declaration 
in IIII viii 1«
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So did the villaine to her prate and play,
And many pleasant triokes before her show.
To turne her eyes from his intent away:
For he in slights and iugling feates did flow,
And of legierdemayne the mysteries did know. (V iz I3)
Today the word 'juggling* (like conjuring*) refers solely to the
use of sleight-of-hand for entertainment. But Malengin's juggling is
clearly more than sleight-of-hand in the ordinary sense, since it
involves, as we later discover, shape-shifting. For sixteenth-century
writers, juggling and legierdemain ('to wit, the nimble conveiance of
the h a n d * c o u l d  be regarded as dangerous, or potentially dangerous,
2
accomplishments far removed from the conjuror at the children's party.
Scot's Discoverie describes both witchcraft and the art of creating
illusions (some extremely unpleasant and bloodthirsty)^ for entertainment.
Sometimes juggling seems to be regarded almost as a synonym for sorcery:
Lavater’s translator talks of the 'juggling cast' of those who create
false illusions of apparitions.^ Earlier, Mandeville had told how
'jugglers and enchanters' at the court of the great Chan tampered with
the sun and moon, just as witches were traditionally thi'ought to do.
... they make to come in the air, by seeming, the sun and 
the moon to every man's sight. And after they make the night 
so dark that no man may see nothing. And after they make the day 
to come again, fair and pleasant with bright sun, to every man's sight
1 Scot, Discoverie of Witchcraft, p.182.
2 See discussion in Baldwin, Compositional Genetics of The Comedy 
of Errors, pp.37ff»
3 Scot, op. cit., pp.l$6ff.
4 Lavater, Of Ghostes and Spirites, p.18.
5 Mandeville, Travels, p.155* (For the power of witches over the
sun and the moon, see Shake spear e's Ovi d, pp.142, 243 and 283;
Ariosto, Orlando Furioso, XX.53; Scot, o£. cit. p.6.)
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An intricate illustration of this habit of mind may
be seen in The Comedy of Errors:
They say this town is full of cozenage,
As nimble jugglers that deceive the eye,
Dark-working sorcerers that change the mind.
Soul-killing witches that deform the body, ^
Disguised cheaters, prating mountebanks, •••
Here the ideas of witchcraft and s1eight-of-hand are strikingly
intermingled. No qualitative distinction seems to be made
between creating an illusion by cleverness and performing magic
by the aid of spirits. At first we seem to be in the ordinary
'market-place’ world where sleight-of-hand might mean, say, picking
pockets or cheating at dice: then, without pause, the image becomes
more sombre with 'Dark-working sorcerers' and 'Soul-killing witches',
a shift of key into the world of supernatural evil which reflects
CrK-
back a sinister light ef the jugglers and cozeners; finally comes 
a return to the day-to-day world with the chat ers and the mounte­
banks. It is as if the distinction between witchcraft and 
sleight-of-hand ware one of degree rather than of kind. Spenser's 
Malengin shows a similar duality, being both skilled in physical 
sleight-of-hand with his hook and net, and also the occupant of 
a cave which 'goeth down to hell'.
Tentatively, we may explain this habit of mind with reference 
to an idea which will receive fuller treatment in chapter 3» the 
Platonic notion that a person's outward appearance was (or at any 
rate ought to be) an accurate expression of his or her inward 
nature. Two corollaries can be drawn from this concept: firstly.
Comedy of Errors, I ii S'Jff.
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that illusions of any type must peculiarly disturbing because 
they appear to destroy the 'natural* harmony of appearance and 
reality; secondly, that illusions, by altering external appearances, 
must also affect the inner personality because the two are so 
clearly interlinked. Put another way, this implies that appearing 
to create an illusion can be as bad as 'really' creating it by 
sorcery. Certainly there seems to be some confusion in the 
minds of writers such as Scot and Lavater between illusions created 
by human agents and 'genuine' supernatural appearances. In the 
earlier part of his book, Scot argues that the phenomena caused 
by vifcches are mere trickery and self-delusion; later, however, he 
goes on to give an apparently 'straight' detailed demonology. The 
Roman Church was accused, at one and the same time, of pretending 
to conjure up apparitions of demons, and of 'really' conjuring them 
up by magic. We may perhaps call this a confusion of belief or, 
alternatively, the result of missed mental connections and an 
inability to make certain distinctions. A similar confusion of 
belief becomes apparent when we juxtapose the many stories of 
witches claiming experiences of transformation into animals with 
similar stories about melancholics:^ the outlines of the possible 
were not logically drawn, and the disbelief extended to the 
melancholic did not always, unfatunately, extend to the witch.
The ambiguous distinction between 'being' and 'pretending to
be' is also present within the varying effects of melancholy itself:
See, for example, the cases of melancholic delusions described 
in Batman vppon Bartholome, f.33r.
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the disease could cause men to think they were animals or, as
in lycanthropia, experience a 'real' transformation.
For some sixteenth-century writers, then, illusion is seen
as particularly dangerous because it does not stay within the
boundaries assigned to it but almost, by a kind of sympathetic
magic, creates its own confusing version of reality. In contrast,
a scientifically minded writer like Bacon has his boundaries quite
clear when he writes of the illusions created by the ideal
inhabitants of his New Atlantis:
We have also houses of deceits of the senses, where we 
represent all manner of feats of juggling, false 
apparitions, impostures and illusions, and their 
fallacies. And surely you will easily believe that we, 
that have so many things truly natural which induce admir­
ation, could in a world of particulars decflive the senses, 
if we would disguise those things and labour to make them 
more miraculous. But we do hat^ all impostures and lies, 
insomuch as we have severely forbidden it to all our 
fellows, under pain of ignominy and fines, that they do 
not show any natural work or thing adorned or swelling, 
but only purj as it is, and without all affectation of 
strangeness.
The Atlanteans draw a distinction between the creation of illusion
as a valid exercise in artifice, and the use of such artifice in
the cause of tipostures and lies', which is not always present
in the work of earlier writers.
In some respects Spenser's own attitudes seem to occupy an
intermediate position. The ambiguous powers of Malengin seem to
2
suggest a blurring of distinctions such qs we find in Scot; on
Francis, Lord Bacon, The New Atlantis, p.,249*
'Seem' is used deliberately: this must be a tentative statement, 
because Malengin is an allegorkal character; both his natural 
and supernatural powers are signifying something else, so that 
he cannot be used as an indicator of Spenser's own attitiAs 
without some degree of hesitation.
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a more sophisticated level, similar ambiguities are to some 
extent implied by the complex blend of sorcery and theatrical 
contrivance in the House of Busirane cantos. As we shall see 
in Chapter 6, Spenser's concept of art includes not only art 
in the sense of craftsmanship and 'curious' artificiality, but 
a]æ the arts of the occults the three kinds occur on the same 
continuum. In this sense, sorcery and juggling become neighbours. 
On the other hand, there are passages which suggest that Spenser's 
distinctions, like Bacon's, are ultimately clear. The sudden 
appearance of Ease on the haunted stage of the House of Busirane 
seems to invdh/e a blending of two kinds of illusion, the magical 
and the theatrical; in fact, however, the passage depends for 
its dramatic effect precisely on our., and Spenser's, knowledge 
that these two worlds are really quite separate. Spenser is 
aware of the dangerous tendency of illusion to come outside its 
own boundaries but can, at the same time, stand back and use 
this tendency, in a highly self-conscious fashion, as a poetic 
aid.
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PART Ils TRUE AND FALSE
The Faerie Queene is to a large extent constructed round 
antitheses, and Spenser's most characteristic technique of 
bringing out the meaning of evil is to juxtapose it with good.
This section will, therefore, discuss the part played by antithesis 
in Spenser's imagery of truth and falsehood. Chapter 4 explores 
the extent of duality in the poem and considers the validity, as 
a critical method, of comparing 'twin' passages. Chapters 5-7 
deal with three antitheses of especial interests outward appearance 
and inner self, nature and art, and true and false love.
4 Duality
The most casual reader of The Faerie Queene must notice that it 
contains many instances of paired images. There are Una and 
Duessa, the true Florimell and the false, Britomart and Radigund,. 
an embroidered Venus and a real one, a House of Pride involving a 
descent to Hell, a House of Holiness involving an ascent to Heaven. 
Detailed reading will often reveal an intricate series of correspond­
ences. To take an example, Una's father is an eastern king, Duessa's 
a western emperor; Una is outwardly dowdy but white within, Duessa 
outwardly fine but inwardly ugly; Una is 'borne of heauenly berth' 
and instantly recognisable as such by the heavenly minded, Duessa 
derives from Hell but is not recognisable even there. Around the 
Una/Duessa antithesis are grouped further, related parallels.
Fidelia’s white robe foreshadows what Una will look like without 
her veil; her golden cup and serpent counterpoint Duessa's cup
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'replete with magick artes’, (The pseudonym Fidessa is itself,
of course, a derivative of Fidelia.) Archimago’s sprite wears an 
Una's dark veil, 
imitation of/the garment of her earthly pilgrimage, and is
associated with references to marriage and crowning with garlands,
images which recall her final triumph in I xii. The grouped
images create a weh of complex interrelations.
Recently it has been questioned whether such an ^ preach to 
The Faerie Queene is valid. Paul Alpers has suggested that Spenser's 
poetry should be read existentially, line by line, and that 'If the 
reader remembers every verbal detail in a book of The Fqerie Queens, 
he will be overcome with confusion, rather than awed by a sense of 
complex imaginative u n i t y . I f  comparisons are indeed odious, we 
are not free to draw conclusions from the juxtaposition of related 
or contrasting passages, or to see the intricate balance of truth 
against falsehood in such passages as a central part of the imagery 
of the poem. Alpers' objection, therefore, warrants discussion at 
some length.
It must be said, firart, that the argument for line-by-line 
reading can provide a welcome corrective. Spenser’s poetry 
sometimes arouses an over-ingenious critical approach, so that 
hardly a pin drops at the beginning of the poem but it is made
Paul J. Alpers, The Poetry of The Faerie Queene. pp.124-5-
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to be picked up at the end,^ In other cases, passages resemble 
each other simply because they describe similar situations: here 
detailed critical comparison is not so much incorrect as unhelpful. 
Duessa’s cup, for example, can usefully be compared with Fidelia*s, 
but its resemblance to Cambina* s is of general iconographie interest 
only. Nor does it help to stress the resemblance between Redcross’s 
purgation and the cure of Timias and Serena by the hermit : similar 
imagery is used, because the circumstances are similar, yet the 
two episodes are on completely different conceptual planes.
With some passages it is not possible to be certain whether 
comparison was intended or not. hueifera and Mercilla live in 
very similar palaces, but whereas Lucifera’s palace is covered 
with thin gold foil, Mercilla’s has more substantial gold adornments. 
Possibly, therefore, we are meant to see Mercilla's court as the 
real thing of which Lucifera's, four books earlier, was the false 
imitation. But in practice the memory of Lucifera at this point 
has the effect of making Mercilla's palace seem over-gaudy - a 
result, perhaps, of the subconscious operation of Spenser's ambivalent 
attitude towards the Court. To bring associations with Lucifera into 
the Mercilla canto only serves, therefore, to add further difficulties 
to an already difficult passage.
T.K. Dunseath, for example (Spenser's Allegory of Justice. p.25n), 
suggests that Delon mistakes Britomart for Artegall in V vi because 
of the similarity of their armour, described in two much earlier 
passages. However, in V vi 34 Spenser himself gives us a reasonable 
explanation for Dolon's mistake - the presence of Talus - and to 
enquire further is surely over-curious.
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Another more controversial example is the well-known contrast 
between the Bower of Bliss and the Gardens of Adonis.^ It is true 
that there are definite parallels which seem to demand a comparative 
approach. There are the two Genius figures, and the very strong
or\<2
emphasis on art in the^case and nature in the other. Despite Ms,
it may well be argued that here is another case where comparison and
contrast, although easy enough to make, are best left alone. One
can add up the instances of 'art' in the Bower and 'nature' in the
Gardens without proving a great deal. Even C.S. Lewis's careful
2
account of 'Genius and Genius' is of interest primarily in connection 
with the passage in the Bower canto which draws the distinction 
(II xii 47-8), rather than in any comparison between the Bower and 
the Gardens. Too much emphasis on the nature/art contrast can lead to 
neglect of the equally important fact that the Bower and the Garden are 
on quite different scales. The Bower is presented as a temptation to 
the individual, whereas the Gardens, whether heavenly or earthly, are 
a cosmic image. Within the poem itself we connect the Bower with 
Cymochles's erotic fantasies and with the island of Mirth; the Gardens, 
the nursery of Amoret, belong to a different story complex altogether. 
In practice, the reader need not associate the Bower with the Garden^
nor will he gain a great deal if he does; the emphasis on art in the
one case and nature in the other is strong enough for each episode to
stand on its own without needing to be defined by comparison with
its opposite.
1 Put forward by C.S. Lewis in Allegory of Love, pp.324-333.
2 In Studies in Medieval and Renaissance Literature. pp.l69ff.
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KÎhat then can he considered a valid use of comparison?
This is a difficult question to answer, because Spenser's
imagery, although often intricate and meaningful, can also be
casual and inconsistent. According to Castiglione, a gentleman
should have a 'Recklesnesse' or debonair-casual attitude towards
the skills in which he excelled,^ and Spenser seems to have taken
this lesson to heart. Side by side with images which are evidently
intended to be studied in detail, we find references which are not.
No significant conclusions can be drawn, for example, from the fact
that both Una's parents and Duessa are associated with 'scarlet red',
or from the unfortunate comparison of the fleeing Plorimell to both
the virtuous Daphne and to 'wicked Myrrha'. Some similarities
between passages in Spenser's verse arise from an almost Homeric
2
use of stock epithets and descriptions. Garlands are always gay 
whoever is being crowned, palfreys have tinsel trappings whether 
they carry Duessa or Plorimell, hermitages have the same characteristics 
whether their owner is an innocent recluse or Archimago.
Much of the difficulty experienced by modern critics stems 
from the fact that Spenser was writing for a relatively small 
circle of people whose knowledge and attitudes were similar to his 
own, and who could therefore be relied upon to know instinctively 
which images formed a significant part of the mental structure and 
which were only decorative. This point has been discussed by Alpers:
1 Courtier, p.4«. On the same lines, Elyot (Gouernour, pp.26-7), 
argued that it was inappropriate for a gentleman to be too good 
at music.
2 Miller Maclure comments ('Nature and Art in The Paerie Queene',p.H ) 
that in Spenser words can be either significant or mere counters
of speech.
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Spenser's materials tend to be literary commonplaces and 
are thus assumed to be part of the equipment of our minds.
The expectations, ideas and feelings about Diana or pastoral 
celebrations or woman's beauty that Spenser exploits are not 
ones he has specifically developed in his poem, but are those 
he assumes we^have brought to his poem from our reading of 
other poetry.
This dependence upon a shared literary background makes the appeal
of The Faerie Queene pecubarly vulnerable to changes in education
and reading habits, since references to other literature have their
full imaginative effect only if their source and context are reasonably 
2
well known. It is shared background and similadty of attitude which 
makes earlier Spenserian critics such as Upton basically confident 
in their approach to the aim and meaning of The Faerie Queene.
Modem criticism, lacking this shared culture - and, in particular, 
often lacking Spenser's attitude towards the Christian faith - has 
to a large extent resulted in a conflicting plurality of models of 
the poem, and a view of Spenser as a difficult poet.
Various answers to these problems have been suggested. Alpers 
recommends that the reader should 'follow the path of least resistance' 
and avoid complex critical structures.^ C.S. Lewis states firmly that 
'If the reader has some familiarity with the allegorical method in 
general and an ordinary measure both of sensibility and adult 
exi)erience, then he may be assured that any significacio which
1 Alpers, Poetry of The Faerie Queene, p.131.
2 Compare the one-dimensional effect of the little-known allusions
in T.S. Eliot's The Waste Land.
3 Alpers, op. cit., p.84.
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does not seem natural to him after a second reading of the poem, 
is erroneous.' Such arguments may seem to recommend running away 
from difficulties; non© the less, it is true that the only criterion 
left to the ordinary reader when the critics disagree is a flexible 
commonsense and a willingness to accept Spenser on his own terms.
The poem was, after all, written for the entertainment and education 
of a circle of like-minded people, not for professional critics. We 
should therefore start with the assumption that Spenser's imagery 
ought to make sense, and that the correct interpretation is the one 
that makes the most sense and that brings out the most meaning from 
the poem. Spenser assumed that the reader would be on his side, and 
the adoption of this attitude is essential for a full appreciation 
of his poetry.
This point will be made clearer by examples. In I i,the false 
Una created by Archimago is described in terms which foreshadow the 
real Una's triumph at the end of the book. The tv/o passages are as 
follows:
And she her selfe of beautie soueraigne Queene,
Faire Venus seemde vnto his bed to bring 
Her, whom he waking euermcje did weene 
To be the chastest flowre, that ay did spring 
On earthly braunch, the daughter of a king.
Now a loose Leman to vile seruice bound:
And eke the Graces seemed all to sing,
Hymen io Hymen, dauncing all around
‘.Vhilst freshest Flora her with Yuie girlond crownd. (l i 48)
Allegory of Love, p.333.
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••• that faire virgin stood;
As faire Diana in fresh sommera day 
Beholds her Nymphes, enraungâ in shadie wood.
Some wrestle, some do run, some hathe in ohristall flood.
So she beheld those maydens meriment
With chearefull vew; who when to her they came,
^hemselues to ground with gratious humblesse bent.
And her ador’d by honorable name,
Lifting to heauen her euerlasting fame:
Then on her head they set a girlond greene.
And crowned her twixt earnest and twizt game; 
ïVho in her self e-resemblance well beseene.
Did seeme such, as she was, a goodly maiden Queene. (l xii 7-8)
It has been suggested^ that the association with Vonus in the one
case and Diana in tho-other is-a-eigaifioant point of contrast
between .th.a two .paasagas; an this iriaw, the first passage is describing 
A
a temptation for R^ross to take prematurely what will come to him
g tu-ttS ct.
eventually in due course of time. Alpers #o»ls that the^Venus-Diana
uJWcK. kt tke>v 'X^ e.cMs as
antithesis^is misleading, on the grounds that Una will not in fact 
remain a virgin but is destined for marriage; he concludes that the 
reader should not try to remember the first passage when reading 
the second, since this would cause confusion and give the impression 
that there is something wrong with Una's triumph (as has been mentioned, 
a similar effect operates when Lucifera's palace is compared to 
Mercilla's). It is true that the Venus-Diana antithesis is rather 
unsatisfactory, both for the reason just given and also for the more 
geïB?al reason that elsewhere in the poem Spei^er regards the two 
goddesses as complementary, and not necessarily mutually exclusive.
1 A.C. Hamilton, The Structure of The Faerie Queene, p.63.
2 Alpers, Poetry of The Faerie Queene, pp.125-6.
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Britomart, for example, is associated both with Diana and
’with marriage, while the virgin Belphoebe is twice addressed
in words which echo Aeneas’ greeting to Venus.
We need not, however, go on from here to jettison the
idea of comparison between the two passages altogether. Certain
features, such as the crowning with garlands, are very similar,
but in practice this does not lead to confusion because the
total effect of each description is quite different. The false
Una of the first passage is ambivalent : a ’loose Leman’, yet
associated with ’freshest Flora’; crowned, but with a garland
of ivy denoting lust. The true Una is all of a piece: 'Who
in her selfe-resemblance well beseene. Did seeme such, as she was,
a goodly maiden Queene'. When she is crowned 'twixt eai^st and
twixt game' a joyful spontaneity is suggested; in contrast, the
activities of the false sprite are deliberately staged.
When making comparisons it is therefore vital to identify
those features in a description which are intended to be significant
points of contrast. If one antithesis seems to lead to contradictions,
we should not over-stress it but should look for another which will
make Better sense. The following passages, describing Britomart
and Radigund in battle, form a particularly clear illustration
of this point:
With that her angels face, vnseene afore.
Like to the ruddie morne appeard in sight.
Deawed with ëluer drops, through sweating sore,
But somewhat redder, then beseem'd aright.
Through toylesorae heate and labour of her weary fight.
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And round about the same, her yellow heare 
Hauing through stirring loosd their wonted band,
Like to a golden border did appears.
Framed in goldsmithes forge with cunning hand:
Yet goldsmithes cunning could not vnderstand 
To frame such subtile wire, so shinie clears.
For it did glister like the golden sand.
The which Pactolus with his waters shere,
Throwes forth vpon the riuage round about him nere.
(Britomart, IV vi 19-20)
But when as he discouered had her face.
He saw his senses straunge astonishment,
A gdracle of natures goodly grace,
Inj^faire visage voide of ornament.
But bath'd in bloud and sweat together ment ;
Which in the rudenesse of that euill plight,
Bewrayd the signes of feature exoàlent:
Like as the Moone in foggis winters night.
Doth seeme to be her selfe, though darkned be her light.
(Radigund, V v 12)
It has been suggested^ that comparison of these two passages should 
be avoided, because of the potentially c®nfusing association of 
Radigund with 'natures goodly grace' and Britomart with the - 
presumably inferior - goldsmith's art. For a number of reasons 
(discussed in full in chapter 6) this apparent antithesis is 
not as simple as it looks; in any case, it is clear that the nature- 
art antithesis cannot supply a useful basis for comparison in 
this particular context.
But this is not the only antithesis involved, and it is 
easy to find other, more helpful, points of contrast. The 'straunge 
astonishment' Radigund arouses in Artegall reads quite differently 
from the Vonder made religion* of his response to Britomart: the 
one leads to the harnessing of passion in a sanctified marriage.
Alpers, op. cit., p.128.
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the other into slavery. Again, we may surely distinguish between
the becoming flush on Britomart's face and the 'bloud and sweat together
ment' on Radigund's. The most interesting point of contrast — the
comparison of Radigund to the moon - has, ironically, been criticised
as a source of confusion on the gounds that moon imagery is also used
of Britomart.^ Certainly the image is very much stressed in Book V
in connection with both characters - the association is spelt out so
clearly as to approach banality*
And on her /"Radigund* s_7 shoulder hung her shield, bedeckt 
Vppon the bosse with stones, that shined wide.
As the faire Moone in her most full aspect.
That to the Moone it mote be like in each respect. (V v 3)
They wore rich Mitres shaped like the Moone,
To shew that Isis F later identified with Britomart/doth the
Moone portend*... (V vii 4)
Such a strong amphais suggests that this is something more specific
than the conventional association of Amazon figures with Diana, the
moon-goddess. The image performs two functions. Firstly, the comparison
of both women to the moon serves to anphaa.se that Radigund is very like
Britomart* she is beautiful, she is an Amazon, she fights with Artegall
as Britomart does and also falls in love with him. She is Britomart's
evil shadow, and to that extent tne common use of moon imagery is
intended to blur the dividing line between the two characters. Yet
there is no real danger of confusion. At the point when Britomart
and Radigund seem most alike - the fight with Artegall - Radigund's
face is compared to 'the Moone in foggie winters night' and Britomart's
1 Alpers, ioc. cit.
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to 'the ruddie morne*; there could hardly he a greater contrast.
Radigund*s onsoured moon gives a sinister impression - particularly
when it is remembered that a darkened moon was, typically, caused
by witchcraft.^ But when Spenser describes Britomart’s beauty,
the moon becomes an image of light and gracipusjiess*
As when faire Cynthia, in darkesome night,
Is in a noyous cloud enueloped,
Tfhere she may find the substaunce thin and light,
Breakes forth her siluer beameq, and her bright hed 
Discouers to the world discomfited;
Of the poore traueller, that went astray.
With thousand blessings she is heried;
Such was the beautie and the shining ray.
With which faire Britomart gaue light vnto the day. (ill i 43) 
A reading of this stanza and the Radigund passage, in conjunction with 
the rest of the poem, arouses a wealth of associations. Light and 
darkness as the embodiments of good and evil, fog as a medium of 
distortion, light breaking through a cloud as an image of beauty - 
all have their parallels elsewhere, and it is the repetition and 
vaZriation of these fundamental image patterns, and their grouping 
into similarities and antitheses, wnich build up the poetic world 
of The Faerie Queene.
See p.6^ above.
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5 OuMde and Inside
The first of the three major antitheses in The Faerie Queene we
shall he discussing, and one which is of particular relevance
to Spenser's thinking about truth and falsehood, is the distinction
between outward appearance and inner self, between seeming and
being. This is prominent from the beginning: the first lines of
the 'Proem' to Book I read
Lo I the man, whose Muse whilome did maske.
As time her taught, in lowly Shepheards weeds,...
Spenser is saying that the creative role he adopted in The Shepheardes
Calendar was not his real personality; yet in another sense it did
express reality, since it was appropriate to his earlier status of
apprentice poet.^ With the opening of the main narrative, further
complexities of being and seeming arise. From the outside, Redcross
appears to be an experienced warrior, since his shield is marked
with 'old dints of deepe wounds', yet he is a knight who until now
has never born arms. Una is veiled in black 'As one that inly
mournd’, yet she is potentially the Church Triumphant and beneath
the veil she is clothed in white. Even the dwarf has his measure
of complexity: he 'lasie seemd', yet still manages to keep up with
the travellers because he represents the Common Sense, 'that measure of
uninspired intelligence which is shared by all men in common, and
2
which comes far short of Christian understanding'.
Redcross and Una are not making a deliberate attempt to 
disguise themselves; both are committed to leading, as far as possible.
1 Virgil, of course, also began his career as a pastoral poet.
2 F.M. Padelford in Variorum, Book II, p.435*
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a heavenly life in an earthly situation, and their misleading appearance 
results from the discrepancy between these two frames of reference. They 
are in a condition of paradox; their paradoxical appearance is therefore 
an expression of reality. Later, the apparent discrepancy is resolved; 
Redcross gains experience to match his armour, while Una, resbred to her 
parents' home, 'Did seeme such, as she was, a goodly maiden Queene'.
Seemliness, or harmony between the outward appearance and inner 
self, is for Spenser an essential condition for virtue.^ This is 
particularly emphasised in the House of Holiness (l x), where characters 
are continually said to behave in a manner appropriate to their natures. 
'His name was Zele, that him right well became. ' 'He / ”Reverence__7 then 
with speeches meet Does faire entreat...As might become a Squire so 
great persons to greet.' 'She /"Coelia/7 TP arose with seemely grace.
And toward them ful matronely did paca' Fidelia and Speranza greet Redcross 
with 'well beseeming glee'. The third Beadman provides clothing 'naked 
nature seemely to aray', the sixth 'had charge of them now being dead.
In seemely sort their corses to engraue.'
Later passages echo the same theme. The court of Una's parents 
in I xii is characterised by 'purueyance meet', 'fitting purpése* and 
'fit occasion'. Medina is clad 'In goodly garments, that her well 
became’, and receives Guyon with 'meet modestie’ (ll ii 14, 15)* Alma
On the few occasions where seemliness is associated with evil, there is 
often an ironic twist. In his courtship of Duessa, Redcross can only 
achieve*seemely merth* by 'feigning*. Yet this mirth, like the 'seemely 
pleasaunce' under the two bewitched trees, is in another sense only too 
appropriate an expression of his fallen condition.
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feasts Guy on and Arthur 'as so nohle knights she ought ' Spenser's 
courtesy, by definition, involves the ability 'to beare themselues 
aright To all of each degree, as doth behoue*(VI il)© So the well­
born Serena is 'courteous withall, becoraming her degree (VI iii 20), 
while the villagers have their own distinctive form of courtesy; the 
shepherd offers Calidore a drink 'after his rustieke wise, that well 
he weend'(VI ix 6).
This emphasis on the outside - seemly dress and behaviour - 
is not exclusive to Spenser. In The Courtier, after a discussion on 
the validity of judging by appearances, it is concluded that clothes 
and behaviour can be a reliable guide to a man's inner nature:
But I say that the garment is withal no small argument of 
the fancy of him that weareth it, although otherwhiie it 
appeare not true. And not this alone, but all the behaviour, 
gestures and manners, beside wordes and deeds, are in a^ 
judgement of inclination of him in whom they are seene.
It was felt that the outside and the inside ought to match. Sidney's
Amphialus '(as if he would turn his inside outwards) would needs
appear all in black.'^ Orlando 'Caus'd that his armour and his
open shoes Had like resemblance of his inward woes.'^ Buphues
asks* 'how then can she be in minde any way imperfect, who in body
Seemly behaviour, as in the House of Holiness, often includes 
the idea of hospitality, a natural expression of courtesy in 
a world peopled by apparently homeless wanderers. The reverse 
of the coin is seen in the churlish behaviour of Slander,
Terpine and Malbecoo towards their guests.
Castiglione, The Courtier, p.llü.
Sir Philip Sidney, Arcadia, p.454; Hero, in Chapman's continuation 
of Hero and Leander, also dons a black robe (Elizabethan Minor 
Epics, ed. Elizabeth Story Donno, p.93).
Ariosto, Oribido Furioso, XIV 29.
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is perfect euery way.* Pairs of idealised friends, such as
Titus and Gesippus, Orestes and Pyiades, and Spenser's own Amyas
and Placidas, by convention expressed their inward concord by an
2
identical outward appearance.
Such attitudes were not confined to imaginative literature.
In life, too, it was felt that princes should look like princes and
serving men like serving men: 'for it is comely that euery estate
and vocation should be knowen by the differences of their habit.'^
This opinion was all the more strongly expressed because those
who advocated class liveries were clearly fighting a losing battle.
Elizabeth's proclamations against over-elaborate dress demonstrate
this very clearly: complaints are made about 'the weaiyLng of such
excessive and inordinate appareil, as in no age hath bene seene the
lyke. ' ^  The ladies and gentlemen of the court are told to dress
to th'intent there may be a difference of estates known 
by theyr appareil, after the commendable customs in times 
past used in the Court, which order is to be sought, renewed, 
and out of hande to be put in use by the sayd Lord Chamberlayne, 
or otherwyse to be deufsed for a certaintie of all degrees.
Lyly, Buphues, p.67. See also examples quoted in The Tempest, 
ed. Frank Kermode, p. 39*
See Elyot, Gouernour,pp.I64 (Orestes and Pyiades) and 166 (Titus 
and Gesippus).
Puttenham, Arte of English Poesie, p.237* As Hardin Craig 
comments (The Enchanted Glass: the Elizabethan Mind in Literature), 
p.204: 'Clear marking, as if for identification, seems to have 
been demanded. Liveries and class costumes were universal. The 
significance of colours in dress, of hatchments and insignia, 
made things easily recognizable.'
Dyson, Proclamations, p.
Ibid, p.4T.
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Outside the court the string of degree had become equally untuned,
'the confusion also of degree^ » in all places being great, where
the meanest are as richly apparelled as their betters.'^ Worse,
an English gentleman was not even recognisable as an Englishmans
The attire they vse is rather ledde by the imitation 
of others, then their own invention, so that there is 
nothing in Englande more constant, then the inconstancie 
of attire, now using the French fashion, nowe the Spanish^
then the Morisco gownes, then one thing, then another,...
Behind all these criticisms lies the assumption that a man's dress
ought to indicate his inward nature, and that there is something
wrong - and indeed unnatural - about a society where this is not
the case.
Such an attitude could draw philosophical justification from
the Platonic concept of the soul's power to mould the body, the
outward form, to its own likeness. In The Courtier Bembo asserts
that 'comelines is imprinted .. for a marke of the soule, whereby
she is outwardly knowne'beauty of body, therefore, can on this
argument be taken as a sign of beauty of soul. Spenser's own
Hymne of Beavtie sets the idea out in full:
For of the soule the bodie forme doth take:
For soule is foime, and doth the bodie make.
Therefore where euer that thou doest behold 
A comely corpse, with beautie faire endewed.
Know this for certaine, that the same doth hold 
A beauteous soule, with faire conditions thewed.
1 Dyson, Proclamations, p.^4^
2 Lyly, Buphues, p.437
3 Castiglione, Courtier, p.309. See also Batman vppon
Bartholome, -f.lôv.
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Fit to receiue the seede of vertue strewed.
For all that faire is, is by nature good;
That is a signe to know the gentle blood. ( 132-140).
The implications of this concept can be traced in The Faerie 
((^ eene. Both romance and the cond/tioas of allegory demand that 
heroines should be beautiful, but Spenser seems to give beauty 
a moral significance beyond narrative demands: Britomart unlacing 
her helmet or Florimell riding on her palfrey carry, as it were, 
an extra spiritual charge, and throughout the poem beauty is 
associated with the radiant light of heaven.
Spenser's monsters, conversely, are notorious for their 
ugliness, and are described with a pungent attention to physical 
detail. Misshapenness or deformity against nature is emphaâsed 
repeatedly: both physical distortion of the limbs (Ate, Ignaro), 
and confusion of human and bestial forms (the satyrs, the attackers 
of Alma's castle, Gerioneo's monster, Duessa with her fox's tail).
The ugliness of these figures is frequently linked to their 
allegorical function: Ate's double tongue, for example, is an 
obvious image of her double nature, and here there is no need 
to have recourse to the idea that an ugly body will normally be 
inhabited by an evil soul. None the less, Spenser's images cannot 
but gain additional force frcm this idea, particularly when it is 
considered that the connection between ugliness and evil was 
regarded (in theory at least) as operating in real life. According 
to some, ugliness was even thought to cause evil:
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For where there is an errour about some principal 
part, there the mind partakes of some inconvenience, 
and cannot perfectly perform her offices. So that they 
that are deformed with a bunch—back, so it be a natural 
Infirmity, and not accidental, nor come by All or blow, 
are commonly wicked and malitious, because the deprivation 
is communicated to.the heart, that is the fountain and 
beginning- of life.
A striking illustration of this habit of mind is the way
renaissance writers adapted the story of Circe and her captives.
In 0-vid the enchanted beasts retain their human minds and fawn
on Ulysses as an old comrade. Renaissance adaptations of the
story show the beasts as having bestial minds: it is as if the
retention of a human personality under such circumstances had
become inconceivable. In Gelli's Circe, all the beasts except
the elephant reject humanity and prefer, like Grill, to remain 
2
as they are. In The Faerie Queene, Acrasia’s captives, far 
from fawning on f^eir deliverer, try to devour him. Their 
transformation into beast-form is not a misfortune but an inevitable 
result of their b^t-minds: they are 'turned into figures hideous 
According to their mindes like monstruous*.
The idea of correspondence of outside and inside was 
reinforced by medical theory. The four complexions involved 
both physical and mental characteristics, so that the second 
could be deduced from the first. The red hair of Furor and
Lemnius (l5?6 translation), quoted in J.B. Bamborough.
The Little World of Man, p.139.
Discussed in E.M.W. Tillyard, The Elizabethan World Picture, 
p.26. (Cf. also Palingenius, Zodiake of Life, p.34w
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Pyrochlea, and the dark complexions of Phantasies and other
melancholic characters, tell the reader something about their
inner personalities; in theory the same would be true of real
people. Hair, as one of the body’s excrements, was particularly
important because it was thought to give a direct indication of
the contents of the head from which it grew. Clean and tidy hair
is seen not only as an image associated with virtue, but the
natural physical characteristic of a virtuous person:
... when AngelIs are paynted with long lockes and crispe 
haire, thereby is understood&their cleane affections and 
ordinate thoughts. For the hayre of the head betokeneth 
thoughts and affections that doe spring out of the roots 
of thought and mind.
Hair, accordingly, is particularly important as an indication
of character in The Faerie Queene. Medina and Alma have neatly-
arranged tresses like Batman's angels; the hair of Britomart and
Florimell is compared to heavenly light. Care and^despairing Sir
Trevisan, on the other hand, are both said not to have combed
their hair; Halengin has 'long curld locks' down to his shoulders.
Impatience and Impotence 'hoarie lockes all loose'. Other
characters have hair that is not only untidy but dirty: Slander
with 'filthy lockes'. Envy with 'foule heare* which 'hung loose
and Icsfchsomely', Despair with 'griesie lockes, long growen and
Batman vppon Bartholome, f.4f.
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vnbound'.
With such characters, tne perceptive knight errant would 
at least know where he was. More dangerous, because more deceiving, 
are the enemies whose wickedness does not show itself in a hideous 
exterior. The monster Error is soon defeated: less easily dealt 
with are the 'seeming Lady faire’ Duessa, and Archimago who ’Sober.©, 
seemde'. The notion that beauty and virtue were, or ought to be , 
inseparable, made the idea of false comeliness peculiarly horrifying, 
indeed contrary to nature. Castiglione can only account for the 
beautiful but bad person by arguing that such a person cannot be 
truly beaut^ H^jul, or else that the effect of his or her beauty must 
have been counter/acted by a faulty upbringing.^ Neither explanation 
is entirely convincing, and it is not surprising that the Elizabethans 
should have regarded the 'v/hite devil' as something unaccountable and 
outside nature, a force capable of destroying an otherwise satisfactory 
system of belief - 'If she be false, 0, then heaven mocks itselfi';
'If beauty have a soul, this is not she.'^ As we have seen (p.8 ), 
such a person could deceive tne understanding and, in a literal sense, 
lead a soul to damnation.
It remains to consider the opposite situation: the virtuous 
soul housed in an ugly body. In the Hymne of Beavtie Spenser states 
that 'many a gentle mynd Dwels in deformed tabernacle drownd*, beeause 
the body substance proves intractable to the soul's influence. An 
instance in The Faerie Queene is the brutish exterior but inward
1 Courtier, p.311.
2 Othello, III 3.278; Troilus and Cressida, V 2.135*
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gentility of the Salvage Man in Book VI, Here the soul is evidently 
the active partner in its attempt, however unsuccessful, to mould 
the body. The Lemnius passage quoted on p.91 above reverses the
â
cause-and-effect sequence and describes physical deformity as 
exerting a baleful effect on the self. To us this concept may 
seem extraordinary, and indeed offensive, since it comes close to 
saying that deformity is not a misfortune but a crime. In The Faerie 
Queene the question of the power of physical ugliness to mould 
character does not arise, as the deformed creatures are in any 
case allegories of evil. Spenser's treatment of outward appearance 
in a less literal sense - that of public reputation - does, however, 
involve him in a number of apparent contradictions.
Reputation, and its vulnerability to slander, is a major 
preoccupation of the latter part of The Faerie Queene. Possibly 
there may be autobiographical reasons for this, but calumny, 
particularly in the form of seditious aid libell/ous publications, 
was in any case rife in the latter part of Elizabeth's reign.^ Spenser 
portrays two possible reactions to loss of reputation. On the one 
hand, Arthur rides away undaunted by Slander's insult8^and Artegall 
ignores the attacks of Envy, Detraction and the Blatant Beast.
Here the implication seems to be that outward reputation is of very 
little importance compared with intrinsic virtue, and that slander 
is best discounted. By contrast, other characters in the poem take
Elizabeth's proclamations repeatedly condemn these publications 
and the poem itself makes specific references to them (V ix 25).
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the danger of loss of reputation very seriously, to the edent
that it is difficult to see where the concern for reputation ends
and disinterested virtue begins. Canacee’s virtuous behaviour,
which Spenser apparently commends, appears to spring mainly from
•dread of blame and honours blemishment*. Florimell, far from
ignoring Braggadochio’s accusations at her wedding, 'inly yet
conceiued great disgrace*. Serena reacts to ner embarrassing but
undeserved nakedness with 'inward shame'. Women in particular
show this type of reaction, an indication perhaps of their greater
vulnerability to slander. But Timias as well as Serena is bitten
by the Blatant Beast, and both are lectured by the Hermit in terms
that suggest that loss of reputation is a crime in itself, even
where the victim is apparently innocents^
For in your selfe your onely helpe doth lie.
To heale your selues, and must proceed alone 
From your owne will, to cure your maladie.
Who can him cure, that will be cur'd of none?
If therefore health ye seeke, obserue this one.
First learne your outward sences to refraine 
From things, that stirre vp fraile affection;
Your eies, your eares, your tongue, your talk restraine 
From that they most affect, and in due termes centaine.
Armold Williams (Flower on a Lowl&y Stalk; The Sixth Book 
of The Faerie Queenec p.46) suggests that Serena's sufferings 
are deserved because she has shown inconstancy in leaving Timias 
in a difficult atuation, and in blaming her troubles on Calepine; 
Una, however, deserts Satyrane in a similar situation in I vi 47, 
and it is surely more likely that Spenser meant to show, not 
inconstancy, but simply typical feminine behaviour.
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For from those outward sences ill affected,
The seede of all this euill first dota spring.
Which at tne first before it had infected.
Mote easie be supprest with little thing;
But being growen strong, it forth doth bring 
Sorrow, and anguish, and impatient paine 
In th’inner parts, and lastly scattering 
Contagious poyson close through euery vaine.
It neuer rests, till it haue wrought his finall bane. (VI vi 7-8)
The reaction of Artegall to the attacks of slander - ’Yet he past
on, and seem’d of them to take no keepe’ — is much the more attractive
to a modern reader. To Spenser’s contemporaries, however, concern
for reputation would have seemed a natural attribute of the virtuous:
Reputation, men of vertuous, and couragious disposition 
tender as their liues; and sometimes more affected with 
hazard thereof, then if life were in daunger. The reason 
is because crédité and estimation toucneth the whole person 
of the man, and not either minde or body onely, & hath the 
least meanes (being once lost) to be recouered againe, and 
besides the disgrace in this life, man (being immorxall in 
soule) standeth in awe of the perpjtual note of infamy 
which may remaine after his death.
’Good name in man and woman ... Is the immediate jewel of their 
2
souls.' Renaissance writers show a particular interest in the 
’outward’ virtues of courtesy, honour, glory, liberality and 
magXnificence,^  all qualities which can only function fully against 
a background of good will from others. Infamy hurts most those 
who are concerned, however virtuously, with externals;
1 Bright, Treatise of Melancholia, p.251.
2 Othello, III iii 155-6.
3 See, for example. Rooert Ashley, Of Honour, and (for liberality
and magnificence) Elyot, Gouernour, pp.
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This passion is most hardlie borne of the ambitious 
and proude man in respect of that opinion he entertaineth 
or his owne wortnines; & next vnto him it setleth deep in 
the minde enlarged with the vertue called magnajimitie, 
in respect his honor answe#eth not his mérités.
One of the consequences of the close link between the outward
image and the inward self was that honour and merits could be
regarded as two aspects of the same thing and, therefore, of
equal moral importance.
Bright, Treatise of Melancholie, p.254*
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6 Art and Nature
From the distinction between ou.tward and inward, 'being ' and
'seeming', we turn to our second antithesis which, in some of
its aspects, can be regarded as a specialised case of the first:
the antithesis between nature and art. In the sixteenth century
there were, broadly, three distinct attitudes to the art-nature
relationship.^ Art could, firstly, be regarded as no more than
the ape of nature, never reaching perfection, and only approaching
it when the imitation was closest and the artiiiaal quality least
apparent. A more favourable view - expressed most notably in
Sidney's Defence of Poetry - was that art completed nature, or
rather created a second nature superior to the first; as a product
2
of man's 'erected wit' it could be regarded as an achievement 
above the level of the fallen world.
Between these two extremes, of art-as-mere-imitâtion and 
art-as-creator-of-a-second nature, comes the third view, derived 
from Aristotle, which holds that man's nature includes the 
capacity for art, and cannot therefore reach its full development 
without it. The 'golden world* of art is, from another angle, 
nature completing itself, and in this way the apparent contradiction 
between the first two views can be resolved.
Spenser's own stance on these questions seems to have been 
complex. A number of passages in the poem suggest agreement with
These are discussed in Edward William Taylor, Nature and 
Art in Renaissance Literature; see particularly pp.33-5 
and 47-9*
Sir Philip Sidney, A Defence of Poetry, p.25.
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the first theory, that art is the imitator of nature. In these 
passages, art is admired primarily for being realistic. 'The art, 
which all that y/rought, appeared in no place^(ll xii 58). 'Which in
that cloth was wrought, as if it liuely grew'(II xii 58). ’So
liuely and so like, that liuing sence it fayld'(ill xi 46). But 
all these lines, and the apparently eulogistic descriptions in 
which they are set, occur in passages describing evil places: the 
Bower of Bliss, Castle Joyeous and the House of Busirane. Although 
admiring successful imitative art, Spenser evidently regarded it as 
a dangerous accomplishment: indeed, the most successful example of 
artistic imitation in the poem is the creation of the False Florimell, 
animated by a spirit from hell. Art as the ape of nature suggested 
inevitably the parallel image of the devil as the ape of God,^ an
association which would easily lead to the idea that imitative art
was in some way demonic.
Spenser's admiration for Sidney, and his own experience of 
creating 'this delightful land of Faery', might have been expected 
to make him a supporter of the second theory: that art completes 
nature, and indeed creates a 'golden world' superior to hers. Yet 
the emphasis in The Faerie Queene tends rather to draw attention to 
the fallen quality of man's nature. The most striking example of a 
golden world in the poem - the Arcadian village in Book VI — serves 
the ambivalent purpose of not only instructing Calidore in courtesy
See Maclure, 'Nature and Art in The Faerie Queene' ,p.7 •
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but also luring him away from his rightful quest* Only a glimpse
can be caught of the graces: in a fallen world, such a vision can
be merely a fleeting inspiration and a foretaste of perfection.
Spenser seems to have distrusted the notion of the ’erected wit*,
which to some extent carries the implication that the effects of
the Fall can be by-passed,^ Since the stated purpose of creating
a golden world was to effect moral improvement in this fallen one,
this may well be a misrepresentation of Sidney's point ; it remains
true, however, that the imaginative effect of ’golden’ creation can
include - indeed it can hardly avoid - a tendency to escapism (for
which of course Spenser himself has been criticised). Book VI, with
2
its stress on the dangers of misplaced innocence, may well have
been written with this point in mind.
Spenser’s personal view of the roles of art and nature was
perhaps most in sympathy with the Aristotelean theory - that art’s
completion of nature is itself a function of nature. In the Temple
of Venus, art is harmonised with nature, even as the opposites of
love and hate are reconciled:
For all that nature by her mother wit
Could frame in earth, and forme af substance base.
Was there, and all that nature did omit,
A?t playing second natures part, supplyed it. (IV x 2l)
Nature’s throne in VII vii b, which is made by the trees themselves 
rather than craftsmen, seans once more to set up a rivalry between 
art and nature ; yet the action of the trees in creating a throne -
See discussion in Maurice Evans, Spenser’s Anatomy of Heroism, 
ppo 148-50o
Ibid, p.212.
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something they would not normally do - itself implies the necessity
of art and incorporates this within the realm of nature. On the
human plane, both natural gentility and education are essential.
The Salvage Man may in a sense be a natural man, but he is hardly
a normal one: the nature of man includes the capacity for education
and civilization. Calidore's natural courtesy is an enviable q.uality;
yet ’good thewes, enforst with paine’ are also a valid human achievement
- against the grain of nature yet not unnatural.
This blending and separation of the ideas of nature and art can
give rise to subtle imagery. A striking example arises from the two
passages which describe the successive encounters of Britomart and
Radigund with Artegall. Radigund’s beauty is compared to ’a miracle
of nature’s goodly grace’, Tdiile Britcmart’s hair
Like to a golden border did appears.
Framed in goldsmithes forge with cunning hand:
Yet goldsmithes cunning could not vnderstand 
To frame such subtile wire, so shinie clears.
For it did glister like the golden sand,
The which Pactolus with his waters shere,
Throwes forth vpon the riuage round about him nere. (IV vi 20)
As mentioned in chapter 4, it has been suggested^ that comparisons 
between these two descriptions are best avoided, since Spenser seems 
to be equating Britomart vdth art and Radigund with nature, with the 
implication that Radigund must be the more beautiful. However, shortly 
after the above stanza, Britomart is referred to as ’That peerlesse 
patterns of Dame Natures pride’; Radigund’s costume, conversely, is 
a product of art. Spenser is not associating one woman with Nature
Alpers, Poetry of The Faerie Queene, pp.l28ff.
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and the other with Art: both elements have their places in
making up the beauty of both women. Nor can it be assumed that
the association with gold necessarily carries the implication that 
Britomart must be less beautiful: gold, the most noble of the metals, 
was associated with health, as in it the elements were thought to 
be perfectly balanced,* and to an Elizabethan it would naturally 
tend to suggest excellence. The gold image is, moreover, more 
complicated than it appears. Britomart’s hair is first compared 
to the work of a goldsmith and, in spite of the reference to ’cunning
hand’, there is no real association of this art with deceitful
craftiness: the comparison of the false Florimell to the art of 
the ’ guilefull Goldsmith’ in IV v 15 shows how unmistakeably 
Spenser could indicate his intentions when he did wish to prQduce 
an effect cf evil. But the passage goes on to explain that Britomart’s
hair surpasses even the good work of the goldsmith because it is like
the unworked sands of the Pactolus. On one level, the imagery suggests 
that the natural gold is superior to gold worked by the craftsman; 
at the same time, the golden sands of the Pactolus are, by comparjæn 
with an odinary river bank, an aspect of nature which is akin to art.
The most striking descriptions of art in the poem are, however,
those which reflect,the concept of art as the ape of nature and, 
potentially, a dangerous deceiver of the eye. Spenser’s greatest 
image of this deceiving power is, of course, the Bower of Bliss, 
and the Bower passage will form the basis for most of the remainder 
of this chapter.
E.M.WTillyard, The Elizabethan World Picture, pp.59-60.
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The idea of the false enchantress luring men to unworthy
sloth dates hack to Homer and Ovid, and in the sixteenth century
gathered further momentum with the Circe-like enchantresses of
Ariosto and Tasso. Such a figure would have sprung naturally
to Spenser's mind as an image of intemperance. Circe had already
been equated with the lusts of the flesh:
What else are Circes witchcraftes and enchauntments than the vyle 
And filthy pleasures of the flesh which doo our soules defyle? 
And what is else herbe Moly than the gift of stayednesse ^
And temperance which dooth all fowle concupisence expresse?
As an alluring figure leading men into evil, Acrasia the enchantress
suggests Eve, and the Bower of Bliss - 'The sacred soile, where all
our troubles grow’ - is, in a sense, a false Eden. Specifically, it
represents, perhaps, a temptation to take sensuous pleasure for
2
paradise and to pretend the Fall has never taken place.
Spenser may have been influenced not only by Italian and
Classical sources, but also by Mandeville, who tells of a man who
made an artificial paradise to trap the unwary, complete with
beautiful youths and maidens, wells of milk and honey and sweet music
sounding ’so merrily, that it was joy for to hear; and no man should
■3
see the craft thereof’. The story of this false Eden is particularly 
poignant, since it is followed shortly afterwards by the approach 
to the true Paradise Terrestrial:
1 Shakespeards Ovid, p.6 (11.276-9 of Golding’s introduction)©
2 As suggested by Evans, Spenser’s Anatomy of Heroism, pp.148-50
3 Mandeville, Travels, p.184© Earlier (p.143) Mandeville describes 
a golden vine in the palace of the great Chan bearing artificial 
grapes - c.f. The Faerie Queene II xii 55* There is another 
artificial garden in Nashe, The Unfortunate Traveller - see V/orks, 
ed. Wells, pp.245-7»
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And this Paradise is enclosed all about with a wall •••
And that wall stretcheth from the south to the north, and 
it hath not but one entry that is closed with fi^a, burning 
so that no man that is mortal ne dare not enter.
The same contrast between the false paradise that entraps the traveller,
and the true one that is hard of access, occurs in The Faerie Queene#
The Bower with its ’fence ... but weake and thin’ is open to the
unwary, whereas the Gardens of Adonis are walled 'That none might
thorough breake, nor ouerstride’. It has been pointed out that good
characters in the poem are often veiled or otherwise removed from
2 3
common sight ; good places tend, similarly, to be difficult of access.
The creations of false art, on the other hand, are easily accessible,
4
because their purpose is to entrap.
Mandeville, Travels. p.200.
Lewis, Spenser’s Images of Life, pp.79-00*
For example, the House of Holiness has a narrow entrance - ti^ e 
strait gate leading to righteousness; Alma’s house has guards and 
a drawbridge; the island on which the Temple of Venus is situated 
is reached by a bridge with a guarded gate at each end.
There has been some relevant critical discussion arising from the 
tapestry of Venus and Adonis in the House of Malecasta. This 
passage recalls both the real Venus and her lover in the Gardens 
of Adonis, and also Acrasia bending over Verdant in the Bower. 
C.S. Lewis (Allegory of Love, p.332) referred to the t^stry 
Venus with her secret glances as an example of skeptophilia, in 
contrast to the frank passion of the real Venus. Alpers, on the 
other hand, has used this passage, and the parallel passage 
describing the real Venus, as another example of how comparisons 
in Spenser can lead to confusion (Poetry of The Faerie Queene, 
PP*375-6). He points out that the real Venus is said to enjoy 
her lover in secret and comments: 'For Lewis, "secretly” is a 
danger signal to warn us against the bad Venus, so that he can 
hardly allow "secret" to be used of the good.’ This comment, 
however, does not destroy Lewis’s distinction between true and 
false love, but rather refines it into a distinction between true 
and false secrecy: the real Venus wishes to hide Adonis from the
(continued ...)
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Hiterto ’art’ has been discussed as if - apart from 
the distinction between good and bad - it were an undifferentiated 
quality. The Bower, however, exemplifies at least three different 
aspects of false art. This variety stems ultimately from the 
ambiguity in the word itself, which becomes obvious when comparison 
is made between such derivatives as ’artistic', ’artificial’ and 
’artful’. (There is a similar ambiguity in the word 
’craft’.) Acrasia employs simultaneously the arts of the 
sorcerer, the craftsman and the seducer. The first has already 
been discussed in chapter 3; we shall now go on to consider the 
last two, both in relation to the Bower and to other passages 
in the poem.
The craftsman’s art differs from the other two in that 
it also has potential for virtue. We have seen how contemporary 
theory gave to art the capacity not only to imitate nature but 
to surpass her. In consequence, sixteenth-century art tended
(Note 4 continued from p.104)
prying eyes »f the world; the tapestry Venus leads her lover 
into 'secret shade’ (an ominous phrase in the context of 
The Faerie Q,ueene) only to spy on him herself. Her ’secret’ 
place has been deliberately set by Spenser in a chamber 
full of squires and damsels ’Dauncing and reueling both 
day and night’; the real Venus, on the other hand, hides 
Adonis so securely that not even the poet is certain of 
his whereabouts - 'There yet, some say, in secret he does
ly'
Relating these two passages to the similar vignette of 
Acrasia bending over her lover, we notice that the endbantress, 
like the tapestry Venus, carries on her lovemaking in a place 
which appears secret and yet is open to every unwary visitor; 
her breast, similarly, is veiled and yet 'bare to readie spoyle 
Of hungry eies’.
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to combine a concern for lifelikeness with a love of intricate
decoration. The concept of enargeia^ demanded that a plain theme,
to achieve a striking effect of ixiimediacy, should be burnished with 
2
ornament. Chapman refers to the same idea in painting, where the 
skilful artist will enrich a plain portrait in a v/ay that ’ignorants 
will esteem spic’d and too curious’. Spenser’s own descriptions of 
visual art are notable for their richness of design and of material: 
’virtuous'examples are the bridge and the idol of the Temple of 
Venus, the costumes of Belphoebe, Florimell and Concord, Arthur’s 
armour, and the throne of Mercilla. There is also an interest in 
the sheer expensiveness of both ’good’ and ’bad’ art; Florimell’s 
girdle is ’worth many a marke’; Malecasta’s home is so well-furnished 
as to arouse suspicion about her source of income; Britomart’s wonder 
at the emptiness of the House of Busirane contains an element of 
housewifely concern at such a sad wast® of expensive property.
These examples, pleasantly practical and bourgeois in their romance 
setting, are simply the more striking manifestations of Spenser’s 
general fondness for the costly and the precious in art - jewels, 
ivory, silver, cloth of gold, ’«ostly scarlot of great name’.
Yet even ’good’ art can be described in a curiously 
ambivalent way:
1 See, for example, Puttenham, Arte of English Poesie, p.
2 See preface to ’Ovid's Banquet of Sense' in George Chapman’,. 
Poems, ed. Phyllis Brooks Bartlett, p.49.
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. . o  a robe of watonet hew,
On which the wanes, glittering like Christall glas,
So cunningly enwouen were, that few
Could weenerv., whether they were false or trew. (IV zi 27)
glittering spangs, that did 13© starres appeare. 
And wau'd vpon, like water Chamelot,
To hide the metall, which yet eueryjwhere 
Bewrayd it selfe, to let men plainley wot.
It was no mortal! v/orke, that seem’d and yet was not,(lV xi 45)
Despite their virtuous setting, these garments, the wedding clothes
of the Thames and the Medway, seem very close to the gold threads
displaying themselves ’heœ, and there, and euery where vnwares’ in
Busirane*s tapestries, and the ’antickes and wilde Imagery’ on
Mammon’s armour. It was recognized that the craftsman's art, although
commendable in itself, inolved a kind of deceit:
And where you have a jewel! that unset seemeth faire, 
afterwards when it corameth to a goldsmithes handes that in 
well setting it maketh it appeare much more fairer, will you 
not say that the goldsmith deceiveth the eyes of them that looks 
on it? And for that deceits, deserveth he prayse, for with 
judgement and arte a cunning hand doth many times adds a 
grace and ornament to Ivorie or to silver, or to a stone that 
is fairs in sight, setting it in gold.
Spenser would have agreed with Castiglione that the craftsman deserves
praise; nonetheless, he frequently uses the appearance of artificially
enhanced beauty as a sign of evil. The most richly furnished rooms
tend to be in evil places: Orgoglio’s stronghold, Castle Joyeous,
the House of Busirane. The false Florimell is more beautiful than
the true - ’so forged tnings do fairest shew’. In the Bower itself,
the false Genius is endowed with ’semblaunce pleasing more than 
>2
natural!. It is clear from, say, the Epithalamion that Spenser is
1 Castiglione, Courtier, p.132.
2 C.f. the excessive ’pleasingness’ of manner of Archimago and Dolon,
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not puritanical (in the loose sense) in m s  attitude to sensuous 
heauty. The Faerie Queene does, however, leave tne impression 
that anything which is too perfect is likely to he false, and 
again this can he related to a conviction that the consequences 
of the Fall should not be sidestepped.^
The Bower, accordingly, is full of examples of heauty which 
go Deyond what man has a right to expect. The golden grapes in the 
porch of Excess are not offensive as works of art in themselves, 
hut are an unnecessary luxury because the vine is already hearing 
real grapes and indeed growning over its double burden. The golden 
ivy is an over-refinement, since it comes in a place where ordinary 
ivy would be expected to grow naturally. There is a suggestion of 
over-nicety: real ivy would drop its leaves into the fountain, 
whereas the artifical keeps always in the most attractive position. 
Excess IS careful to squeeze the grapes so that they do not soil 
her hands. We are reminded of the stream of the fastidious nymph 
whose stream 'Ne lets her waues witn any liltn oe dyde'. Guyon, 
trying to wash the hands of the Bloody Babe in her waters, is said, 
on the other hand, to lack 'disdainfull nicitee*. 'When Arthur lifts 
Redcross out of Orgoglio's dungeon, Spenser comments that 'Entire 
affection hateth nicer hands', and the theme is repeated yet again 
in Belphoebe's care of Timias, and Calidore's of Aladine. True 
virtue, it would seem, involves an acceptance of the fallen human
See Evans, Spenser's Anatomy of Heroism, pp.75-6,
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nature of man, which false art attempts to avoid.
The third aspect of false art is the art of seduction,
exemplified in the Bower by Acrasia and her maidens, and itself
a species of 'pleasing more than naturall'. This art, tracing
its literary descent from the Ars Amatoria,is practised most
notably in the poem by Paridell ('So perfect in that art') and
the False Florimell. That Spenser did not think much of this
accomplishment is clear from his account of the philandering
attitude aroused in Redcross by Duessa, and clearer still from the
fact that seductive arts are within the range even of Braggadochio:
But when he saw himselfe free from poursut e,
He gan make gentle purpose to his Dame,
With termes of loue and lewdnessedissolute;
For he could well his glozing speeches frame
To such vaine vses, that him best became; ... (ill viii 14)
In general, however, Spenser treats the art of enticement
from the female side, and the craftiness of women is a subject large
enough to require a chapter to itself.
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7 Women's wiles
For centuries before Spenser, the sublety and fickleness of women had
been proverbial. The Wife of Bath admits that 'Deceits, weping, spinning
. 2
Av 2
god hath yive To won^n kindeley, whyl they may live'. Centuries later
Chapman says of Hero; 'Her health said she must live, her sex dissemble' 
Masculine criticism ranges in tone from cynical acceptance of women's faults 
to fierce invective. Wyatt laments; 'let it passe and think it is of kinde. 
That often chaunge doth plese a womans minds'.^ Less charitably, the 
anonymous writer of The Schole House of Women ^ accuses women of craftiness, 
vanity, idleness, gossiping, scolding and lack of discretion; he argues 
that Eve was no relation to Adam but was created from the rib of a passing 
dog:
And yet the ryppe /”sic_7, as I suppose 
That god dyd take, out of the man 
A dogge up caught, and away gose 
Eats it cleans, so that as than 
The works to fynysihe, that god began 
Coulde not be as we haue sayde 
Bycause the dogge the rybbe conueyed.
A remedy god founds as yet,
Out of the dogge, he toke a rybbe 
The woman forthwyth, he made of it 
As to the man, neyther kynne or sybbe 
Nature she foloweth, and playeth the gybb 
And at her husband, doth barks and ball 
As doth the curre, for nought at all.
1 'Wife of Bath's Prologue', 11.401-2©
2 'Hero and Leander', 3rd Sestiad, 1.95»
3 'Dyvers dothe vse', 11.13-4 - see discussion of this sonnet in J.W.
Lever, The Eli&bethan Love Sonnet, p.29*
4 The Schole House of women: wherein eu^y man may reads a goodly prayse
of the condicyons of women, I56O.
5 Ibid,pp.1^-16©
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Not surprisingly, it is concluded that hanging is better 
than marriage.
Most prominent in the general outcry against women is 
the accusation of infidelity - the weakness of Criseyde. An 
interesting illustration of this attitude is seen in The Decer/te 
of Women, a collection of eleven well-known biblical or classical 
stories of women’s depravity interspersed with eleven contemporary, 
apparently fictional, examples.^ The first group of stories 
shows women contributing to men's downfall in a variety of ways; 
but in the second group - where the author was more free to choose 
his own subject-matter - virtually all the stories are concerned 
with the particular situation of a wife being unfaithful to her 
husband.
More directly interesting from the point of view of The
Faerie Queene is Ariosto's treatment of the subject of the
unfaithful wife. His references to this situation are numerous,
to the extent that the Orlando Furioso could almost be read as an
anatomy of infidelity. The fickleness of Angelica, Doralice and
Orrigile spread havoc through the poem, and in the story of Genevra
Ariosto explores the near-disastrous effects of a false accusation 
2
of infidelity. The Host's Tale describes how two men whose 
wives have been unfaithful to them are, like Wyatt, consoled when 
they find that it is 'of kinde' and that all women are as bad:
The deceyte of Women, to the instruction and ensample 
of all men, yoonge and olde, newly corrected. Published 
with the Schole House, and two tracts in praise of women, 
in 1560Î the collection is entitled The d ^ e  of Women.
Ariosto, Orlando Furioso, V.7>
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We had a thousand women prov*d before,
And none of them denied our request,
Nor would and if we tri’d ten thousand more.
But this one triall passeth all the rest:
Let us not then condemne our wives so sore.
That are as chast and honest as the best,
Sith they be as all other women be, ^
Let us turn home, and well with them agree.
This cynical but tolerant attitude enables Ariosto to admit
the unfairness of a double standard for men and for women.
One of the most memorable epsodes in the poem describes how
Renaldo is tempted to drink from a cup which will prove or
disprove his wife’s chastity: he replies that certain knowledge
would only make matters worse, and that to satisfy his curiosity
2
in this way would be analogous to Adam’s sin in eating the apple. 
Significantly, Ariosto places this storyjust after Renaldo himself 
has newly recovered from an adulterous passion. We are left with 
the impression that since infidelity is so common and so tempting 
both sides should live and let live. Soon afterwards Renaldo is 
told two stories of women whose jealous husbands put their 
fidelity to the test with tragic or near-tragic results;^ in 
each case it is not the unfaithfulness in itself which causes 
tragedy, but the jealousy and intolerance of the husbands.
Although Ariosto does not condone fickleness, he clearly regards 
it as part of the natural man(or woman) and as such to be 
treated leniently.
1 Ariosto, Orlando Furioso, XXVIII. 73.
2 Ibid, XLIII.8. 2 W  , ygjr . (o-46, (=>1- '3S-.
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Devoted passion, on the other hand, is repeatedly shown 
in the Orlando Furioso as a destructive force. Ariodo has, of 
course, his pairs of heroic lovers, notably Ruggiero and 
Bradamante. But more commonly love, even faithful love, tends 
to bring disaster, as in Isabella’s lament:
•..now alas,
I am the child of anguish and of paine:
Love, onely love this great change brought to passe.
Love, only love of thee I may complaine.
That flattring alwaies in thy first beginnings, ^
Yeeldst certaine losse in stead of hoped winnings:.,.
Olympia sacrifices not only her own happiness for love but that 
2
of many others. Even before we learn of her lover’s falsehood 
we are clearly meant to wonder whether such inordinate sacrifices 
- however impressive in their own terms - are either worthwhile 
or just. Love is even given as an excuse for deliberate wrong­
doing: ’The sin to which a man by love is driven So much the
rather ought to be forgiven.’  ^ In the centre of the poem is the
ridiculous figure of the noble Orlando, driven out of his wits 
by an entirely faithful and vtolehearted passion. Love of this 
sort, says Ariosto, is both madness and folly:
Vfho so shall set on Cupids snares his foot.
Must seeke to draw it backe, least it be caught.
And madnes meer, in love to overshoot.
The fool hath felt, the wise hath ever taught,
And though in all alike it take not root.
Yet all shall find that love's a thing of naught.
For sure it is an open signe of madnesse, .
To have anothers pleasure breed thy sadnesse.
1 Ariosto, Orlando Furioso, XIII.4#
2 Ibid, IX 44-46.
3 Ibid, XXIV.33. C.f. Lyly, Euphues,p.93s'Love knoweth no lawes.’
4 Arksto, Orlando Furioso, XXIV.l(see also XXXVII.37 nnd XLII.59)*
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Spenser, who owed so much to Ariosto, shows in his own 
approach to the deceit of women both similarity and an interesting 
divergence* ^he traditional despair at the infidelity of women 
reappears in the tale of the Squire of Dames who, like the 
characters in the Host’s Tale, finds by experience that unchastity 
is virtually universal. Spenser, however, states more explicitly 
the ironic corollary - that a man can only discover that women 
are promiscuous by himself being promiscuous - and places the 
emphasis on the unadmirable condition of the Squire himself, 
delivered just in time from the clutches of Argante.^
The story of Hellenore and Malbecco, again, repeats an 
Ariostan-type theme with significant differences. Although much 
of the story follows the expected pattern - seduction scene, 
escape by night and grief of the deserted husband - Spenser’s 
underlying interests are elsewhere. Malbecco, from the beginning 
too unsympathetic a character for us to respond fully to his 
sufferings as a husband, is eventually metamorphosed into the 
abstraction of Jealousy; Hellenore, parted from Paridell, becomes 
an image of general promiscuity outside the framework of the 
husband-wife-lover triangle. We should of course expect Spenser’s 
treatment to be more abstract, since he is writing allegory, but 
in addition there is a definite shift in moral emphasis away from 
the traditional preoccupation with marital infidelity.
1 IV vii 37ff.
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The most interesting example of this shift of interest is 
the attempted seduction of Britomart by Malecasta. Spenser’s 
story derives from the tale of Bradamante, Richardetto and 
Piordispina in Orlando Furioso XXV. Typically,^ Spenser has 
simplified Ariosto’s plot on the narrative plane but extended it 
considerably on the psychological. Fiordispina, the prototype 
of Malecasta in Ariosto’s story, is held back for a moment by 
’maiden modestie’, but six lines later gives Bradamante ’such a 
kisse, As that alone shewes what her meaning is’, upon which 
Bradamante explains immediately that she is a woman. The mis­
understanding which forms the central part of Spenser's story is 
thus disposed of at the outset and it is the further development 
of the plot - the substitution of Richardetto for Bradamante - 
which interests Arjcsto.
Spenser’s treatment begins with an elaborate description
of the interior of Castle Joyeous (ill i): ornate tapestries
showing the story of Venus and Adonis, ’rich purueyance*, a
chamber full of squires and damsels ’swimming deepe in sensuall
desires’. Ironically, Britomart who ’would not so lightly follow
beauties chace’ is now, because of her refusal to pursue Florimell,
2
to be faced with the lust of the eyes, the entrapping power of 
sensual beauty imaged in the tapestry-Venus’s ’crafty spyes’, and 
in Malecasta’s ’wanton eyes, ill signes of womanhed’. The effect 
of Britomart’a ’goodly visage’ on Malecasta is immediate:
See the perceptive analysis of the Phedon and Genevra 
stories (FQ III iv and ^  V) in Alpers, The Poetry of 
The Faerie Queene, pp.54ff.
See discussions in Dunseath, Spenser’s Allegory of Justice, 
PP'153, 155-6, and Roche, The Kindly Flame, pp.68ff.
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vïhom when the Lady saw so faire a wight,
All ignorant of her contrary sex,
(For she her weend a fresh and lusty knight)
She greatly gan enamoured to wex.
And with vaine thoughts her falsed fancy vex:
Her fickle hart concerned hasty fire.
Like sparkes of fire, which fall in sclender flex.
That shortly brent into extreme desire.
And ransackt all her veines with passion entire.
Eftsoones she grew to great impatience 
And into termes of open outrage brust.
That plaine discouered her incontinence,
Ne reckt she, who her meaning did mistrust;
For she was giuen all to fleshly lust,
And poured forth in sensuall delight,
That all regard of shame she had discust.
And meet respect of honour put to flight :
So shamelesse beauty soone becomes a loathly sight, (ill i 47-8) 
Malecasta’s passion is quite open, analogous to 
Fiordispina’s ’such a kisse’ and so far all seems psychologically 
straightforward. Yet the stanzas which follow suggest that she 
is being in some way deceitful: she besieges Britomart with ’crafty 
glaunce Of her false eyes’, attempting to convey a ’guilfull 
message’. Eventually she declares her passion quite openly - 
but again with the suggestion of ’malengine and fine forgerie’:
And all attonce discouered her desire
With sighes, and sobs, and plaints, and piteous griefe.
The outward sparkes of her in burning fire;
Which spent in vaine, at last she told her briefe.
That but if she did lend her short reliefs,
And do her comfort, she mote algates dye.
But the chaste damzell, that had neuer priefe 
Of such malengine and fine forgerie.
Did easily beleeue her strong extremitie.
Full easie was for her to haue beliefs.
Who by self-feeling of her feeble sexe.
And by long triall of the inward griefe,
'Wherewith imperious loue her hard did vexe.
Could iudge what paines do louing harts perplexe.
Who meanes no guile, be guiled soonest shall.
And to faire semblaunce doth light faith annexe;
The bird, that knowss not the false fowlers call.
Into his hidden net full easily doth fall. (ill i 53—4)
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This passage and the bedchamber scene which succeeds it 
both show a tension between narrative probability and Spenser’s 
underlying preoccupations. The opening description of the crafty 
Venus has prepared the reader for a portrayal of duplicity in love, 
and the words of stanzas 53-4 appear to suggest that Malecasta’s 
desire is only pretence. Yet elsewhere it is abundantly clear that 
the passion, however deplorable, is genuine as far as it goes.
In the bedchamber scene we have the further paradox that Malecasta, 
apparently intent on seducing Britomart, is reluctant to wake her 
and creeps into bed ’Of euery finest fingers touch affrayd’. The 
emphasis on stealth has a poetic function in that it increases the 
dramatic effect of the the combat scene which follows. Narratively, 
however, the exaggerated secrecy seems not only inappropriate but, 
in Malecasta’s permissive household, unnecessary.
It is only when we compare this with the story of Hellenore 
and Paridell that the reason for the inconsistencies becomes evident. 
In Malbecco’s castle the same story elements reappear - the secret 
glances over the supper table, the cups of wine, the imagery of 
inward flames, the ’louers stealth once night has fallen - and this 
time they are appropriate because Malbecco's jealousy makes it 
essential for the love affair of Hellenore and Paridell to be 
carried out in secret. Malecasta’s story reads strangely because 
one of the main protagonists, the husband, is absent.
The intensity of the earlier episode, which is considerably 
more powerful than the story of Hellenore and Paridell, suggests
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both that Spenser was deeply interested in the moral problem
of women’s falsity in love, and also that he did not see it
primarily in terms of infidelity to a husband. Apart from
anonymous figures such as the women who compete for Florimell’s
girdle, and those who are courted by the Squire of Dames, Hellenore
is the only woman in the poem to display falsity in precisely
this senses^ the others either show fickleness as part of a more
serious evil, or else are too generally promiscuous for the
concept of marital infidelity to have much meaning. It has been 
2
argued that Spenser’s distinction between true and false love is, 
like Chaucer’s in Troilus and Criseyde, that between fidelity and 
infidelity. Beyond doubt ’true love’ to Spenser inevitably 
involves the full commitJÉment of marriage - this is the under­
lying reason why Malecasta’s passion, although frankly expressed, 
is still ’false’. But the converse - that false love is inevitably 
bound up with marital disloyalty - is not necessarily true.
If the simple distinction between fidelity and infidelity 
is inadequate as a definition of truth and falsehood in Spenser’s 
women, what can be put in its place? Two other antitheses in the 
poetry of The Faerie Queene can be helpful as a basis for consideration: 
firstly, the antithesis of true and false beauty, which can be 
defined as ’the contrast between Nature and false Art’ and
1 Arnold Williams suggests (Flower on a Lowly Stalk, p.5l) 
that Blandina may have been unfaithful to Turpine; there 
is, however, no evidence for this in the poem.
2 Mark Rose, Heroic Love; Studies in Sidney and Spenser, p.110.
3 Ellrodt, Neoplatonism in the Poetry of Spenser, p.47*
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secondly ’the ethnical distinction between "love" - the whole
affection uniting sense and soul - and "lust", or mere sensuality'.^
The question of beauty is important because, as we have seen 
«
(Chapter 5)> outward beauty was considered a sign of the inward beauty
of the soul. False beauty made itself appear beautiful but masked
only an inner ugliness:
And because in the eyes, and in the whole countenance of 
some women, a man beholdeth otherwhile a certaine lavish 
wantonnesse painted %vith dishonest flickernges, many whom 
that manner delighteth, because it promiseth them an 
easinesse to come by the thing that they covet, call it
beautie: but in deede it is a cloked unshamgfastnesse
unworthie of so honourable and holy a name.
Similar characteristics may be found in Spenser’s images of false
beauty: the ’crafty spyes’ of the tapestry Venus, the ’false eyes’
of Acrasia, the ’wanton eyes' of Malecasta which ’did roll too
lightly’, the artificial eyes of the false Florimell which 'a quicke
mouing Spirit did arret To stirre and roll them'. Behind the
attractive mask is inward evil, portrayed most dramatically in the
physical ugliness of the stripped Duessa.'
False beauty is a creation of false art and, as indicated
in the previous chapter, the concept ’art’ can carry a number of
meanings. Philotime, for example, is described as follows:
Her face right wondrous faire did seeme to bee.
That her broad beauties beame great brightnes threw 
Through the dim shade, that all men might it see:
Yet was not that same her owne natiue hew.
Ellrodt, Neoplatonism in the Poetry of Spenser, p.103.
Castiglione, Courtier, pp.311-2.
Spenser’s descriptions of ugly women seem to carry a higher charge
of violence and unpleasantness than the corresponding vignettes
of unprepossessing men - compare Care, Ignaro, or even kaleager,
with the revolting hags Slander, Ate, Envy and Detraction. Perhaps
this is simply the reverse side of his great sensitivity to 
beauty in women.
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But wrought by art and counterfeited shew,
Thereby more lovers vnto her to call;
Nath'lesse most heaijBily faire in deed and vew 
She by creation was, till she did fall;
Thenceforth she sought for helps, to cloke her crime withall.
(II vii 45)
The 'helps' suggest, on one level, cosmetics; similar references
occur in connection with the painted Dissemblance in the Masque
of Cupid, and the snow, wax and ’vermily’ of the False Florimell©^
The subject is not, however, given much stress in The Faerie
i^ueene. Contemporary views on cosmetics seem to have been mixed.
Lyly in 1579 makes a vigorous denunciation of the practices
I loath almost to thincke on their oyntments and 
appoticary drugges, the sleeking of their faces, and 
all their slibber sawces, which bring quesinesse to the 
stomacke, and disquiet to the minde.
But ten years later (was the change due to the Queen’s ageing
complexion?) Puttenham was able to use the ’crimson tainte’ on
a lady’s lip or cheek as an image of poetic ornament, without
any overtones of disapproval.^ Spenser, whose poetry shows so
many examples of the evils of gilding the lily,^ might have been
expected to follow Lyly’s view, and it is perhaps an indication
of his tolerant attitude towards women that criticism of cosmetics
is touched on so lightly in The Faerie Queene.
At the same time, the ’art and counterfetted shew’ of
Philotime are those of a being who has fallen from heaven, suggesting
not only powder and paint but sorcery. Duessa’s beauty is also
1 See Evans, Spenser’s Anatomy of Heroism, p.171.
2 Eupnu^, p.116, and also p.443» G»f. also Nashe, 
Pierce Penilesse, p.40.
3 George Puttenham, The Arte of English Poesie (1589) j p.H5*
4 See previous chapter.
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achieved hy witchcraft, and the False Florimell is created by
a witch and animated by the most deceitful of the fallen
angels. Such beauty is especially dangerous because, according
to contemporary theory, a succubus caused damnation to her
lovers.^ This should be stressed particularly in connection
with the False Florimell, who has been associated with the 
2
modern 'pin-up’, and described as ’light and playful ... never
morally evil as Duessa-Fidessa is evil’.^ Certainly the False
Florimell has a ’glamour girl’ air, recalling the more innocent
vanity of Ovid’s Salmacis who ’pride and peerd upon her clothes
that nothing sat awrie, And framde hir countnance as might seeme
most amrous to the eie’.^ But the False Florimell’s effect on
her lovers is always evil; Blandamour, who thought he was in
Paradise, ’prou’d himselfe most foole’, and it is said of Ferrau
that she ’made him thinke him selfe in heauen, that was in hell’.
The third element in Philbtime’s ’beauty’ is the light
she appears to shed. Beauty, derived from heaven according to
the platonist, was naturally associated with light ;
But speaking of the beautie that we meane, which is 
onely it, that appeareth in bodies, and especially in 
the face of man, and moveth this fervent coveting v/hich 
wee call Love, we will terme it an influéence of the
1 See W.W. Greg, ’The Damnation of Paustus', pp.105-7.
2 Roche, The Kindly Flame, p.162.
3 Spens, Spenser’s Faerie Queene, p.85.
4 Ovid, Metamorphoses, trans. Golding, p.89.
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heavenly bountifulnesse, the which for all it stretcheth 
over all thinges that be created (like the light of the 
sunne) yet when it findeth out a face well proportioned, 
and framed with a certaine lively agreement of several 
colours, and set forth with lights and shadowes, and 
with an orderly distance and limits of lines, thereinto 
it distilleth it selfe and appeareth most welfavored, 
and deck eth out and lightneth the subject where it 
shineth with a marvellous grace and glistering (like 
the sunne beames that strike against beautifull platj 
of fine golde wrought and set with precious jewels).
In The Faerie Queene, this type of imagery is used with considerable
subdety. Una is compared to the morning star of Revelation,
bringing tne dawn of hope to the world. Florimell rushes into
the poem like a doom-laden comet, a haunting symbol of the
disruptive power of beauty. A similar image - the summer sky
streaked with meteors - is used of Britomart, also an awe-instiring
figure, while the gentle Amoret is associated with the hopeful
but undramatic coming of the morning. In all these images light
is used for its rightful purpose of giving illumination, whetner
by dispelling of physical darkness or through omens. Philotime’s
beauty, in con^trast, is used only to draw attention to itself,
giving out light ’that all men might it see’. Like the similar
figure of Lucifera, she shines only in order to dazzle.
Our second distinction, oetween ’ ’’love’’ - the whole
2
affection uniting sense and soul - and "lust", or mere sensuality’, 
takes us away from physical comeliness to the question of 
moral behaviour.
1 Castiglione, Courtier, p.304.
2 Ellrodt, Neoplatonism in the Poetry of Spenser, p.103.
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As indicated, Spenser's false women do not usually
display infidelity in relation to any particular man, but are
promiscuous in a more general sense. Any twentieth century
prejudices in favour of liberated behaviour need to be firmly
discounted here: for example the satyrs who debauch Hellenore
may, if one wishes, be taken to 'exemplify an admirable directness
and gaiety of sexual appetite'but to regard them as such in
any critical sense is to distort the poem's meaning. In
matters of love, Spenser portrays a spectnm of relationships
from ideal marriage, through courtly love (illicit, but at
least personal), down to indiscriminate animality, and the
satyrs are without douot at the lower end of the scale.
Elsewhere, the emphasis is not so much on the act of
promiscuity but on the enticements whicn are a preliminary to
it. As mentioned, 'wanton eyes' are a feature of many women
characters in the poem. One can identify a well-defined technique
of 'coy lookes' from downcast eyes, an apparent modesty that is
Veelding soft', yet skilled at giving encouragement at just
the right moment:
With chaunge of cheare the seeming simple maid 
Let fall her eyen, as shamefast to the earth.
And yeelding soft, in that she nought gain-said.
So forth they rode, ne feining seemely merth.
And she coy lookes:... (l ü  27j
Alpers, The Poetry of The Faerie Queene, p.3Uo.
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She in regard thereof him recompenst 
With golden words, and goodly countenance.
And such fond fauours sparingly dispenst:
Sometimes him blessing with a light eye-glance 
And coy lookes tempring with loose dalliance;
Sometimes estranging him in sterner wise,... (IV ii 9)
In both these passages (describing, respectively, Duessa and
the False Florimell), the enticing behaviour is an attractive
mask to hide a diabolical nature. Again, Spenser is emphasising
the importance of distinguiding the false from the true, for
The Faerie Queene contains many examples of virtuous women
who temporise with their suitors in what appears to be a very
similar way - now encouraging, now discouraging, but always
with a view to eventual acceptance.^ Spenser would not,
perhaps, have gone as far as Palingenius (who declared that
'by fraude is love possesét And vnto Venus alwayes fraude a
2
thing is counted best'), but it is true that the 'coy lookes'
of the false Florimell would appear from the outside very
similar to the modesty of the true Florimell, genuinely in love:
Ne lesse was she in secret hart affected.
But that she masked it with modestie.
For feare she should of lightnesse be detected:... (IV xii 3b) 
Similar attitudes appear in the 'womanish art' of Britomart, 
trying 'To hid her wound, that none might it perceiue',
Amoret's reluctance to leave the Temple of Venus, Pastoreila's 
initial disregard of Calidore (^ His layes, his loues, his lookes 
she did them all despize') and Serena's refusal to speak to
The duality is repeated on the male side: Artegall, as 
well as Paridell, needs to employ 'sweet blandishments'
Palingenius, The Zodiake of Life, p.75*
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Calepine 'through care of womanhood’. The frank declaration
was only for the incontinent such as Malecasta; Spenser’s
heroines follow instead the precepts lain down hy Lyly -
And this art I will giue you, which we men doe 
commonly practise, if you behoide any one that either 
your curtesie hath allured, or your heautie, or both, 
triumph not ouer mm, hut the more earnest you see 
him, the more re/a_Jdle he to follow him, and when 
he thinketh himselfe neerest, let him he farthest off: 
Then if he ta&e that with patience, assure your selfe 
he cannot he faithlesse.
He that Angleth plucketh the hayte away when he 
is neere a byfe, to xhe end tne fish may he more eager 
to swallowe the hooke, hirds are trayned with a sweet 
call, hut caught with hroq.de nette: and louers come 
with jayre lookes, but are entangled with disdainfull 
eyes.
Ironically, xhe temporizing of the virtuous woman, far 
from implying any resemblance to the False Florimell, is the 
hallmark of her virtue. Scudamour concludes xhat the love 
Which is difficult to oDtain is the more valuable: ’Much dearer 
he the things, which come through hard distresse’. The lady 
of the Amoretti dissembles with her suitors as did Penelope 
with hers; this makes the poet’s love more worthwhile since 
’the harder wonne, the firmer will abide’, and ’easie things 
that may he got at will /most smrts of men doe set hut little 
store’.^
If a certain amount of duplicity in love was to he 
expected and indeed regarded as praiseworthy, clearly the 
fast-and-loose behaviour of the false Florimell and her ilk
Lyly, Euphues, p.392. (The opening part of this extract is 
ambiguously worded, hut Lyly's meaning is clear from ’Then 
if he faithlesse’, and from the comparisons which follow.)
Amoretti XXIII, VI and XXVI.
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does not on its own constitute false love. It is the goal of
courtship which determines its nature: virtuous, if it leads
towards marriage, the reverse if it leads toigards promiscuity.
Spenser may not have shown much interest in marital infidelity,
but his interest in marital fidelity is immense. True love,
in this sense, is for him among the highest of all qualities:
Most sacred fire, that burnest mightily 
In liuing hrests, ykindled first aboue,
Emongst th’eternall spheres and lamping sky,
And thence pourd into men, which men call Loue;
Hot that same, which doth base affections moue 
In brutish minds, and filthy lust inflame.
But that sweet fit, that doth true beautie loue.
And choseth vertue for his dearest Lame,
Whence spring all noble deeds and neuer dying fame:
(III iii l)
The contrast vdth Ariosto could hardly be greater. In the 
Orlando Furioso ’filthy lu^t’ is often treated with cynical 
tolerance, and it is the grande passion which causes the 
greatest suffering. For Spenser, on the other hand, ’lust - 
passion outside marriage - is only for ’brutish minds’, while 
’true love’ is a consistently ennobling force. By stipulating 
that the object of affection should be virtuous and, in a 
Platonic sense, truly beautiful, the potential dangers of 
the grande passion are avoided; association with a virtuous 
beloved could result only in good to the lover’s soul. Except 
in the story of Phedon - where, significantly, Spenser is 
following the Orlando Furioso - we do not find in The Faerie 
Queene Ariosto’s sense of love as destructive; in particular,
, tragic figures such as Isabella and Fiordiligi have no
parallel in Spenser. It is true that allegory tends naturally
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to be more optimistic than fiction: where Spenser describes
what ought to happen, Ariosto portrays what might, unfortunately,
happen, nevertheless, the more hopeful tone of The Faerie Queene
- to be linked, perhaps, with Spenser’s awareness of Despair as
tne most dangerous of sins - is still striking.
This difference in attitude is partly a matter of national
temperament. A distinctive feature of English poetry of the
period, as distinct from the Petrarchan tradition of Italy, was
a more down-to-earth attitude towards love.^ Whereas Laura is
apotheosised, the beloved lady in English sonnets tends to remain
simply a lady. A distinctive feature of Spenser’s own Amoretti
is the portrayal of love in relation to everyday life and the
marriage contract:
Love for him /"SpenserJ/ was neither a demiurge immanent 
in nature nor a spiritual revelation ... but a vastly 
comprehensive relationship between two human beings, 
equally subject to the divine law, equally mindful of 
their moral obligations.
Such a love, while perhaps precluding the higher flights of
extasy, was also less likely to lead to despair: ’Instead of
conflict in the soul, pangs of conscience, and a final call for
the renunciation of the flesh, love in these sonnets induced a
growing measure of physical and spiritual ease’.^
A corresponding rejection of Petrarchan love is found in
The Faerie Queene itself. The false Florimell is a parody of the
Petrarchan sonnet mistress because she is in a literal sense
1 Rose, Heroic Love, p.24; J.W. Lever, The Elizabethan Love
Sonnet, p.10 (etc.).
2 Lever, op. cit., p.114*
3 Ibid, p.136 (c.f. Spens, Spenser’s Faerie Queene, p.103).
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made of wax, snow, vermilion and gold wire, the ingredients
to which their beauties were generally compared.^ Mirahella
exemplifies the deserved fate of the much-courted lady who
takes her goddess role too seriously; Munera, also, is crit^sed
for despising her suitors ’for great pride’. An awareness
of the destructive affect of artificial traditions of love
may be an element in the curious knot of ideas explored in the 
2
House of Busirane.
But it is in the story of Radigund that the teme is most 
interestingly developed. The convention of the lady’s ’cruelty’
- Spenser himself referred to the lady of the Amoretti as ’cruell 
warriour’^ - is dramatised in the figure of the Amazon who inflicts 
physical cruelty on men. This sets up a tension throughout the 
episode, since Radigund’s behaviour must suggest both the 
warlike Amazon and the sonnet mistress intent on breaking 
hearts in a less literal sense. The Amazon image is ambiguous 
in itself: because women do not normally defeat men in battle, 
any serious literary portrayal of one who does must necessarily 
be open to allegorical interpretation involving one of the more 
usual means of female domination, such as shrewishness, wily 
seduction or the power of genuine beauty. The paradox is neatly 
demonstrated by Britomart’s visit, in IV i, to a castle where 
every guest must be accompanied by his or her own love:
Britomart is able to ensure that no one is left outside by 
claiming Amoret as her own lady and herself standing lady to 
her former opponent, who is thus ’doubly ouercommen’ by his
1 Evans, Anatomy of Heroism, p.171.
2 Lewis, Allegory of Love, p.341*
3 Amoretti, XI.
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admiration of her beauty and by the point of her spear.
Where Britomart uses her sexual duality to bring peace,
Radigund uses hers to confuse and dismay her opponents. In
battle she attacks both with her ’faire visage’ and skill as a
warrior. Her ’Garnis’ has been described (with a certain amount
of special pleading) as ’a dual purpose garment which serves either
as military kilt or an evening gown’.^ The attractive nature 
2
of this costume is part of its military efficiency. Radigund’s
'faire visage’, too, is used as a weapon, one which Artegall
should have resisted as firmly as he did the sword thrusts.
Once captured, Artegall is treated capriciously. Radigund
wants him to be free and yet bound to her; bound, but ’with sweet loue
and sure beneuolence’. He is to be courted with offers of ’Life,
freedoms, grace and gifts of great auaile’, and then subdued
by semi-starvation and ’Cold yron chaînes’. In her own way,
Radigund is blowing hot and cold on her ’suitor’ exactly as the
False Florimell had done on hers. Clarinda, Radigund’s maid,
shows an even closer resemblance to the False Florimell;
There all her subtill nets she did vnfold.
And all the engins of her wit display;
In which she meant him warelesse to enfold.
And of his innocence to make her pray.
So cunningly she wrought her crafts assay.
That both her Ladie, and her selfe withall,
And eke the knight attonce she did betray:
But most the knight, whom she with guilefull call
Did cast for to allure, into her trap to fall. (V v 52)
1 Dunseath, Spenser’s Allegory of Justice, p. 130.
2 It
feminine
has been described, rather unfairly, as ’Jhe most unsuitable 
 frills’ (Evans, Spenser’s Anatomy/Seroism, p.204)*
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Spenser’s own ’subtill nets’ are evident in this passage 
where we find, as in a series of reflecting mirrors, military 
metaphors used of a seductress who is at the same time an 
Amazon warrior who, alleUgrically, is trying to ensnare her 
man not by besieging ’engins’ but by more tradtional methods.
An important aspect of the Radigund story is 
its treatment of the relative positions of men and women in the 
natural hierarchy, and the evils of usurpation by women. I have 
emphasised the Petrarchan aspect because it has received less 
attention^ yet sheds light on certain features of the story, 
such as Radigund’s dress and the machinations of Clarinda, which 
would otherwise appear incongruous.
In particular, Radigund’s association with the cruel
sonnet mistress provides what is surely the only satisfactory
explanation of Talus’s inability to help his master. This
has been interpreted either as unwillingness on the part of
2
Talus (because Artegall’s captivity is deserved) or as the 
result of inconsistencies caused by the incomplete welding of 
the Radigund episode into the structure of Book V.^ On the 
narrative plane it does seem inconsistent that Talus should 
be able to rout a band of Amazons with ease and yet not rescue 
his master. He cannot, however, be unwilling to help, since he 
contributes to the rescue by fetching Britomart. Considered 
allegorically, the dilemma is resolved, because Artegall’s
1 Although see Alpers, Poetry of The Faerie Queene, p.126, 
and Rose, Heroic Love, p.108*
2 See Frederick M. Padelford in Variorum, Book V, p.277.
3 Freeman, The Faerie Queene, p.275»
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condition of loving slavery to a cruel and demanding mistress 
is a predicament in which Talus, as the exponent of strict legal 
justice, is not only powerless to help, but irrelevant. He can 
deal with the elements of social injustice in Radigund*s unnatural 
domination, hut not with the bonds of cruel love. Only Britomart, 
as the expression of love in its healthier aspect, can rescue 
Artegall - as she had earlier rescued Amoret - from this particular 
thralldom.
The sin of the Petrarchan mistress was pride, as exemplified 
in Mirabella. Yet Spenser also allows for a virtuous pride which 
enhances the value of good women and makes the lover feel his 
labours are not in vain. Mercilla is not criticised for her 
'high soaring thought *, nor Britomart for her face * full of 
princely aw*, nor the lady of the Amoretti for scorning 'base things, 
that to her love too bold aspire* (LXl), Echoing Ariosto,^ Spenser 
describes the former greatness and valour of women, and laments 
that this has not continued until the present day. For the English 
poet, of course, the idea of women in a position of greatness received 
a further impetus from his respect for his queen, a respect that 
involved him in some special pleading:
But vertuous women wisely vnderstand.
That they were borne to base humilitie,
Vnlesse the heauens them lift to lawful1 soueraintie. (V v 25) 
Here the contrast between the dominant female figure, and the 
parag-on of duty mindful of her place in the natural h^Jrarchy, is 
extreme to the point of inconsistency. Spenser* s dual attitude to
Orlando Furioso, XX.1-3. (Ariosto's praise of women is, 
however, mixed with irony.)
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women is, however, resolved to some extent in the Amoretti.
Here the Petrarchan mistress, in becoming a wife, steps off
her pedestal to assume a subordinate position. From being a
'tyrannesse' the lady becomes a bee trapped by a spider (LXXl),
or a deer coming voluntarily to the huntsman (LXVIl). She
should not, however, worry about her loss of liberty (LXV);
The doubt which ye misdeerae, fayre loue, is vaine, 
that fondly feare to loose your liberty, 
when loosing one, two liberties ye gayne, 
and make him bond that bondage earst dyd fly.
Sweet be the bands, the which true loue doth tye, 
without constraynt or dread of any ill: 
the gentle birde feeles no captiuity 
within her cage, but singes and feefe her fill.
There pride dare not approch, nor discord spill 
the league twixt them, that loyal loue hath bound;
but simple truth and mutuall good will,
seekes with sweet peace to salue each others wound;
There fayth doth fearlesse dwell in brasen towre, 
and spotlesse pleasure builds her sacred bowre.
The image of a bird happy in its cage - so alien to the modern
idea of freedom - is also used by Spenser in VI vi 4» and we
may link it with the sixteenth century concept, discussed in
Chapter 5? of an ordered society with each person contented in
his or her allotted place. In marriage, too, Spenser’s ideal
is for men and women to^heir place in a fixed relationship
which is yet freedom.
Radigund’s love is evil and fruitless because she
refuses to relinquish her position of dominance over Artegall.
Britomart, on the other hand, when all her vioetiroc are done,
is prepared to allow the new relationsnip of man and wife to
develop;
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Pull sad and sorrowful! v/as Britomart 
For his departure, her new cause of griefe;
Yet wisely moderated her owne smart.
Seeing his honor, which she tendred chiefe.
Consisted much in that aduentures priefe.
The care whereof, and hope of his successe 
Gaue vnto her great comfort and reliefs.
That womanish complaints she did represse.
And tempred for the time her present heauinesse. (V vii 44) 
This acceptance of the duties as well as the pleasures of love 
in marriage is not gained easily. As Britomart’s evil shadow, 
Radigund shows what Britomart might have become if she had not 
been prepared to take the step from mistress to wife; from 
another perspective she may be regarded as an element which 
Britomart must defeat within her ov/n personality.
At the other end of the feminine spectrum, the more 
yielding heroines such as Florimell, Serena and Amoret have to 
control a different weakness; not the temptation to pride, but a 
tendency to stray. For them the evil shadow is the False 
Florimell who, like her true counterpart but more dangerously, 
is a ’wandring weft’. Too yielding a disposition can produce 
a purposeless drifting from lover to lover as fruitless in its 
way as Radigund’s sadism. Spenser is advocating a mean position 
and, at tne same time, indicating that the boundary between the 
virtuous woman and her false counterpart can be difficult to 
perceive.
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PART III: UHCERTABT AHD UNSURE
The previous section has discussed Spenser's treatment of
truth and falsehood in terms of various antitheses which play
an important part in the imagery of The Faerie Queene. But
disentangling antitheses is not enough: a major concern of the
poem is the imaginative impact of the borderline between the
opposing qualities - the shifting no-man*s land where distinctions
are blurred and it is often difficult to tell what the antitheses
are, let alone to distinguish them. Although one may welcome the
corrective implied in Rosemary'Freeman*s alignment of herself
with 'those to whom "Ambivalence" is not the final virtue of
literary achievement’ it remains true that much of the
fascination of The Faerie Queene lies precisely in its ambivalence.
2
Palingenius said that 'Most things haue double face’, and Spenser 
is a poet fascinated by uncertainty and shifting outline, even to 
the placing of the total image of Faerieland itself in a ’no man’s 
land between the hero and the reader’.^ An examination of the 
penumbra between Spenser’s truth and his falsehood is therefore 
essential to a comprehensive view of the poem.
Spenser’s treatment of the deceptive and the uncertain 
can be considered from two main angles, which will be discussed 
in turn: images of purposeless wandering, and images involving 
hallucinations or phantasmagoria.
1 Freeman, The Faerie Queene, p.281.
2 Palingenius, The Zodiake of Life, p.200.
3 Evans, Spenser's Anatomy of Heroism, p.61.
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8 Wandering
The state of wandering, of being lost, is a natural image of
purposelessness, but for Spenser it is also, in general, an
image of evil. Travellers in The Faerie Queene are either on
a quest, with a purpose and a destination, or in a state of
actual or potential evil. To err and to stray become the same
thing. In the sixteenth century, when travelling was unpopular
and Lyly could say that ’he that leaueth his own home, is worthy
no home’ this was a natural way of thinking. By contrast,
virtue involves not only the discernment to pick out the strait
and narrow path in a world of confused appearances but, above
all, the strength of will to keep to it.
Spenser’s images of wandering subdivide naturally into
passages where the characters are in danger of being trapped in
an enclosed space, such as a labyrinth or maze, and instances of
wandering in open forest or sea. Perhaps the most vivid example
of the first type is Malengin’s cave:
o.e the rocke, in which he wonts to dwell.
Is wondrousstrong, and hewen farre vnder ground 
A dreadful1 depth, how deepe no man can tell;
But some doe say, it goeth downs to hell.
And all within, it full of wyndings is.
And hidden wayes, that scarse an hound by smell 
Can follow out those false footsteps of his,
Ne none can back returns, that once are gone amis. (V ix 6)
Lyly, Euphues, p.240. C.f. As You Like It, IV,1: ’A 
travellerI By my faith, you have great reason to be sad; 
I fear you have sold your own lands to see other men’s.’
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There is an echo here, perhaps, of Ovid’s description of the 
labyrinth of Daedalus, which ’with the great uncertaintie of 
sundrie winding wayes Leades in and out’.^ Spenser has increased 
the claustrophobic power of the image by making the labyrinth 
extend downwards underground. Particularly effective is the 
statement that the cave is rumoured to reach down to hell; it 
can only be a rumour because, as we learn later, none has come 
back to tell the tale. The image of the hound following a 
scent, used in Book II to express the difficulty of the quest 
for virtue, is repeated here as if to indicate that even the 
seeker after truth is lost once he enters Malengin’s tunnels; 
Arthur and Artegall, it should be noted, are wise enough not 
to do 80.
Two other descriptions in the poem, while not explicitly 
portraying labyrinths, share with this passage a sense of 
claustrophobia and loss of directions Lust's cave where Amoret 
’Ne wist whether aboue she were, or vnder ground’ (IV vii 9) 
and the pirates’ lair where Pastorella is imprisoned, and the 
quenching of the light ’leaues no skill nor difference of wight’ 
(VI xi l6). But a labyrinth need not be undergrounds the ’False 
Labyrinthes’ in the Temple of Venus are naturally-produced 
garden mazes suggesting Hampton Court rather than Daedalus.
And Spenser’s most extended development of the labyrinth image
Ovid, Metamorphoses, p.l64. C.f. also Castiglione, Courtier, 
p. 119s ’there are in our minds so many dennes and comers, 
that it is unpossible for the wit of man to know the 
dissimulations that lye lurking in them. ’
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is not a maze of tunnels but a Wandering Wood. As Redcross’s
first hazard, this episode has a prominent position in the poem,
and we shall discuss it in some detail.
The passage begins innocuously enough with a sudden
storm which enforces Redcross and his companions to seek shelter
in a harmless-seeming wood nearby:
Enforst to seeke some couert n i ^  at hand,
A shadie groue not far away they spide.
That promist ayde the tempest to withstand:
Whose loftie trees yclad with sommers pride.
Did spred so broad, that heauens light did hide,
Not perceable with power of any starre:
And all within were pathes and alleies wide.
With footing worne, and leading inward farre:
Faire harbor that them seemes; so in they entred arre.
(I i 7)
A close examination of this stanza, read v^ith the rest of the 
poem in mind, reveals several disturbing features. The trees of 
the wood are so lofty that they ’heauens li^t did hide’, and 
they are also said to be ’Not perceable with power of any starre’. 
These are images which Spenser uses elsewhere, and their meaning 
cannot be casual here: the reader is meant to notice that the 
effect of the wood is to obscure, by day and by night, the 
guiding light of heaven. At this stage the ’trees yclad with 
sommers pride’ seem inviting, but the half—suggestion of uneasy 
contrast between ’sommers pride’^ and the tempest raging outside, 
is developed in subsequent stanzas into an indication that the 
’Faire harbour’ is something of a fool’s paradise denying the 
reality of the storm:
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And foorth they passe, with pleasure forward led, 
loying to heare the hirdes sweete harmony,
/^fhioh therein shrouded from the tempest dred,
Seemd in their song to soorne the cruell sky. (I i 8)
To be led by pleasure is clearly not the right condition for a
champion of Holiness, but the stylized description of the singing
birds gives an attractive impression, and the reader's suspicions
are lulled still further by the elegant tree list, a literary
commonplace since Ovid.^ Spenser seems to have taken most of
2
the details of his list frcra Tasso and Chaucer, but he ends
with a tree mentioned by neither, 'the Maple seeldom inward
sound', which brings the stanza to an ominous, and appropriate,
conclusion. The travellers soon lose their way:
Led with delight, they thus beguile the way,
Vntill the blustring storme is ouerblowne;
When weening to retume, whence they did stray,
They cannot finde that path, which first was showne.
But wander too and fro in ways vnknowne,
Furthest from end then, when they neerest weene,
That makes them doubt, their wits be not their owne: 
p,o many pathes, so many turnings seene,
■‘"hat which of them to take, in diuerse doubt they been.
(I i 10)
Metamorphoses, 202.
Torquato Tasso, Jerusalem Delivered (trans. Edward Fairfax), 
p.75, and Chaucer, 'Parlement of Foules', 11.176-82. Chaucer 
has been named as the main source for Spenser's list (see 
Evans, Spenser's Anatomy of Heroism, p.53) but Tasso's version 
is in fact closer still. Both Spenser and Tasso, for example, 
associate the fir with weeping and the pine with sailing (whereas 
Chaucer has a 'sayling firr*), and both place their tree lists 
in the context of a sinister enchanted wood. On the other hand, 
although Spenser's list has more trees in common with Tasso's, 
he follows Chaucer in mentioning the olive and the hckne (although 
giving them different characteristics). His 'builder Oake, 
sole king of forrests all' combines both Chaucer's 'bilder 
ook' and Tasso's 'king of forests crown'd*.
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Error is the centre and the source of the confusion which
fills the wood, and her vomit of hooks and pamphlets shows
that Spenser is describing an intellectual going-astray, comparable
to Lyly’s seeker after excessive knowledge who 'is as it were in
a Laborinth, in the which the further he goeth, the farther he is
from the end'.^ With the aid of Una, Redcross is able to defeat
Error, but the victory brings no real achievement; to regain the
right path he has to go backward, and it is clear that it would
have been better to have avoided the wood altogether - as, later,
Arthur and Artegall avoid the cave of Maiengin. After the
combat, Redcross does what he should have done from the beginning;
That path he kept, which beaten was most plaine.
Ne euer would to any by-way bend.
But still did follow one vnto the end.
The which at last out of the wood them brought.
So forward on his way (with God to frend)
He passed forth... (l i 28)
This contrast between the beaten path and the 'by-way' is 
fundamental to much of Spenser's thinking about virtue. The 
diffiequity of distinguishing between the two is no excuse: 'Book I
makes a plea for unceasing self-awareness and mental vigilance;
2
virtue demands above all that we use our brains'. Spenser's 
knights often seem to be threading their way through a maze, 
following a path which is, perhaps, ultimately clear, but which 
runs through unknown and confusing country. In Book II, Proem 4, 
the image of a hazardous and difficult quest is applied also to 
the reader, who 'no'te without an hound fine footing trace'
1 Lyly, Euphues, p.157.
2 Evans, Spenser's Anatomy of Heroism, p.109.
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in his search for Faerieland. Guyon has to ask Archimago for
help in tracking the 'footing' of an en any on a quest which turns
out to be quite different from either character's expectations.
Calidore, also at the beginning of his quest, tells Artegall:
But where ye ended haue, now I begin 
To tread an endlesse trace, withouten guyde.
Or good direction, how to enter in.
Or how to issue forth in waies vntryde,
In perils strange, in labours long and wide.
In which although good Fortune me befall,
Yet shall it not by none be testifyde. (VI i b)
There is a sense in which the whole forest of Faerieland
is, despite its openness, as much of a labyrinth as the Wandering
Wood itself.^ It is a forest in which people stray from the path
and fall into danger - Amoret when she falls into the hands of Lust,
Serena bitten by the Blatant Beast and captured by cannibals. For
good characters, such wandering is only temporary: the only
permanent wanderers are 'the genuinely evil characters whose very
2
natures lead them astray*. For the virtuous, to wander off the 
path only serves to demonstrate the operations of Calidore's 'good 
Fortune', which is providence. So Arthur comes just in time to 
succour Amoret, Belphoebe to heal Timias, Matilda to adopt the 
baby rescued from the bear. Yet it is the duty of the virtuous 
to live so as to avoid situations where providential rescues will 
be necessary: 'We have here again the dichotcany which runs through 
the poem, between the human obligation to seek virtue and the 
divine purpose which fulfils itself no matter what we do'.^
1 John Arthos. On the Poetry of Spenser and the Form of Romances,pp.63f£
2 Dunseath, Spenser's Allegory of Justice, p.l6l.
3 Evans, Spenser's Anatomy of Heroism, p.223.
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Success in the quest may be impossible without providence, but
the duty of virtue is, none the less, to try to follow its assigned
course irrespective of fortune.
Guyon’s capture of Acrasia in II xLi shows this quality
with particular sharpness. On the sea voyage Phaedria, previously
a cause of delay, is utterly ignored - 'Whom nou^t regarding, they
kept on their gate.* Once in the Bower, the travellers make straight
for their goal: Guyon 'passed forth, and lookt still forward right';
'The constant paire ... swarued not, but kept their forward way'.
Brit (mart shows something of the same quality: the pursuit of
Florimell, which for her would be a 'by-^yay' leaves her unmoved -
'But when she saw them gon, she forward went. As lay her ioumey'.
After the overthrow of Marinell, she ignores the Rich Strand and
'forward rode, and kept her readie way'. Later, her acceptace of
Dolon's invitation to his dwelling 'but little wide by West* takes
2
her out of the direct path, but the setback is temporary, and after 
her night at the Temple of Isis we are told again that 'she forward 
went, To seeke her loue'. After his rescue by Britomart, Artegall
See discussion in chapter 11 below.
Dunseath (Spenser's Allegory of Justice, p.169) suggests that the 
visit represents a 'low' point for Britomart: 'Through the metaphor 
of the "native Belman of the night", Spenser has implicated Britomarfs 
with Peter's spiritual defection.' This is not altogether justifiable. 
Certainly the visit is one which, like Redcross's encounter with 
Error, would have been better avoided altogether. But once in the 
trap, Britomart's behaviour is exemplary: what the reference to 
Peter's denial heralds is not her treachery but Dolon's. Moreover, 
the 'natiue Belman' is said to wake 'each sleepy wight. That should 
their mindes vp to deuotion call'. The effect is to emphasise the 
watchfulness of Britomart throughout the long night (see V vi 28); 
the biblical reference suggests, in addition to Peter, a favourable 
comparison with the disciples who fell asleep.
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inherits her sense of purpose, and there are repeated references
to this quality in the later part of Book V.^ For Artegall
single-mindedness at this stage of the quest is vital, because
his delay has caused Irena to be imprisoned and to stand in
danger of her life. But he has leamt his lesson well: the end
of the Legend of Justice - perhaps the most effective ending to 
2
any of the books - shows him under attack by Envy, Detraction
and the Blatant Beast, yet still riding forward steadily.
Like Book V, Book VI shows the hero temporarily wandering
from the path of duty, then returning to his 'first intent*. In
this case there is a difference: unlike the delay caused by
Artegall's captivity, Calidore*s 'pastoral truancy' is not
altogether fruitless, since it rewards him with the vision of
Graces. Yet the moral verdict on Calidore's stay with the
shepherds is not left in doubt. Meliboeus himself points out
that the knight should not hanker after a rustic life, however
virtuous, but should accept the fact of his aristocratic birth:
In vaine (said then old Meliboe) doe men 
The heauens of their fortunes fault accuse,
Sith they know best, what is the best for them:
For they to each such fortune doe diffuse.
As they doe know each can most aptly vse.
For not that, which men couet most, is best.
Nor that thing worst, which men do most refuse;
But fittest is, that all contented rest
With that they hold: each hath his fortune in his brest.
(VI ix 29)
1 See V vii 45; viii 3; x 17; zi 65.
2 This is a personal view. The passage has aroused conflicting 
reactions: Rosemary Freeman (The Faerie Queene, pp.298-9) 
regards it as a clumsy failure; Josephine Bennett (Evolution 
of "The Faerie Queene", p.20$) praises it as 'brilliant and 
caustic allegory'•
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Calidore twists Meliboeus' statement that 'each hath his fortune
in his hrest' into a justification for the argument that everyone
may 'fashion his owne lyfes estate', and therefore it is permissable
for him to make himself into a shepherd. But while he is courting
Pastorella, the Blatant Beast is ravaging unchecked, and the
destruction of Arcadia must surely, to some extent, be taken as
retribution for his dereliction of duty. At the same time we are
told that the knight cannot 'greatly blamed be' and that the
pastoral interlude
Though out of course, yet hath not bene missayd.
To shew the courtesie by him profest,
Buen vnto the lowest and the least. (VI xii 2)
But courtesy is not simply a personal virtue; Spenser has grouped
it with the social virtues of Friendship and Justice. Private life
in a retired setting, however virtuous, is not enough, and Calidore
himself is under no illusion as to where his duty lies:
Tho gan Sir Calidore him to aduize
Of his first quest, which he had long forlore,
Asham'd to thinke, how he that enterprize.
The wbich the Faery Queene had long afore 
Bequeath'd to him, forslacked had so sore;
That much he feared, least reprochfull blame 
With foule dishonour him mote blot therefore;
Beside the losse of so much loos and fame.
As through the world thereby should glorifie his name.
(VI Iii 12)
Although Providence has used Calidore's straying to bring good - 
the restoration of Pastorella to her parents - out of Calidore's 
negligence, Spenser leaves us again with the impression that the 
duty of a perfect knight is to withstand distractions, however 
appealing, and to continue on 'the path which beaten was most plaine'.
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Elsewhere in the poem, the images of trackless forest
and pathless wilderness are replaced hy the image of the sea
which, with its shifting tides and lack of landmarks, forms a
natural metaphor for the state of the wanderer.^ In a traditional 
2
use of the image, Spenser compares his own poetic struggles to 
a ship battling with the waves and seeking harbour. Such a 
description, it should be remembered, would have had a much more 
immediate impact in an age when a sailing ship could be qite 
literally at the mercy of the winds and tides. Inevitably, the 
sea becomes a natural expression of the relentless power of fate 
or, in its benevolent aspect, the operations of Providence or 
impartial justice. Lyly tells us that 'Achilles shield being- lost 
on the seas by Ulisses. was tost by the sea to the Tombe of Aiax, 
as a manifest token of his right'^ - a story Spenser may have 
remembered when he wrote his own fable of Amidas and Bracidas.
In general, however, Spenser takes a hostile view of the 
power of the sea.^ On Guyon's voyage it is found to contain 
innumerable hazards, and to be the home of terrible monsters:
1 As, for example, in the Old English poem.
2 C.f., for ex^ple, Palingenius, The Zodiake of Life, pp.8, 23.
3 I<yly, Euphues, p.324*
4 It has been suggested that 'The sea is always to the poet
a symbol of ultimate loveliness - or even more than a symbol - 
the body, as it were, of the Heavenly Beauty'(Spens, Spenser* s 
Faerie Queene, p.7 ^  However, as the following examples show, 
Spenser frequently associates the sea with greed, pride and 
lack of self-control.
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For all that here on earth we dreadfull hold,
Be hut as hugs to fearen hahes withall,
Compared to the creatures in the seas entrall. (ll xii 25)
It attacks the land with * raging surquedry* (III iv 7). The
Gulf of Greediness and the Whirlpool of Decay express not only
the dangers of intemperance, hut also the qualities of greediness
and cruelty which are native to the sea itself:
Eftsoones his ^Neptune* s_J7 heaped waues he did commaund.
Out of their hollow hosome forth to throw 
All the huge threasure, which the sea below 
Had in his greedie gulfe deuoured deepe,
And him enriched through the ouerthrow
And wreckes of many wretches, which did weepe.
And often waile their wealth, which he from them did keepe.
(Ill iv 22)
But above all Spenser* s sea is an image of uncontrolled wandering,
Florimell, for example exchanges *The land for sea, at randon there
to raunge ... And with the tide droue forward careleslie*• She has
cast herself upon Providence and become, like lucy*s coffer in V iv 19,
a * thing at randon left*, a *waift^which the sea can bestow on whom
it pleases. Good comes out of evil, but it is evident that Florimell*s
state of mind, imaged by a *wandring bote That went at will, withoutan
carde or sayle* is far from happy. Her first appearance shows her
fleeing through the forest which, as the home of unruly wild beasts,
is also an image of uncontrolled emotion. Now she has stepped from
the frying pan into the fire, casting herself, literally, on a
sea of passion. The same image is used by Ariosto to describe
Bradamante* s state of mind when overcome by jealousy:
Ev*n as an emptie vessell that was tide,
Vnto the wharfe, with some old rotten cable.
If that the knot do hap to breake or slide.
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So that to hold it be no longer able, ,
Is borne away, as please the wind and tide: ...
A number of teories have been put forward in explanation of
Florimell*3 predicament: on the one hand, her adventures have
2
been interpreted as loss of virginity or, on the other hand, 
as a decline into raddled spinsterhood.^ A more plausible 
explanation, perhaps, is that Florimell is simply Beauty in 
Distress, a virtuous Angelica, pursued by good men and bad 
alike, essentially good, but at the same time vulnerable, sharing 
with Amoret and Serena the characteristics of * womens wauering 
wit* and, like them, displaying a near-fatal tendency to stray.
But a passive acceptance of the tides of chance is not 
sufficient for the achievement of virtue, and Spenser*s most 
complete heroine, Britomart, shows, as we have seen, the same 
purposefulness as the male knights. The sine qua non of virtue 
is the ability to withstand the buffets of fate.^ In terms of 
the sea, this purposefulness finds expression in the image of 
a ship which, unlike the drifting boats of unbridled passion.
Orlando Furioso, XXXII.59*
Hamilton, Structure of The Faerie Queene, p.151.
Evans, Spenser*s Anatomy of Heroism, pp.l?lff. The 
Florimells are not, however, presented in terms of defect 
and excess of virginity, but of reality and its imitation.
C.f. Palingenius. Zodiake of Life, pp.17-18, and also of 
course Horatio’s independence of *Portune*s buffets and 
rewards*. Roseraund Tuve (Allegorical Imagery, pp.57-8) 
has equated Arthur* s virtue with perseverance.
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has a rudder, a course, an efficient pilot and a destination.
Britomart, bemoaning her fortune, puts her troubles down to having
the wrong pilot:
Loue my lewd Pilot hath a restlease mind 
And fortune Boteswaine no assuraunce knowes.
But saile withouten starres gainst tide and wind:
How can they other do, sith both are bold and blind? (ill iv 9)
Her predicament echoes a passage in Castiglione, from which we learn
that the right pilot is Reason:
Finally reason overcome by greedy desire, farre the mightier, 
is cleane without succour, like a ship, that for a time 
defendeth her selfe from the tempestuous sea-stormes, at the 
end beaten with the too raging violence of windes, her 
gables and tacklinÿs broken, yeeldeth up to be driven at the 
will of fortune, without occupying helme or any manner helpe 
of Pilot for her safeguards
’Greedy desire’ - as we have seen a fundamental part of Spenser’s
characterisation of the sea - must be curbed by the discipline of
reason. Spenser’s most vigorous portrayal of man having power over
the sea comes, naturally enough, in the Legend of Temperance:
So forth they rowed, and that Feriyaan
With his stiffs oares did brush the sea so strong.
That the hoare waters from his frigot ran.
And the light bubbles daunced all along ... (ll xii 10)
The Ferryman controls the sea and need not drift with the wind and
tides. He has the strength to avoid the ’wide Labyrinth’ - a
significant phrase - of the Whirlpool of Decay:
... th’heedfull Boateman strongly forth did stretch 
His brawnie armes, and all his body strains.
That th'vtmost sandy breach they shortly fetch, ... (ll xii 21) 
But at the same time, Spenser's sea imagery suggests, once 
again, that Providence may bring matters to a successful conclusion
Castiglione, Courtier, p.269.
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where man has failed. Florimell, although at one point seeming 
no better than the 'wandring weft', her false counterpart, is 
by the agency of the sea united to Marinell. And it is not 
Britomart'3 own efforts, but the favourably-exerted power of 
wind and tide which she hopes will bring her laboring ship to 
harbour*^
Thou God of winds, that raignest in the seas,
That raignest also in the Continent,
At last blow vp some gentle gale of ease.
The which may bring my ship, ere it be rent,
Vnto the gladsome port of her intent: ... (ill iv 10)
To reach harbour, it is necessary to set a course.
Throughout The Faerie Queene \^eems to be haunted by the image of
the star which guides the lost traveller, whether on land or on
sea. The Wandering Wood of the first canto is 'not perceable
by power of any star*; there is no guiding light for those who
have strayed from the path. In contrast, the next canto begins
with a beautiful description of the Pole Star, the fixed point
in the heavens which restores to the wanderer his sense of
direction:
By this the Northerns wagoner had set
His seuenfold teme behind the stedfast starre.
That was in Ocean waues yet neuer wet.
But firme is fixt, and sendeth light from farre
To all, that in the wide deepe wandring arre: . . (l ii l)
The guiding light from heaven often becomes an image of
divine grace. Guyon is compared to the sailor navq^ting by
compass when the stars are hidden:
C.f. Amoretti, LXIII.
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As Pilot well expert in perilous waue,
That to a stedfast starre his course hath bent,
When foggy mistes, or cloudy tempests haue 
The faithfull light of that faire lampe yblent,
And couer'd heauen with hideous dreriment,
Vpon his card and compas firmes his eye,
The maisters of his long experiment,
And to them doe the steddy helme apply.
Bidding his winged vessell fairely forward fly: ... (ll vii l) 
The image is associated with Guyon*s loss of the Palmer, who may 
be equated here not simply with reason but specifically with 
heavenly reason: the Word which is a lantern to the feet and a 
guide to the path. For it becomes abundantly clear in the 
visit to Mammon's cave which follows that the quality Guyon most 
conspicuously lacks is a sense of things heavenly; as we saw in 
chapter 1, he emerges victorious, but does so by means of earthly 
reason and self-control. He is cut off from the stars throughout : 
the encounter takes place at first in a 'gloomy glade* which, 
like the Wandering Wood, is *couer*d with boughes and shrubs 
from heauens lighif, and later in an underground cave. It is 
not until the return to the surface that the sense of God's 
providence returns, overwhelmingly, in the form of the visitation 
of the angel. Guyon has done his duty in, as it were, a period 
of spiritual dryness and is rewarded with a renewal of grace.
At the same time, while ha-has been enmeshed in the secular 
arguments of Mammon's world, providence has reenacted through 
him the temptation of Christ and the Harrowing of Hell. The 
light has been withdrawn, but the compass has done its work.
It is this background vbich makes significant the 
association of many of Spenser's heroines with heavenly light.
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Reference has already been made to III i 43» where Britomart
is compared to the brightly shining moon which guides the
traveller# Such an image would have been particularly vivid
to a sixteenth-century reader; the relief of finding a point
of reference in a dark night must have been overwhelming in those
days of footpads and appalling roads#^ Britomart*s role as
welcome lightbringer is shared by Una;
Who forth proceeding with sad sober cheare,
As bright as doth the morning starre appears 
Out of the East, with flaming lockes bedight,
To tell that dawning day is drawing neare,
And to the world does bring long wished light ; ###^  (l xii 2l) 
Amoret, in a gentler way, is associated with the coming of the 
dawn * when first her shyning face Hath to the gloomy world it 
selfe bewray’d’# In addition, Floriraell is compared to a comet, 
Britomart to meteors ^  and the true and false Florimells to twin
1 For a vivid description of these, see M. St# Clare Byrne,
Elizabethan Life in Town and Country# pp#105ff. Bright (p#7 
of Dedication to A Treatise of Melancholic) uses similar 
imagery; * even as in a darke night one star breaking out of 
a thicke cloude, though it be but small, delivereth a farre 
more cheerfull and comfortable light, then if it shone with 
many in a clears evening ###*
(2 - see below)
3 Comets and meteors, and abnormal meteorology in general,
were a topic of some interest in the sixteenth century# The 
Stationers Register for 1578, for example, inc^jLudes entries
for a Cometographia (20 February), and for A conjecture of
all biasing starres in general (l July)# Spenser may have 
introduced this type of imagery with the idea of increasing 
the grandeur of his heroines, since comets were associated 
with doings of princes; Palingenius (Zodiake of Life, p#224) 
refers to ’biasing starres ### that fall of Prince cbth show^ , 
and it was in the form of a comet that Julius Caesar’s soul, 
according to Ovid, ascended to heaven (Shakespeare’s Ovid# 
p.313.
2 Fraelissa before her transformation was also compared to
the morning star (I xii 2l).
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sun8^ here the celestial light is functioning not only as
2
guiding light in the physical sense hut as portent.
The lightbearing faculty of these heroines brings with
it a sense of purpose and of direction. Phaedria, in contrast,
shows what happens when beauty is not supported by virtue.
There is no active malice in her, and with her cheerfulness,
her beauty and her decorated ’^ ondelay' she presents an attractive
picture. Her island, a p %  described as 'an Epicurean withdrawal
from the uncertainties of chance*, ^is described in inviting terms;
It was a chosen plot of fertile land,
Bnongst wide waues set, like a litle nest.
As if it had by Hatures cunning hand
Bene choisely picked out from all the rest.
And laid forth for ensample of the best; ... (ll vi 12)
But in Spenser's scheme of things the virtuous are to battle 
with 'the vncertainties of chance', not withdraw from them.
While giving the attractions of Epicureanism their due, he has 
revealed the real nature of Phaedria's temptation by setting the 
island in 'the slouthfull waue of that great griesly lake'. The 
Idle Lake is one of the poem's most successful images, allowing 
Spenser to use the imagery of drifting with wind and tide without 
the associations of freshness and largeness of scale which the 
use of the open sea would inevitably have brought. Most probably
the lake represents melancholy: Phaedria herself is clearly a
case of sanguine melancholy,^ and it is significant that the
1 Twin suns are mentioned by Lyly (Euphues p.163)5 Palingenius
(Zodiake of Life, p.224) refers to an appearance of three suns.
2 C.f. Lavater, Of Ghostes and Spirites walking by Hyght. p.8;
'Portenturn is that which forsheweth some thing to come, as when 
straunge bodies appere in the ayre, or blazing starres...*
3 Berger, The Allegorical Temper, p.49.
4 See overleaf.
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Treatise of Melancholia describes the humour as 'this mist
of blackenes, rising from that hidious lake' and also, shortly
afterwards, as 'this muddie hu mour'Spenser may also have
remembered that in Palingenius's description of hell, the
licentious fall into a 'muddy miery lake' where, like Acrasia's
2
victims, they are turned into beasts. The Idle Lake counterpoints,
and forces us to revalue, the allure of Phaedria and her trappings.
The ironic contrast between light frivolity and the heavy mud
of the lake is continually present:
Guyon was loath to leaue his guide behind.
Yet being entred, might not backe retyre:
For the flit barke, obaying to her mind.
Forth launched quickly, as she did desire.
Ne gaue him leaue to bid that aged sire 
Adieu, but nimbly ran her wonted course 
Through the dull billowes thicke as troubled mire,
VkTiom neither wind out of their seat could for se,
Nor timely tides did driue out of their sluggish sourse.
(II Vi 20)
The initial impression of speed and easy movement ('flit', 'quickly') 
is immediately qualified by the powerful images of lethargy in the 
last three lines.^
4 (See previous pa^e)
This was characterised, according to ^ight, by 'many absurd and 
ridiculous gestures and speeches' and the tendency to be merry 'at 
smal occasions, or none at all ofttimes' (A Treatise of 
Melancholie, p.114).
1 Ibid, p.106.
2 Palingenius, The Zodiake of Life, p.166. Another element in Spenser's
visualisation of the Idle Lake may be his knowledge of Irish 
scenery: see the reference in A View of the Present State of Ireland, 
p.25, to 'very many sweet Ilandes and goodlie lakes lyke little 
inland seas'•
3 This imagery contrasts strongly with the 'hoare waters' and*light
bubbles' stirred up by the Ferryman's oars; for this reason it 
seems unlikely that the sea in II xii is to be equated with the 
Idle Lake (as suggested in Evans, Spenser's Anatomy of Heroism,p. 
136). The voyage is a recapitulation of Guyon's adventures, so 
the reappearance of Phaedria's ‘Gjondelay' is of no geographical 
relevance.
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Phaedria's philosophy, we soon learn, is full of half-truths. 
Her appeal to the philo^phy of carpe diem includes the example 'Who 
shall him rew, that swimming in the maine. Will die for thirst, and 
water doth refuse?' But it is not possible to quench the thirst 
with sea water - still less with the mud of the Idle Lake. When 
Guyon complains of being led astray, Phaedria excuses herself as 
follows:
PaireSir (quoth she) be not displeased at all;
Who fares on sea, may not coramaund his way.
Ne wind and weather at his pleasure call:
The sea is wide, and easie for to stray;
The wind unstable, and doth neuer stay. (ll vi 23)
This is the characteristic imagery of the shifting tides and is
superficially convincing - but we have just been told that Phaedria's
'Gondelay' is remarkably apt to her hand. To Cymochles she is
quite explicit:
In this wide Inland sea, that hight by name 
The Idle lake, my wandring ship I row.
That knowes her port, and thither sailes by ayme.
Ne care, ne feare I, how the wind do blow.
Or whether swift I wend, or whether slow:
Both slow and swift a like do serue my tourne.
Ne swelling Neptune, ne loud th^undring loue 
Can chaunge my cheare, or make me euer mourne;
My litle boat can safely passe this perilous bourne. (ll vi 10)
Phaedria claims to be at the mercy of the winds and waves but is
in fact independent of them; later, when she wishes to get rid of
Guyon she aims her boat to the other side of the lake and disembarks
her passenger with no trouble at all. The 'Gondelay' forms, in this
respect, a mirror image to the Fisherman's boat in II viii which,
according to its owner, 'the way could wisely tell', but which is
in reality wandering 'at will, withouten carde or sayle'. Yet
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the 'Gondelay* is no less aimless in its movement than the
fisherman's craft. Phaedria flitting to and fro over the lake
is, ironically, as much a wanderer as she would he if the story
told to Guyon were true and her boat really were at the mercy of
the winds and waves. Spenser has changed his metaphor, and to
our mental picture of a boat aimlessly drifting on the tide is
added the suggestion of a fly buzzing around in an enclosed space.
Phaedria's island, we are told, 'floted in the midst of
that great lake'. The Bower of Bliss itself is also situated on
a floating island 'that doth ronne And stray in perilous gulfe'.
On the voyage in II xii Guyon meets a whole group of these islands
which form, as it were, Spenser's archetypal image of purposeless
wandering, a counterpart by sea of the Wandering Wood on land;
At last farre off they many Islands spy.
On euery side floting the floods emong;
Then said the kni^t, Loe I the land descry,
Therefore old Syre th^y course do thereunto apply.
That may not be, said then the Ferryman 
Least we vnweeting hap to be fordonne:
For those same Islands, seeming now and than.
Are not firme lande, nor any certein wonne.
But straggling plots, which to and fro do ronne 
In the wide waters: therefore are they hight 
The wandring Islands. Therefore doe them shonne;
For they have oft drawne many a wandring wight 
Into most deadly daunger and distressed plight.
Yet well they seemeto him, that farre doth vew.
Both faire and fruitfull, and the ground dispred 
With grassie greene of delectable hew.
And the tall trees with leaues apparelled.
Are deckt with blossomes dyde in white and red.
That mote the passengers thereto allure;
^ t  whosoever once hath fastened 
His foot thereon, may neuer it recure.
But wndreth euer more vncertain and vnsure. (ll xii 10-12)
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Spenser goes on to compare these islands to that of Delos which 
eventually achieved stability; the comparison is ironic because 
the Wandering Islands will wander for ever. It has been suggested 
that the blossoms suggest not only carnal pleasures in general, 
but more specifically those associated with prostitutes; ’There is 
probably a punning reference back to Mordaunt, dead in sensual pleasure, 
his cheeks rosy red against the white alabaster breast of Amavia.*^
It is true that ’white and red’ are the colours of flesh, 
as well as flowers; the same image is used in Amoretti LXIV and 
in Florimell's blush 'As roses did with lillies interlace'. But 
the identification with prostitution seems over-specific, particularly since 
this evil has already been dealt with, one might imagine, under the 
heading of 'lustfull luzurie', one of the dangers of the Rock of 
Reproach. The islands surely represent what they are said to represent; 
endless wandering without a moral purpose. As this chapter has tried 
to show, the temptation to err and stray is for Spenser one of the 
greatest obstacles to virtue, and there is no reason to believe 
that on Guyon's voyage it would not warrant an image to itself.
Evans, Spenser's Anatomy of Heroism, p.139.
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9 Phantasmagoria
Our second group of images expressing Spenser’s sense of the 
deceptive and the uncertain can, loosely, he termed 'phantasmagoric* 
imagery; such imagery involves, specifically, the deception of the 
sight. Throughout the poem, there is an emphasis on the difficulty 
of achieving single-mindedness of vision and purpose. As we have 
seen, Redcross eventually found 'That path ... which beaten was 
most plaine', but The Faerie Queene is set for the most part in the 
trackless forest of romance,^ which itself presents us with an 
image of uncertainty and confusion. On sea the tides drift to 
and fro 'And fortune Boteswaine no assurance knowes. But sails 
withouten starres gainst tide and wind'. The light is hidden, 
and Spenser's knights and heroines are hampered in their combat 
with evil by appearances distorted or rendered imprecise. Besides 
the paired images already discussed, where true and false seem to 
look the same, there are a number of occasions - often when the 
poetry is at its height - when the very distinction between truth 
and falsehood seems lost and we are faced with a world of 
phantasmagoria.
There is a sense in which it can be argued that the 
phenomenal world was less solid and 'real' to an Elizabethan than
it appears to us. The sight, although the queen of the senses,
2
was also recognised as the most liable to error. The world wai 
pervaded with the supernatural, and not only in the sense of
See discussion of this symbolism in Arthos, On the Poetry 
of Spenser and the form of Romances, especially pp.65ff.
See Palingenius, The Zodiake of Life, p.1135 Bamborough, 
Little World of Man, pp.36-7»
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crude superstitions to the Christian it was the battlefield
between angel and devil, a cypher of the purposes of God which
it was man's duty to decode. Hence the importance of the 'ghost
controversy's ghosts could be 'eyther falsehood of Monkes, or
Illusions of devyls, franticke imaginations, or some other
frivolous and vaine perswasions'^ - or, on the other hand,
the angel of a soul, an authentic messenger from heaven. Such
beliefs must naturally have made people hesitate before applying
the straightforward rule-of-thumb of commonsense when confronted
with a strange tale or apparently strange appearance. There
was an interest in abnormal meteorology (see p.l50), and in
travellers' tales. The discovery of America must indeed have
given a new sense of extended horizons and infinite possibilités,
which the twentieth century reader, whose world is over-explored,
can only with difficulty recapture. This imaginative attitude
is strongly present in Spenser's own defence against those who
say that Paerieland is fabulous:
But let that man with better sence aduize,
That of the world least part to vs is red:
And dayly how through hardy enterprize.
Many great Regions are discouered.
Which to late age were neuer mentioned.
Who euer heard of th'Indian Peru?
Or who in venturous vessell measured 
The Amazons huge riuer now found trew?
Or fruitfullest Virginia who did euer vew?
See translator's introduction to Lavater, Of Ghostes 
and S-griteg.
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Yet all these were, when no man did them know;
Yet haue from wisest ages hidden beene:
And later times things more vnknowne shall show.
*^hy then should witlesse man so much misweene 
hat nothing is, but that which he hath seene?
What if within the Moones faire shining spheare?
What if in euery other starre vnseene 
Of other worldes he happily should heare?
He wonder would much more: yet such to some appears.
(II Proem 2-3)
A consciousness of the uncertain boundaries of commonsense may
also be seen in the field of optics. Twenty years after the
publication of the second part of The Faerie Queene. Bacon
described the properties of perspective glasses in scientific
terms, clearly distinguishing between the prism, the telescope and
the microscope.^ Spenser’s contemporary Puttenham, on the other
hand, refers to mirrors which make objects look uglier or more
2
beautiful than they are in life, while Scot, in an elaborate
passage which deserves qpting in full, mingles factual descriptions
of the burning glass and the prism with clearly fictitious examples;
But the woonderous devises, and miraculous sights and 
concepts made and contained in glassy doo farre exceed 
all other; wherto the art perspective is verie necessarie.
For it sheweth the illusions of them, whose experiments be 
seene in diverse sorts of glasses; as in the ha11owe, the 
plaine, the embossed, the columnarie, the pyramidate or 
piked, the turbinale, the bounched, the round, the cornered, 
the inversed, the eversed, the massie, the regular, the 
irregular, the coloured and cleare glasses: for you may 
have glasses so made, as. what image or favour soeer you 
print in your imagination, you shall thinjceyou see the same 
therein. Others are so framed, as therein one may see what 
others doo in places fare distant; others whereby you shall 
see man hanging in the air; others, whereby you may perceive 
men flieing in the aire; others, wherein you may see one
Bacon, New Atlantis, p.247. The passage includes references 
to seeing 'the shapes and colours of small flies and worms, 
grains, and flaws in gems which cannot otherwise be seen, 
observations in urine and blood not otherwise to be seen.*
Puttenham, Arte of English Poesie, pp.14-15*
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comming, & another going; others, where one image shall 
seeme to be one hundred, &c. There be glasses also, 
wherein one man may see another mans image, and not his 
owne; others, to make many similitudes; others, to make 
none at all. Others, contrarie to the use of all glasses, 
make the right side turne to the right, and the left side 
to the left; others that burne before and behind; others, 
that represent not the images received within them, but 
cast them farre off in the aire, appearing like aierie images, 
and by the collections of sunne beames, with great force 
setteth fier (verie farre off) in everie thing that may be 
burned. There be cleare glasses, that make great things 
seeme little, things farre off to be at hand; and that which 
is neere, to be far off; such things as are over us, to seeme 
under us; and those that are under us to be abo\e There 
are some glasses also, that represent things in diverse colours, 
& them most gorgeous, speciallie any white thing.
Spenser himself makes use of similar imagery in the Proem to Book
VI, fusing the ideas of the Platonic mirror and St Paul's 'in a 
2
glass darkly':
But in the triall of true curtesie,
Its now so farre from that, which then it was,
That it indeed is nought but forgerie,
Fashion'd to please the eies of them, that pas,
Which see not perfect things but in a glas:
Yet is that glas se so gay, that it can %iid
The wisest sight, to thinke gold that is bras. (VT Proem 5)
Interest in the half-fabulous properties of glasses had a long
tradition. Chaucer, discussing the reactions to Canacee's magic
mirror, mentions classical and Arabic study of optics:
And somme of hem wondred on the mirour.
That born was up in-to the maister-tour,
How men mighte in it swiche thinges see.
Another answerde, and seyde it might wel be 
Naturelly, by composiciouns 
Of angles and of slye reflexiouns,
And seyden, that in Rome was swich oon.
1 Scot, Piscoverie of Witchcraft, p . 179*
2 See discussion in Ellrodt, Neoplatonism in the Poetry of 
Spenser, p.49*
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They speken of Alocen and Vitulon,
And Aristotle, that writen in his lyves 
Of queynte mirours and of prospectyves,^
As knowen they that han hir hokes herd.
Canacee's mirror, which reveals both treachery against the
realm and infidelity of lovers, is clearly an ancestor of Britomart's.
As suggested in Chapter 3, the deceitful properties of glass,
particularly in crystal-gazing experiments, go far to explain
Britomart's almost hysterical reaction to her first sight of
Artegall.
There is no evidence as to whether Spenser personally 
believed in magic glasses, ghosts and travellers' tales. Awareness 
of such things must, however, have added weight to his treatment 
of the problem of deceptive appearances in The Faerie Queene, and 
have contributed to the impression we get from the poem that its 
world is a strange, marvellous and dangerous place in which 
anything can happen.
Spenser uses two basic images to show the distortion of 
appearances by evil means: the concealment of reality through a 
blurring of outlines, and the creation of false apparitions. The 
first type of image occurs most notably in Book I. Our initial 
impression is of strong black/white contrasts: Arthur's diamond 
shield and 'glitterand armour' and Una's‘sunshyny face' on the 
one hand, Despair's cave and Orgoglio's dungeon on the other. This 
is the book of faith, and Spenser is asserting the contrast between 
good and evil in its most uncompromising form. At the same time.
Squire's Tale, 11.225*235, and see also Ariosto, Orlando 
Furipsp, III.16. Batman refers to an 'Author of the Science 
Perspective' (Batman vppon Bartholome, f.l6).
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Book I emphasises how difficult it is to make clear distinctions
of this kind. When Redcross reaches the centre of the confusing
Wood of Error, he finds a darkness which is evil specifically
because it results in confusion of outlines:
For light she hated as the deadly bale.
Ay wont in desert darknesse to remains.
Where plaine none might her see, nor she see any plaine.
(I i 16)
Later in the same Book is a series of images involving fog or 
cloud as a concealing or distorting medium.^ Such confusion of 
outline continues, throughout the poem, to be associated with 
evil. Archimago, Maiengin and the ambivalent Proteus are all 
shape-shifters. Attin and Pyrochles enter the poem surrounded by 
clouds of dust, the visual confusion expressing their mental turmoil.
tkjL
Mammon and Radigund, as we have seen, are associated with^moon
disfigured by clouds. Acrasia covers the sea with a 'grosse fog'.
The theme recurs even in the less allegorical Book VI, where the
pirates' cave has the same confusing quality as Error's den: 'A
doubtfull sense of things, not so well seene, as felt'.
Associated with this series of images are the repeated
warnings against the blurring of perception through sloth. In Book I,
to rest in the shade is to invite danger. Morpheus is the source of
false dreams, and later we are told expliciter that the realm of
2
Sleep is next to Hell Gate. The keynote of virtue is the ability 
to take heed and to watch.
Often associated with sorcery - see Chapter 3«
A compelling denunciation of sleep, which Spenser would 
almost certainly have known, is to be found in Palingenius, 
Zodiake of Life, p.39»
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The second type of deceptive appearance - the phantom -
demands from the virtuous not only alertness but judgement.
Phantoms such as the false Una, her lusty squire and the false
Plorimell, cause the good characters who encounter them to act
from false premises. At other times Spenser presents us with
multiple phantasmagoria; a whole series of fantastic appearances.
It has been said with some truth that 'Spenser is aware of a
primal urge, a chthonic power beneath the veil of nature, creating
"infinite shapes of creatures" and "vncouth formes"(lII, vi,35)*#^
Such imagery is particularly conspicuous in Book II, where it becomes
identified with 'the body of this death' - powerful, yet, in
heavenly terms, insubstantial. Inevitably, this force is bound
up with melancholy, the ccmplexion most hostile to life. Natural
melancholy was a necessary part of the body's make up and harmful
only in excess; Phantasies, therefore is a rightful inhabitant of
the House of Alma. There was, however, another type, unnatural or
adust melancholy caused by putrefaction, and it is this melancholy
which is associated with phantom images, first encountered in the
2
form of the ruffians which attack Alma.
These attackers have been associated with the Irish rebels;^ 
certainly Spenser's own experiences must have contributed to the 
descriptive vividness of the passage, and it is of interest that 
the first specific reference to Ireland in The Faerie Queene - 
the 'fennes of Allan* simile - comes in this part of the
1 Maclure, 'Nature and Art in The Faerie Queene*, p.4.
2 See Berger, Allegorical Temper, pp.84-5 (re Maleger).
3 See examples quoted in Variorum, Book II, pp.281-3.
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poem.^ Bit Spenser's main concern here is to show the human mind
and body and its enemies, and the attackers are lean, ragged,
hollow-eyed and dwellers in caves primarily because they are
associated with melancholy, not because they represent the Irish.
The ruffians attack, flee, attack again, then eventually
retreat. For all their fierceness, the 'raskall routs' are only
shadows: 'For though they bodies seeme, yet substance from them
fades'. Allegorically, this is 'Because desires and temptations,
2
when they are stoutly resisted, fade away*. Again, Spenser's 
own experiences play their part: 'We may also compare / ”this 
passage_y with what Spenser says of the Irish; "They looked like 
anatomy es of death, they spake like ghost es crying out of theyr 
graves"'.^ But although the attackers are only 'idle shades', it 
is clear that the castle will never be free from them, however 
valiantly defended. Spenser compares them to a swarm of gnats^
1 Pointed out by Grey in Variorum, Book II, p.282.
2 Winstanly, quoted in Variorum, Book II, p.285.
3 Ibid.
4 Flies are more than once associated with evil in Spenser's poetry
(see Evans, Spenser's Anatomy of Heroism, pp.32-3): Archimago's 
sprites flutter round him like 'little flyes', and in I i 23 
there is the image of a shepherd brushing away the gnats which 
molest his flocks. Such imagery is a natural vehicle for 
expressing sensual temptation: in Palingenius (Zodiake of Life
p.166) the punishment of the licentious in hell is to be 
transformed into wild beasts and plagued by hornets, wasps 
and beetles.
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whose petty but irritating persecution is eventually ended hy
lAU
a fierce blast of wind; next evei^ , however, the gnats will be 
back again.
After their victory, Guyon and Arthur are received into
Alma's castle, and come eventually to her parlour, which
corresponds to the heart. There follows a bizarre sequence of
imagery allegorising specific mental qualities and, through them,
the very processes of thought and emotion. Strangely, the knights
are introduced to two ladies, Shamefastness and Prays-Desire, who
are elements in their own personalities. In its own way, the
parlour is as uncanny as the attackers outside. The walls are
'richly dight’ with arras which is not embroidered with pictorial
images but serves as a backcloth for the projection of mental
imagery: 'In which was nothing pourtrahed, nor wrought. Not
wrought, nor pourtrahed, but easie to be thought.' The inhabitants
of the parlour are, to say tne least, extraordinary:
Diuerse delights they found temselues to please;
Some song in sweet consort, some laught for ioy.
Some plaid with strawes, some idely sat at ease;
But other some could not abide to toy.
All pleasaunce was to them griefe and annoy:
This fround, that faund, the third for shame did blush,
Another seemed enuious, or coy,
Another in her teeth did gnaw a rush: ... (ll ix 35)
Collectively, these ladies represent the emotions of a balanced 
personality. Bach individual quality seems bizarre because it
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is not modified by any other.^ For the same reason, there is
room in tne well-ordered House of Alma for the monstrosities
of the fantasy and the dusty clutter or memory; each has its
part in the whole. The melancholy Fhantastes lives (literally,
as we find) irja hive of activity:
His chamber was dispainted all within.
With sundry colours, in the which were writ 
Infinite snapes of things dispersed thin;
Some such as in the world were neuer yit.
Ne can deuized be of mortal! wit;
Some daily seene, and knowen by thelg names.
Such as in idle fantasies doe.flit:
Infernal! Hags, Centaurs, feendes, Hippodames,
Apes, Lions, ABgles, owles, fooles, louers, children, Dames.
And all the chamber filled was with flyes,
Which buzzed all about, and made such sound,
^hat they encombred all mens eares and eyes.
Like many swarmes of Bees assembled round,
After their hiues with honny do aboud:
All those were idle thoughts and fantasies,
Deuices, dreames, opinions vnsound,
Shewes, visions, sooth-sayes, and prophesies;
And all that fained is, as leasings, tales and lies. (ll ix 50-I)
Here Spenser uses allegory in a highly self-conscious way, 
demonstrating that a ’pure’ personification - a figure which 
is really all joy, all envy or all boredom - must necessarily 
appear eccentric. We would say loosely that Guyon represents 
temperance, but in practice he also displays patience, prudence, 
fortitude and other virtues - and, some v/ould say, vices.
This mixture of qualities produces a ’normal’ (although of 
course not ’rounded’) character. Shamefastness, on the other 
hand, appears abnormal because she is not a complete 
personality, but one compoent of a group of extremes which, 
balancing each other out, result in moderation.
J.K. Neill’s explanation in Variorum, Book II, pp.294-5 
is not therefore really necessary.
The god of sleep in the Metamorphoses is, similarly, 
a producer of ’sundrye shapes as many dreames lye prest’
(Shakespeards Ovid, pp.232-3).
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According to sixteenth century medical theory, the fantasy
formed images from the evidence of the senses to provide
material for the reason to use in giving judgement.^ The
image-making process could also operate without sense impressions,
as in delusions or sleep-walking:
But those in heauy sleepes that lye, how should they mouing make? 
As some doe in their sleepes arise, and weapon vp do take,
Some in the stable takes his horse, some writes as many say.
And some hath earst bene seene, a sleepe upon the Lute to play.
It must be knowne that of the thing the Image doth remains 
In vs, of all that we do see, or Senses can retains.
This makes us think we see the face that late we gased on,
And that we seeme to heare the words were vtred longe agon.
These formes within the secret celles inclosed in the braine,
A vapour moues, which to ascends the stomack doth corsfcraine.
And minde deluded so doth moue, the body styres thereby, ^
If the Resemblance be of force, that in thy head doth ly.
An excess of melancholy had a terrifying effect on the fantasy:
/"Melancholy__7 count erf etteth terrible obiectes to the 
fantasie, and polluting both the substance, and spirits 
of the brayne, causeth it without externall occasion, to  ^
forge monstrous fictions, and terrible to the conoeite, ...
This, we might think, is just what Fhantastes is doing. But there
is a subtle irony: although the chamber is full of monsters,
suggesting a diseased fantasy, in this particular case the
faculty is only performing its function of mirroring the external
world: as we soon discover, there really are monsters outside,
identical in many respects to the images produced by Fhantastes.^
1 Bamborough, Little World of Man, p.36; Babb, Elizabethan Malady,
p.3 . Bright, however, assigns this function to the internal and 
external senses working together (Treatise of Melancholy, p.77).
2 Palingenius, Zodiake of Life, p.121.
3 Bright, op.cit*^ p.102 (misnumbered 82).
4 Other features of Fhantastes*s chamber are paralleled outside the
castle: the shadowy quality of the images in II ix 15; flies in 
II ix 16; ’idle fantasies’ and ’leasings, tales and lies’ in
II xi 10,11.
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Alma’s enemies now take the form of twelve troops, seven
attacking the gateway, and five the five bulwarks of the castle,
which represent the senses. Each of these five forces consists of
beasts or, more accurately, monsters - in Mandeville's phrase,
’deformed against kind both of man or of beast or of anything
else'.^ They are ’headed like Owles’,’hauing heads like Harts',
’Some mouth'd lilce greedy Oystriges, some fast Like loathly Toades,
some fashioned in the wast like swine’. Deformity is repeatedly
mentioned: ’fowle misshapen wights ... with beckes vncomely bent’;
’Deformed creatures, in straunge difference’; ’for so deformd is 
2
luxury ...’ The beast-troops are fitted allegorically to the 
bulwarks against which they are directed; the Taste for example 
is attacked by animals representing greed, such as swine and 
’greedy Oystriges’.^
This time Spenser does not say in so many words that the 
attackers are only shades: he implies it, however, by his 
allegorical techniqueFor each bulwark , the bestial troops 
are first described in nightmarish detail. But the images are 
swiftly dissolved as, in each case, Spenser goes on to describe 
the real attackers: ’Beautie, and money’ for the Sight,’Leasings, 
backbytings and vaine-glorious crakes*for the Hearing, and so forth,
Travels, p.32.
It should be remembered that deformity would have carried a strong 
negative moral charge due, as we have seen, to the notion that the 
shape of the body expressed the inner form of the soul.
Spenser does not always follow traditional associations: it has 
been pointed out (Alpers, Poetry of The Faerie Queene, p.205) that 
apes, which attack the bulwark of the Smell, would normally have 
been associated with the Taste.
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The juxtapca-tion of the concrete and the abstract, image and 
significacio, adds a dream-like unreality to the passage, which 
is intensified by the frequent references to vanity and falsehood;
'vaine-glorious crakes ... and false flatteries’, 'Vaine feasts, 
and idle superfluity’, ’Foolish delights and fond abusions Which 
do that sence besiege with light illusions’•
Arthur manages to disperse the main body of the attackers, 
who are compared in quick succession - perhaps too quick succession - 
to snow, flood, hail and withered leaves. Their captain, however, 
is a more formidable opponent. There is a sense in which MalqAger 
sums up all the characteristics of Alma’s enemies. Like the 
ruffians who meet Guyon and Arthur on their first approach to 
the castle he is lean, pale and shadowy; 'of such subtile substance 
and vnsound, That like a ghost he seem’d, whose graue-clothes 
were vnbound’. He fights in the same way, initiating the attack, 
but fleeing when pursued. Like the monster-troops, he is associated 
with beasts; he is ’cold and drery as a Snake’, rides on a tiger, 
and is attended by hags 'swift on foot as chased Stags’. Male^ger’s 
name has been etymologised both as ’badly diseased’, and as ’evil 
doer’.^ Perhaps Spenser meant to suggest both meanings, for 
Male^ger is a powerful image of bodily ill health viewed specifically 
as a source of evil - the body of this death, the enemy both of 
physical life and spiritual life. He is a melancholic, and 
excessive melancholy was thought to lead not only to illness but to 
a vicious personality;
See Variorum edition. Book II, p.343(ChLld, Osgood).
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Hostile, mean, ambitious, sly,^
Sullen, crafty, false and shy.
The images associating Male^ger with death, the skull and grave-clothes,
can therefore suggest both bodily disintegration and the second or
spiritual death, from which man can only be rescued by God's grace.
So Arthur cannot win the combat through his own strength: he has to
be helped by Timias, and must throw away his weapons before he can
hope to win. His victory can be seen as the oqivalent for himself
2
of his rescue of Redcross; it has been pointed out that there is 
a similarity between Maleger and the degenerate condition of Redcross 
in Orgoglio's dungeon.
This is a powerful and complex passage which can be viewed 
from many angles. In the present context it is the vein of night­
marish illusion in the description which is most relevant; the Bosch- 
like phantasmagoria of the bestial attacks; the opponent with skull 
for helmet who seems immune from natural fatigue and whose flesh 
closes up as soon as the sword has left it; the racing speed of the 
combat, now surrounding the defenders, now miles away. 'As quick as 
thought' is the comparison which springs most readily to mind, and 
indeed the description is peculiarly suggestive of a mental event.
As in Alma's parlour, Spenser is allegorising not only the subject- 
matter of thought but also showing its movement and nature.
The defeat of Maleàger is followed immediately afterwards 
by the defeat of Acrasia. Here Spenser has been accused of
A translation of the mediaeval mnemonic rhyme for melancholy, 
quoted in Klibansky, Panofsky and Saxl, Saturn and Melancholy, p.117*
Watkins, ^hakespeare and Spenser, pp.176-7*
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repetition^ - with some justice, sirce it is true that in a 
sense both combats are against the same enemy. But there is 
an important distinction: Maleger shows intemperance objectively 
as an unattractive and dangerous weakness, Acrasia shows the 
temptation as it is experienced subjectively, Furthermore,
Arthur’s victory is difficult and Guyon*s is easy: the 
implication, perhaps, is that the second victory would not 
have been possible without the first, the victory given by 
grace, as its foundation. There is therefore a genuine development 
of the allegory throughout these two cantos, and the introduction 
of a 'doublet* hypothesis is unnecessary.
Although not repetitious, the voyage to the Bower does 
include an element of recapitulation, since Guyon encounters in 
a different form enemies which he has already defeated. He 
meets Phaedria again, and a lamenting maiden similar to the 
disguised Duessa of II i. As these temptations have already 
been overcome, he is able to carry on with his quest without 
swerving. Later, he steers a course between the Gulf of Greediness 
and the Rock of Reproach, and between the Quicksands of Unthriftihead 
and the Whirlpool of Decay, because he has already met, and dealt 
with, Blissa and Perissa. Following the same pattern, he also 
encounters phantasmagoria reminiscent of the shadowy attackers 
of the House of Alma. Spenser reintroduces this theme in a form
Josephine Bennett (The Evolution of The Faerie Queene, pp.lBOff) 
suggests that canto xii may have been a later addition and 
that Book II may have been originally intended to end with the 
defence of Alma's castle.
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which combines recapitulation with variety: for the diviaon
into the five senses, he substitutes a three-fold division into
the elements of water, air and earth. First, the travellers see
the water of the sea surge up like a mountain, although there is
no wind. From this tidal wave emerges a terrifying horde of sea
monsters, 'all dreadfull pourtraicts of deformitee'. Spenser
comments that monsters on earth 'Be but as bugs to fearen babes
withall' compared with those in the sea, and the 'Spring-headed
Hydraes', 'greedy Rosmarines' and ’Highly Monoceros, with
immeasured tayles' are described with relish. But the monsters
are only illusions contrived by Acrasia, and they disappear with
a stroke from the Palmer's staff.
The next attack comes from the air, just before the
travllers arrive at the Bower of Bliss:
... suddeinly a grosse fog ouer spred 
With his dull vapour all that desert has,
And heauens chearefull face enueloped,
That all things one, and one as nothing was.
And this great Vniverse seemd one confused mas.
Thereat they greatly were dismayd, ne wist 
How to direct their way in darkenesse wide,
But feard to wander in that wastfull mist,
For tombling into mischiefs vnespide.
Worse is the daunger hidden, then descride. (ll xii 34—5)
Out of the darkness comes a flock of birds of ill—omen — owls, 
ravens, bats, harpies. This time Spenser does not state in so 
many words that the attackers are only shades, but uses the same 
techniques that we noted in connection with the besiegers of the 
House of Alma. Like the beast-troops, the bird images are
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quickly dissolved into their significacio, a mental experience:
'All those, and all that else does horrour breed. About them flew, 
and fild their sayles with feare'•
The attack from the earth soon follows. Just outside the 
Bower, the travellers are surrounded by 'an hideous bellowing Of 
many beasts, that roard outrageously'. As mentioned in Chapter 5> 
these are intemperate men under enchantment whose beast-forms are 
allegorically appropriate. The Palmer's staff perfoms the double 
function of dissolving the enchantment and, as the agent of 
temperance, of destroying the moral deformity which led to it.
* * * * * *
What we have termed 'phantasmagoric imagery' is naturally linked 
with melancholy, the producer of illusions. Most images of this 
type tend, therefore, to occur in Book II, the book which deals 
specifically with weaknesses of the flesh. There is, however, 
one example later in the poem which is perhaps the most interesting 
of all: the strange appearances encountered by Britomart in the 
House of Busirane. These cantos constitute one of Spenser's major 
achievements, and call for detailed discussion.
The narrative outline may be given briefly. Britomart 
encounters Scudamour by a fountain 'all wallowed', and 'As if 
he had bene s^mbring in the shade'. We recognise this as a 
dangerous situation: it was while resting by a fountain that 
Redcross was captured by Orgoglio. Scudamour tells Britomart that 
he is lamenting Amoret's captivity in the house of the enchanter 
Busirane. Britomart promises to help the lovers, and succeeds
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in crossing the wall of flame surrounding the house, through 
which Scudamour is unable to pass. She finds herself in a 
tapestried room containing a gold idol of Cupid, then eventually 
passes into a further chamber covered with pure gold. Over each 
doorway is the legend *Be bold’; on the final door, made of iron, 
is written 'Be not too bold’. She waits in the golden room until 
midnight, when the iron door springs open and there emerges the 
Masque of Cupid, in which Amoret is led in torment.^ The masquers 
parade three times round the room and then return behind the iron 
door. Britomart waits all the next day, until midnight comes again, 
This time when the door springs open she passes through and finds, 
not the Masque, but only Amoret and Busirane. She forces the 
magician to reverse his charms and release Amoret. On leaving, 
she finds to her astonishment that the gold and tapestries have 
disappeared, and that the wall of flame guarding the house has 
been quenched.
This is a complex episode,which will be discussed again in 
a later chapter. Her we shall view it primarily as the creation 
and destruction of an illusory appearance - that is, underplaying 
for the moment the allegorical interpretation.
The first description of Amoret*s prison is given by 
Scudamour. It is worth mentioning, because it tends perhaps to 
get overshadowed by the poetic virtuosities which follow. Amoret, 
says Scudamour, is kept:
As Mark Rose puts it (Heroic Love,p.122), ’Day after day, with 
no end in sight, Amoret must take part in the Masque of Cupid, 
the parade of passions in which she is trapped.’
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In dolefull darknesse from the vew of day,
Whilest deadly torments do her chast hrest rend.
And the sharpe steele doth riue her hart in tway, ... (ill xi ll)
For he the tyraunt, which her hath in ward 
By strong enchauntments and black Magicke leare.
Hath in a dungeon deepe her close embard.
And many dreadfull feends hath pointed to her gard. (ill xi l6) 
Yet when Britomart enters the house she finds not ’dolefull 
darkness' but a blaze of light and colour. Amoret is certainly 
tormented, but her guards, it appears, are not 'dreadfull feends' 
but an elegant company of masquers led by the god of love himself.
The superficial impression is that either Scudamour’s vision was 
distorted, or else that Spenser changed his mind about the nature
of Amoret’s captivity. At the end of the story, however, when all
the gold and the glitter have disappeared, Scudamour’s version is 
shown to be substantially correct. Here again, Spenser presents 
both the objective view of evil and, simultaneously, a subjective 
view to explain how an evil thing can be an alluring temptation.
The immediate effect of Scudamour’s account of a dark 
prison is to increase our surprise and wonder when confronted with 
the golden tapestries. This is of course one of the great descriptive 
passages of the poem. Pictorial art, with its fusion of the natural 
and the artificially ornate, had a peculiar fascination for Spenser, 
perhaps becauseüs own poetic method worked through the transmutation 
of natural forms into ornate, pictorial images. His descriptions of 
carvings and tapestries show a strong interest in the creative 
process itself: the fusing of living myth into lifeless ivory or 
thread. Much of the vividness of these passages stems from a self- 
conscious awareness of the tension between life and the not-life of
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art.^ It is interesting to contrast the very different technique
used by Shakespeare in a similar narrative situation - the Trojan
War painting in 'The Rape of Lucrece'. Like Spenser, Shakespeare
shows awareness of the 'conceit deceitfull’of the painter, particularly
in the opening of the passage. But the total movement of the 'Lucrece'
description is away from the picture towards the story it is depicting.
Taken in isolation, the last two stanzas of the description do not
suggest a painting at all.
And from the walls of strong-besieged Troy
When their brave hope, bold Hector, marched to field.
Stood many Trojan mothers, sharing joy
To see their youthful sons bright weapons wield
And to their hope they such odd action yield.
That through their light joy seemed to appear 
(Like bright things stain'd) a kind of heavy fear.
And, from the strond of Dardan where they fought.
To Simois' reedy banks, the red blood ran.
Whose waves to imitate the battle sought 
With swelling ridges; and their ranks began 
To break upon the galled shore, and than 
I^etire again, till meeting greater ranks g
^hey join, and shoot their foam at Simois' banks.
After this, the next line, 'To this well-painted piece is Lucrece
come*, breaks in with a sense of shock. The reader has been
gradually drawn into the picture until it has become real to him -
and this prepares him for Lucrece's own involvement.
Spenser's own technique could hardly be more different:
what we notice in his descriptions is not so much the dramatic
potentialities of the subject so -much as its relationship to the
artistic medium itself. Shakespeare uses the waves of the Simois
Keats's 'Ode on a Grecian Urn' shows a similar fascination; 
see also T.S. Eliot's 'Chinese jar' which 'still Moves 
perpetually in its stillness'('Burnt Horton', V).
•The Rape of Lucrece', 11.142^ ff,
'JKa, Po</y\S  ^ P.T. f pp.
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as a vigorous image of the tides of war v/ithout mentioning that 
they are painted waves: Spenser, on the other hand, describes 
the sea carved on the gates of the Bower as being so realistic 
’That seemd the waues were into yuory, Or yuory into the waues 
were sent’ - but he tells us relatively little about the Argonauts 
sailing on that sea. Even when the myth is more prominent, as 
in the Venus tapestries of Castle Joyeous, Spenser's interest 
continues to be primarily pictorial: the reader does not follow 
a narrative so much as move spatially through a series of vivid 
pictorial images^ - flowers, greenery, golden locks, white skin. 
This is not to say that the tapestries do not have a strong 
emotional content, rather that their emotional appeal is inter­
twined with visual and sensual impressions. In the Lucrece 
passage, emotions strike the reader more directly and it is 
the slyness of Ulysses, the eagerness of the Greeks to hear Hestor 
and the fears of the Trojan women which constitue the main force 
of the poetry; the peverted love of the false Venus, on the other 
hand, is expressed primarily through the excessive sensuous beauty 
of her surroundings. Each description ends in a way characteristic 
of its author: Shakespeare describes the vigorous battle tides 
which 'shoot their foam at Simois' banks',^Spenser delicately 
replaces his myth in its tapestry frame —
This spatial movement has been linked with actual craft 
techniques involving the portrayal of successive scenes 
in a narrative (Dallett, 'Ideas of Sight in The Faerie 
^ueena'5 pp. loa).
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But when she saw no helpe might him restore,
Him to a dainty flowre she did transmew,
Which in that cloth was wrought, as if it huely grew.
(Ill i 38)
Each approach has its appeal, and the wider scope of Shakespeares 
poetry should not he allowed to detract from Spenser's particular 
place in literature: it has been said that Spenser could not have 
written King Lear^ but it would be equally meaningful - or 
meaningless - to say that Shakespeare could not have written 
The Faerie Queene.
Spenser's urique blending of myth and pictorial representation 
is at its richest and most intricate in the Busirane passage. Leda 
peeps through her eyelids at the Swan, but the poet also stands 
back to admire the scene as a work of art:'0 wondrous skill, and 
sweet v/it of the man, That her in daffadillies sleeping made.' The 
rape of Ganymede is presented pictorially - 'Wondrous delight it 
was, there to behould' - but the embroidered shepherds can tremble 
with fear and tell the boy 'to take surer hould'• As in the Bower 
description, the sea is presented as a fusion of natural movement 
and artistic richness: the waves sparkle with gold thread, the foam 
shines with silver.
Spenser's technique results in a continual shift of focus: 
one moment we are in the tapestries, the next outside them as 
spectators. Dramatically, the life and movement of the tapestry 
myths contrasts with the ’wastefull emptinesse And solemne silence*
Alners. Poetry of the Faerie Queene, p.333.
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of the rooms. The House is deserted, yet full of energy. Cupid,
the presiding god, appears both as an idol and as a moving figure
who shakes his darts and claps his wings; are we to think of the
statue as the 'living' figure frozen, or the leader of the masque
as the statue come to life? The images slide into each other in
a flux of illusions in which anything is possible.
As we saw in Chapter 6, the skill of the craftsman, although
admirable in itself, could lead to deception of the sight, and to
a usurpation of the functions of nature. Nearly all Spenser's
descriptions of imitative art occur in evil places: the House of
Busirane, Castle Joyeous, the Bower of Bliss. Busirane's tqestries,
in particular, give a sinister impression, which is crystallized for
the reader by the famous snake image with which they are introduced:
For round about, the mis yclothed were 
With goodly arras of great maiesty,
Wouen with gold and silke so close and nere.
That the rich metall lurked priuily.
As faining to be hid from enuious eye;
Yet here, and there, and euery where vnwares 
It shewd it selfe, and shone vnwillingly;
Like a discolourd Snake, whose hidden snares
Through the greene gras his long bright burnisht back declares.
(Ill xi 28)
Recently it has been suggested that the snake image could Lc.
a,
interpreted asj^waming not to take the tapestries at their low
face value.^ On this view some of the metamorphoses of the gods into
lower beings could be viewed in reverse, Jupiter being in one sense 
more impressive in the form of a bull, and the shower of gold
'altogether more ^brious than Mammon'. Elsewhere in '^ he Faerie Queene^
Evans, Spenser's Anatomy of Heroism, p.162.
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however, bulls and other wild beasts are emblems of^controlled 
passion, and Spenser is surely too much of a renaissance poet to 
regard metamorphcsis from a higher to a lower level in the hierarchy 
of being as anything else but demonic. His source for the Busirane 
tapestries was Arachne's tapestry in the Metamorphoses; in that 
passage Minerva condemns her rivals work precisely ’Bicause the 
lewdnesse of the Gods was biased so in it’. To admire the gods as 
beasts is a purely modern reaction and should not be taken into 
account in any serious attempt at interpretation. Golding's preface 
to the Metamorphoses, in which an allegorical interpretation of 
Ovid's myths is given, leaves no doubt at all as to the Renaissance 
view:
For if the States that on the earth the roome of God supply.
Too Eagles, Tygres, Bulles, and Beares, and other figures strauge, 
Bothe too theyr people and themselues most hurtfull doo they chaunge. 
And when the people give themselues too filthie life and sinne,
’^ at other kind of shape thereby than filthie can they winne?
So was Licaon made a Woolfe: and Jove become a Bulls 
The tone for using crueltie, the toother for his trull.
So was Elpenor and his mates transformed intoo swyne.
For follwing of theyr filthie lust in women and in wyne.
Not that they lost theyr manly shape as too the outward showe:
But for that in their brutish brestes most beastly lustes did growe. 
* * * * * * * * *
But if wee suffer fleshly lustes as lawlesse hordes too reigne, ^ 
Than are we beastes, wee are no men, wee have our name in vaine.
Spenser ends the description of the tapestries with an image which puts
their harmful nature beyond doubt: the whole sequence is bordered with
a design 'Of broken bowes and arrowes shiuered short. And a long
bloudy riuer through them rayld'•
Shakespeare? s Ovid, pp. 116.
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Beyond the tapestries is the inner chamber, ’richlier by 
many parts arrayd’ and decorated entirely in gold. A recent critic 
has equated the gold with false love, drawing a distinction between 
the completely false gold inner chamber, and the tapestries where 
the gold is mingled with the ’more frank and open* silk threads 
which, it is suggested, may represent ’faithful passion’.^ As the 
silk threads are delineating a series of myths about rape and 
adultery, this interpretation may be questioned, but it is true 
that Spenser’s descriptions seem to be inviting us to draw some 
kind of distinction between the inner and outer chambers. The 
point is all the more interesting, since there is a sense in which 
the House of Busirane, with its interior richness and its wall of 
flame warding off the entry of Scudamour, forms an image of Amoret’s 
tortured personality. (This is a device Spenser uses elsewheie: the 
'delices most rare*and erotic fortifications of the Temple of Venus 
suggest that this too must, among other things, be an allegory of 
Amoret herself - ’a garden enclosed is my sister, my spouse’.)
Amoret’s earlier history may give us a clue to the inter-
2
pretation of Busirane*s two chambers. It has been pointed out 
that her education progresses in two stages; natural growth, completed 
by the polish of civilisation. The first stage, the Garden of Adonis, 
forms an image of the impersonal powers of generation. The babes
1 Rose, Heroic Love, p.116.
2 Lewis, Allegory of Love, p.343*
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marshalled hy Genius are nameless: the Garden, like Phantasies, 
breeds ’Infinite shapes of creatures ••• And vncouth formes, which 
none yet euer knew’• Nature in this stage of pre-civilisation is 
ambivalent :
For in the wide wombe of the world there lyes.
In hatefull darknesse and in deepe horrore.
An huge eternal Chaos, which supplyes
The substances of natures fruitfull progenyes, (ill vi 36)
In contrast, the Temple of Venus is peopled v/ith named individuals:
Doubt and Danger, Hercules and Hylas, Love and Hate, Silence and
Obedience. In place of the anonymous ’naked babes’ there is Amoret
’all in lilly white arayd. With siluer streames amongst the linnen
stray’d’. Taken together, the Garden and the Temple represent nature
and civilisation working together to complete the individual.
In the House of Busirane, the same two elements persist but
in a distorted form. The outer chamber contains named individuals
similar to those encountered in the garden, but this time the classical
figures, frozen in the uncanny half-life of the tapestries, portray
false love. In the inner chamber, Spenser shows us the other side
of Amoret’s personality: the nameless life of growth and the emotions
imaged by the Garden of Adonis, and also by the shadowplay tapestries
of Alma’s parlour. In dtead of Jupiter, Apollo and Neptune, we find
spoils of anonymous ’Conquerors and Captaines strong’, and walls of gold
Wrought with wilde Antickes, which their follies playd.
In the rich metall, as they liuing were:
A thousand monstrous formes therein were made.
Such as false loue doth oft vpon him weare.
For loue in thousand monstrous formes doth oft appears.
(m. X) n)
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This strange imagery echoes Mammon’s armour ’Wouen with antickes 
and wild Imagery’,and Acrasia’s fountain wrought with ’curious 
imageree’ and
shapes of naked boyes,
Of which some seemd with liuely iollitee,
To fly about, playing their wanton toyes; ... (ll xii 6o)
As we have seen in Chapter 6, ’art’ in Spenser can refer both to 
craftsmanship and to the occult. Good art can be ’curious’, such 
as Arthur’s scabbard ’ycaru’.d with curious slights’ and Florimell’s 
girdle ’curiously embost’, but if the process is taken too far, 
art will tend towards the demonic.^ Busirane’s golden walls are 
both a masterpiece of art and a nightmarish phantasmagoria recalling 
the attackers of Alma’s castle (significantly, the most horrifying 
of these are the monsters of sensual delight which attack the Touch).
Later in the passage, when the main procession of the Masque 
of Cupid has passed by, we meet what appear to be the ’wilde Antickes’ 
of the golden walls come to life:
There were full many moe like maladies.
Whose names and natures I note readen well;
So many moe, as there be phantasies
In wauering wemens wit, that none can tell.
Or paines in loue, or punishments in hell; ... (ill xii 26)
The tapestries and the ’wilde Antickes* are ppallelsd by, respectively,
the orderly procession of named individuals with which the Masque
begins, and the confused images of ’wauering wemens wit’ with which 
it closes. Broadly speaking, these oppost^es can be taken as 
expressing the same distinction we have just made in connection with
See Miller Mac lure, ’Nature and Art in The Faerie Queene’, pp.
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AmoretI that between civilisation and raw nature - or between the 
products of reason and those of the fantasy.
Yet Spenser does not go on from there to make a simple 
generalisation in moral terms. The tapestries, conscious products 
of civilisation, are evil, whereas Phantasies and the Garden of 
Adonis show that the chaos of the fantasy is not only a necessary 
part of the balanced human personality, but also the necessary 
raw material for creativity. The distinction between good and evil, 
as always in The Faerie Queene, is difficult to draw.
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10 Discernment
An emphasis on the images discussed in the previous two
chapters will have the effect of building up a mental picture
of the poem as a labyrinth of deceptive appearances. But side
by side with this perspective should be placed an assessment of
the virtues needed to thread the labyrinth. We saw in Chapter 8
how the temptation to go astray had to be countered by the quality
of purposefulness. Equally vital is the quality of discernment;
the good knight not only needs to hold firm to his quest, but to
know in what direction it lies.
Discernment can be equated with Elyot's prudence, ’whom
Tulli defineth to be the knowledge of thinges which oughte to
be desired and folowed, and also of them which ought to be fledde
from or exchewed'.^ The key word is ’knowledge’: the sixteenth
century placed a high moral value on knowledge, and this habit of
mind is crucial to the thinking behind much of Spenser’s poetry.
Self-knowledge in particular was part of the moral life: Sidney
defined it as ’the knowledge of a man’s self... with the end of
2
well-doing, and not of well-knowing only. At first such sentiments 
appear to be easy to grasp, but they involve an assumption which 
in general is foreign to twentieth-century thought, that knowledge
Gouernour, p.96.
Sidney, Defence of Poetry, p.29. See also Palingenius, 
Zodiake of Life, p.119; Elyot, Gouernour, pp.202ff; and 
of course Sir John Davis's Nosce Tap sum.
— l84
must necessarily result in goodness. People*believed the
fundamental moral maxims were intellectually grasped'.^ Despite
St Paul’s warning that the law in the head must contend with the
law in the members, Palingenius could recommend academic book
2
learning as an aid to salvations knowledge harmful to, or 
irrelevant to, virtue was inconceivable. The reading of good 
examples in literature, it was felt, would surely be followed 
by good works in life.^ This assertion, which features prominently 
in Sidney’s Defence of Poetry.^conforms with Spenser’s own views 
the declared aim of The Faerie Queene was ’to fashion a gentle­
man or noble person in vertuous and gentle discipline’, and there
5
are many passages which refer specifically to this.
It is virtually impossible now to assess how deep, in 
practical terms, such reasoning went.^ Sidney must have been
1 O.S. Lewis, The Discarded Image, p.158.
2 Palingenius, Zodiake of Life, p.l8l.
3 Golding, in his preface to Shakespeare’s Ovid, takes care to 
explain that the immoral escapades of Ovid’s characters have 
a moral value as cautionary tales.
4 See, particularly, pp.40-2. Sidney asserts that ’virtue is 
the most excellent resting place for all worldy learning to 
make his end(p.42).
5 E.g. I iv 1; III V 53-4; III 1-2; IV viii 1-2.
6 It was criticised by Montaigne; ’No more do I believe what 
others have affirmed, that knowledge is the mother of all 
virtue, and that every vice is the result of ignorance. If 
that be true it is capable of being widely interpreted.’ 
(Apology for Raimond Sebond, quoted by Hardin Craig, The 
Enchanted Glass, p.4»)
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hard put to it to find a justification, according to his
reasoning-, for, say, Astrophel\and Stella; yet sonnet sequences
irrelevant if not contradictory to virtue were one of the most
flourishing forms of literature. Nor does a moral view of
learning square easily with Lyly’s curiously modern complaints
about the universities:
Is it not become a bye word amongst the common people, 
that they had rather sende their children to the 
carte, then to the Vniversitie, being induced so to 
say, for the abuse that reigneth in the Vniversities, 
who sending their sonnes to atteine knowledge, find 
them little better learned, but a great deale worse liued, 
then when they went, and not onley vnthrifts o£ their 
money, but also banckerouts of good manners...
Yet even in this passage there is the suggestion that knowledge
ideally ougnt to improve the manners as well as the mind; learning
and bad living are seen as natural opposites. In terms of
contemporary thought, such an assumption had a powerful logical
basis: the notion, already discussed, that the mind only chooses
evil under the guise of apparent good. This led naturally to
the idea of knowledge as the paramount condition for virtue:
For in case good and ill were well knowne and perceived, 
every man woulde alwaies choose the good, and shunne the 
ill. Therefore may vertue be saide to be (as it were) a 
wisedom and an understanding to choose the good: and vice, 
a lacke of foresight and an ignorance that leadeth to 
judge falsely. Because men never choose the ill with 
opinion that it is ill, but^they are deceived through a 
certaine likenesse of good.
1 Lyly, Buphues, p.141.
2 Castiglione, Courtier, p.268-9»
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The ability to distinguish between true and false could be taught:
The arte therefore that teacheth to discerne this truth 
from falshood, may in like case be learned: and the vertue
by the which wee choose this good in deede, and not that
which falsely appeareth to be, may bee called true knowledge, 
and more available for mans life, than any other, because it 
expelleth,ignorance, of the which (as I have saide) spring 
all evil.
Logic contributed to the status of knowledge by making truth into
’ a shifting,elusive debatable thing* determined by dialectic and
2
therefore perceptible only to the learned. The exercise of the 
reason in learning could, moreover, be regarded as a moral duty,
since the capacity for learning was the faculty in which man,
alone among the hierarchy of being, particularly excelled.^ Hence 
the contemporary interest in education, the process of raising man 
from the level of the beasts to civilised, virtuous behaviour.
Rather than the fear of the Lord being the beginning of wisdom, 
the emphasis lay on wisdom as the guide to true worship, and it was 
not generally envisaged that knowledge may not necessarily lead to 
godliness. Wisdom or Sapience becomes therefore a heavenly quality: 
*the science of things diuine and humaine, which considereth the 
cause of euery thing by reason wherof that which is diuine she 
foloweth, that whiche is humane she estsmith ferre under the 
goodnes of v e r t u e . S o  Spenser places Sophy (Wisdom) beside
5
Gloriana’s throne, and Sapience in the very bosom of God.
1 Castiglione, Courtier, p.269.
2 Craig, Enchanted Glass, p.157*
3 Tillyard, Elizabethan World Picture, p.65.
4 Cicero, quoted in Elyot, Gouernour, p.268.
5 See ’An Hymne of Heavenly Beavtie’, II.I83 ff.
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Ignorance becomes therefore a major danger to the soul, 
rather than the morally neutral quality we might have expected.
Moral ignorance, the inability to distinguish between right and 
wrong, is constantly associated with evil in The Faerie Queene.
So Duessa claims Redcrosse as her own ’or false or trew’ as if 
it did not matter which; earlier (l vi 2), the knight’s indiscriminate 
regret for both her and Una shows his moral disintegration at that 
point, when he is shortly to be reclaimed by her and captured by 
Orgoglio. The sin of Idleness or Sloth, the leader of the seven 
deadly sins, consists of the inability to recognise that any choice 
between good and evil need be made;^ indeed, the other six sins all 
share, in one way or another, this lack of discernment. Lucifera 
does not know how to entertain.her guests properly; Gluttony ’from 
his friend ... seldome knew his fo’; Lechery 'loued all he saw’, 
without discrimination; Avarice ’right and wrong ylike in equal1 
ballaunce waide'; Envy sees life through a distorting glass and 
’euery good to bad he doth abuse’; Wrath ’of his hands ... had 
no gouemement’ , a characteristic which recurs later (ll iv 7) in 
Furor who ’where he hits, nought knowes, and whom he hurts, nought 
cares’. In the case of the Seven Deadly Sins, the moral confusion 
is also symbolised by the fog which goes before Lucifera’s chariot. 
Elsewhere, Spenser often uses blindness as a symbol of ignorance: 
Ignare himself is blind, also Corceca and, to judge by his name.
Pointed out in Evans, Spenser’s Anatomy of Heroism, p.27.
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Aveugle, the father of the three ’sans' brothers. Error, by
hiding 'Where plaine none might her see, nor she see any plaine',
seeks a voluntary blindness.
Moral insight, on the other hand, has its obvious allegorical
counterpart in clear vision. Fidelia, when instructing Redcross,
'opened his dull eyes, that light mote in them shine'. Later
the laiight meets Contemplation, who:
All were his earthly eyen both bLit and bad.
And through great age had lost their kindly sight.
Yet wondrous quick and persant was his spright.
As Eagles eye, that can behold the Sunne: ... (I z 47)
Similar imagery is used by Palingenius: the devil 'ne feares ...
Moles but leapes from Lineeus eyes' (because those who see him
clearly must automatically detest him).^ The reference is to
spiritual insight; elsewhere Palingenius stresses the fallibility
of sensual sight, which sees a stick thrust into water as crooked
although it is really strc%ht, and thinks the shore is moving
2
when it is really the boat. The true sight of the mind, on the
other hand, cannot be deceived and is able to perceive things
veiled from the physical senses:
Mans sense cannot all things perceiue, for many thinges are found  ^
That oftentimes deceiue the eyes, which yet the minde doth see: o.«
Calvin, similarly, distinguishes between man's earthly understanding
and the insights of heavenly g r a c e t h e  use of understanding without
1 Palingenius, Zodiake of Light, p.149»
2 Ibid, p.113.
3 Ibid, p.175. (Palingenius is arguing here for the existence
of an invisible superior creation.)
4 Calvin, Institutes, II ii 13, referred to in Cole, Suffering
and Evil in the Plays of Christopher Marlowe, p.200.
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grace to seek out heavenly things will result in obscurity - 
just as Spenser's Una appears dark when seen in an earthly context. 
In a sense, three levels of insight can be distinguished in Book I. 
Una's dwarf, representing prudence or the common sense, can 
recognise Error as a thing to be avoided, but cannot fight her 
once encountered. Una herself perceives Error, Kirkrapine and 
Despair for what they are and is also able to play an effective 
part in defeating them. Her perception may be described as 
reason illuminated by knowledge of divine truth, as embodied in 
the Church on earth. She cannot, however, recognise Archimago 
until restored to her parents homenor, unaided, is she able to 
unmask Duessa. I'he area of perception outside her reach can 
be defined as that in which only insight directly inspired 
by grace - such as that of Contemplation or the piercing, 
disenchanting power of Arthur's shield - can operate.
It may be felt that right perception plays almost an 
excessive part in Book I. Not everyone would regard discernment 
as the only requirement for holiness. Spenser's treatment lacks, 
for example, a really positive sense of the love of God. Pidessa, 
not Charissa, is the presiding virtue, and her rather chilly ideal 
of right perception leaves love to be explored primarily on the 
human plane. (The most positive image of divine love in The 
Faerie Q,ueene - the angel’s visit to Guyon - does not occur in 
Book I at all, but in Book II.) Given, however, the contemporary 
assumption that knowledge begets virtue, Spenser’s treatment of
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holiness is at least logical: on that assumption, true perception 
becomes not only the cornerstone of the faith but, in a sense, its 
entirety.
Throughout the rest of the poem, ideas of sight and insight
remain prominent.^ The virtuous knights, as might be expected, are
2
said to have good sight, and examples of keen perception occur 
repeatedly. Belphoebe and Arthur can discern the innate nobility of 
Timias despite his rough appearance. Calidore perceives the noble 
ancestry of the Salvage Man. Arthur recognises Plorimell as a type 
of Gloriana and follows her as the sailor follows a star.^
Britomart's capacity for right perception is more controversial: 
it has been argued both that she is the only character in Book III
1 See Dallett, ’Ideas of Sight and Insight in The Faerie Queene’.
2 Ibid.
3 Some critics have viewed Arthur’s pursuit as disloyalty to Glriana,
but there is no emphasis on this in the text and Spenser presents
Arthur’s wish that Gloriana and Plorimell were the same as a valid 
perception of likeness. We are reminded of the invitation to 
’Cynthia’ in III Proem 5*
Ne let his fairest Cynthia refuse.
In mirrours more then one her selfe to see.
But either Gloriana let her chuse.
Or in Belphoebe fashioned to bee:
In th’one her rule, in th’other her rare chastitee.
Plorimell is not mentioned (although it is interesting that she
should enter the poem immediately after this Proem) but the lines
seem to give a general caution against treating Spenser’s heroines
as rivals. They share a resemblance because they are inwardly alike: 
not superficially identical like the true and false Plorimells - 
where it is important to be able to make the distinction - but in the 
way that Amyas and Placidas are alike, that is^to such an extent 
that it is not important to make a strong distinction between them 
as individual entities.
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who is not deceived hy appearances,^ and also that all her
troubles arise from lack of perception, ’for she has never truly 
2
learned to see’. In support of the first opinion, it is worth 
noting that on two occasions - the vigil in the House of Busirane 
and the night under Dolon’s roof - she shows an undoubted capacity 
for watchfulness; in the first case, moreover, she is the direct 
cause of the collapse of a whole series of false appearances.
Where a virtuous character does fail to see clearly, there is 
usually a specific narrative reason. Combats between good knights, 
for example, can only be engineered through mistaken identity (as 
otherwise the protagonists would not fight) and often have a special 
purpose. The mistaken combat between Redcross and Guyon demonstrates 
the power and limitations of Archimago; the fight between Arthur and 
Artegall shows that the strength of the two knights is equa]?; the 
encounter of Britomart and Artegall is an allegory of the complex 
blend of love and antagonism between the sexes. Similarly, Marinell’s 
failure to recognise the true Plorimell has the special purpose of 
highlighting the superior judgement of Artegall.
Discernment of good and evil is essential for right judgement.
Book V, therefore, lays more stress on the accurate perception of 
truth and falsehood than any other book except Book I. Prom the 
beginning, Artegall is taught by Astraea 'to weigh both right and
1 Roche, The Kindly Plame, pp.205-6.
2 Dunseath, Spenser’s Allegory of Justice, p.150.
3 It has been pointed out (Dunseath, o£. cit. p.l88) that the name 
’Artegall’ can be etymologised as ’Art-egal’, that is, ’equal to 
Arthur’.
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wrong In equal1 ballance with due recommence'. But Astraea soon
withdraws to heaven and Artegall is left to adapt her precepts, as
best he can, to a fallen world. One of the most striking features
of Book V is the way the knight of justice so often has to achieve
his just ends by means of duplicity. It is as if the truth cannot
be made plain without the help of a certain amount of untruth.
Time and again, stratagems and trick questions are used to bring
to light the real verson of a story. In his judgement between
Sanglier and the Squire, Artegall guesses intuitively v/hat the
truth must be, but has to use a trick to prove it %
...Artegall by signes perceiuing plaine.
That he it was not, which that Lady kild.
But that strange Knight, the fairer loue to gaine,
Did cast about by sleight the truth thereout to straine.
(V i 24)
The dispute between Amyas and Placidas is also settled, on the
tactical level, by trick questions. As Radigund's prisoner,
Artegall shows Clarin 'fair semblant’ contrary to his real feelings:
once freed, his next two adventures depend for their success on the
use of the unfortunate Samient as a decoy to entrap the enemy. After
this, his rebuke of Burbon -
Knights ought be true, and truth is one in all: 
f all things to dissemble fouly may befall. (V xi $6)
- may well strike an unsympathetic reader as the pot calling the
kettle black.
But Artegall is not alone in his willingness to use trickery 
for virtuous ends.^ Earlier in the poem, Spenser describes how
1 See examples quoted by Charles E. Mounts, 'Virtuous Duplicity 
in The Faerie Queene’.
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Guyon ’goodly did beguile the Guyler of the pray’. In Book VI -
a book which, like Book V, is primarily concerned with the
everyday world of social reldionships - Calidore has to use white
lies to preserve a lady’s honour or to outwit an opponent. Other
writers besides Spenser argue that in an imperfect world honesty
may not be necessarily the best policy. Ariosto comments that ’to
deceive deceivers is no guile’.^ Elyot advises the study of the
Odyssey because it shows the crafty Ulysses dealing successfully 
2
with deceivers. More suggests that the courtier should be wily
when talking to his prince:
But you must with a crafty wile and a subtle train study and 
endeavour yourself, as much as in you lieth, to handle the 
matter wittily and handsomely for the purpose.
This doctrine of expediency (here influenced, one may conjecture,
by the difficulty of handling Henry VIII) can be shown to have
biblical authority. Christians are advised to be not only as
harmless as doves but also as wise as serpents. Spenser’s own
friend Harvey includes a modified version of this text in his
Marginalia: ’Be serpent and dove, lamb and wolf’.^ Wily stratagems
and the Christian life were not always seen as opposites. Palingenius,
in a largely religious poem, could recommend the wisdom of speaking
fair words to an enemy while building up strength for revenge;^
1 Ariosto, Orlando Purioso, IV.2.
2 Elyot, The Gouernour. p.37*
3 More, Utopia, , p.72. Machiavelli recommended that princes should do
likewise - see The Prince, pp.97-100.
4 Quoted in Craig, The Enchanted Glass, p.140.
5 Palingenius, Zodiake of Life, pp.59-60*
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there is no suggestion that it might he more virtuous to turn 
the other cheek. Spenser is not quite so inconsistent in The 
Faerie Queene hut it is true that his distinction between ’good’ 
and ’bad’ duplicity seems to be based not on the intrinsic value of 
the act but rather on its purpose. Like the Jesuits (although he 
would of course have repudiated the suggestion) Spenser does to some 
extent justify the means by the end. Just as ’good’ love is good 
because it leads to marriage, so ’good’ duplicity in the later books 
of the poem is good because it leads to a just solution. The contrast 
with Book I, where good is white, evil is black, and truth is one, 
could hardly be greater.^
It is not therefore surprising that Artegall should have attracted 
so much hostile criticism. Unlike the earlier knights, he seems to 
have been placed in a situation where his particular virtue can only 
be achieved through devious means. His is a workaday justice for a 
fallen world whose evils have already driven Astraea back to her 
home in heaven. His story alone does not end in a story-book fashion; 
where the other quests reach successful conclusions, his victory 
arouses a depressingly realistic reaction of envy and malice. On 
these grounds, Artegall - and his creator - deserve more sympathy 
than they have sometimes been given.
Many of Artegall’s difficulties stem, indeed, from a notion which
2
in itself is virtuous: that justice must be seen to be done. Justice
On these grounds, Maurice Evans’s statement (Spenser’s Anatomy of 
Heroism. p.20l) that Spenser had no concept of ’dual’ systems of 
private and public virtue cannot be justified.
T.K. Dunseath (Spenser’s Allegory of Justice, p.13) emphasises that 
Artegall should be judged as a public figure.
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as a private virtue may achieve the certainty and purity of
holiness: justice as a public virtue in a fallen world, if it
is to be successful, involves ways and means and weighing bad
against worse. So, when judging Sanglier and the Squire, Artegall
knows intuitively who is guilty; public justice demands, however,
that there should be proof, and this in turn brings a need for
stratagem to sort out the truth. The same necessity lies behind
many of the unpopular activities of Talus; before justice can be
seen to be done, Munera must be dragged from her hiding place,^
Braggadochio stripped publicly of his armour, Maiengin pinned down,
Bolen’s followers searched out of the night, the ’hidden crimes’ of
2
Irena’s kingdom revealed. Talus, who ’all things secrete wisely 
could bewray’, is specifically Artegall’s instrument for publicly 
sifting evidence and bringing the truth to light. Discernment, 
which in Book I was denoted by clarity of vision, now has as its 
image the blunt irstrument of Talus’s flail which ’thresht out 
falshood, and did truth vnfould’. The flail has been compared with
1 C.f. Elyot, Gouernour, p.222.
2 O.S. Lewis (Allegory of Love, p.348) has commented that this last
example, taken in conjunction with the judicial methods of the time,
’becomes abÿominable, for it means that Talus is the rack as well
as the axe’. This is indeed possible: even Elyot, so ’modern’ in 
some respects, recommended torture for flatterers (Gouernour, p.l$l), 
and praised the Turks for their practice of impaling oath-breaker*. 
However, torture is not mentioned specifically in the poem, and 
neither the critic nor the reader need dwell on it.
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the club of Hercules,^ traditionally an emblem not only of
strength but of the discernment of true virtue. The threshing image
recalls, of course, the parable of the wheat and the chaff; Elyot
used it in a similai' way when he commented that flattery is as
difficult to distinguish from true friendship as wild corn from
2
good, requiring a 'narowe holed seeue*.
As an image of discernment, the threshing out of truth shows 
both the virtues and the limitations of Artegall’s workaday justice. 
On the one hand, it is impartial and efficients Talus never falters, 
and the reader is left with the feeling that truth will always, in 
the end, come to light, that if the wheat is threshed hard enough, 
the grain and the chaff must finally separate. On the other hand, 
this mechanical process (designed, it would seem, to prevent evil 
rather than to promote good) seems an anticlimax after the 
description of heavenly justice with which the book begins. Sidney 
sums up the distinction when he praises justice as ’the chief of 
vertues’, but rates the study of law below other disciplines 
because it ’doth not endeavour to make men good, but that their 
evil hurt not others, having no care, so he be a good citizen,
3
how bad a man he be'. In these terms, Spenser has placed Artegall 
in the uneasy middle territory between the heavenly virtue and the 
sub-virtue. The knight's task is to reconcile, as far as possible.
1 Dunseath, Spenser’s Allegory of Justice, p.6?.
2 Elyot, Gouernour, p.190.
3 Sidney, Defence of Poetry, p.31.
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Astraea and Talus: to convert a heavenly virtue into a form
in which, v/ithout altogether losing its essence, it will he
effective in a fallen world. It is hardly surprising that he
does not always succeed.
A chapter on discernment in The Faerie Queene would not he
complete without some reference to images of physical and
spiritual light, the conditions which make clear vision possible.
Spenser's use of light and darkness, day and night, as the
traididonal emblems of good and evil has been widely remarked^
and is a recurring theme of the imagery of the poem, particularly
in Book I. Good characters tend to give off a light which brings
clarity to their surroundings. Redcross's armour in Error's cave
makes 'a little glooming light, much like a shade', just enough
to show up the monster for what she is; later, after trial and
purification, the same armour gives off a radiance 'that heauen
with light did fill'. Arthur's 'giitterand armour shined farre
away'. Una's face is ' sunshyny', Fidelia's 'could have dazd the
rash beholders sight'. Evil on the other hand is imaged by fog
or darkness because these hamper the operation of insight: Night,
2
inevitably, is the mother of Deceit.
1 See, for example, A.C. Hamilton, The Structure of Allegory 
-of The Faerie Queene, pp.84.ff.
2 C.f. Palingenius, Zodiake of Life, p.219:
jSo Glosewormes in the night do shine, but when the day returnes, 
^  light they lose their light againe, that in the evening burnes,
\And then their propre colour shewe, all fraude and guile away. 
The night is meetest for decites, true things appears by day.
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These images have already been discussed, but it is worth 
mentioning one further point: the sublety with which Spenser 
qualifies his imagery v/hen an evil character is, paradoxically, 
giving off light. Lucifera ’ exceeding shone’ (a phrase also 
used of Arthur and the New Jerusalem) but her brightness is 
carefully compared to that of the usurper Phaeton. Like Una, 
Duessa in hell is ^ sunny bright’, but instead of illuminating her 
surroundings she simply spreads more confusion: the result of 
her brightness is that Night is unable to recognise her own 
kinswoman. Phil^otime’s beauty, as we have seen, shines to 
draw attention to itself, not to bring light to others. The 
dragon’s eyes blaze like ’two broad Beacons’ - ’But farre within, 
as in a hollow glade. Those glaring lampes were set, that made a 
dreadfull shade’; immediately we are back in the darkness and 
confusion of Error’s lair. Such a chiaroscuro was thought to 
be a characteristic of demons: 'A good angelra.ll appear in 
shining and clear light, while the Devil’s light is dim and full 
of shadows, mingled with flames and sulphurous smoke. 
* * * * * *
Hitherto the problem of distinguishing angel from demon,
truth from falsehood, has been considered only from the point
1 From Pierre Le Loyer, IIII Liures de Spectres (1586), quoted 
in the Appendix (p.246) to Lavater, Of Ghostes and Spirites.
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of view of the characters in the poem. To succeed in their 
quests, the virtuous need the keen nose of a hound to scent out 
the right path when there is no clear trace of it. It will he 
seen from the next section, however, that discernment is 
necessary not only for the characters within the poem, hut also 
for the reader outside it.
_ loo -
PART IV: DARK CONCEIT 
11 Levels of meaning
A Times reviewer has divided Spenser's critics into tv/o
categories* 'those occult-brained commentators who find it
all cryptograms' and 'their enemies who find it all surface
and choose to float on their hacks in Spenser's verse'.^
Certainly the range of opinion is wide: from Hazlitt who regarded
2
the allegory as a 'painted dragon’ to Kermode, to whom Spenser
» 3is, in his way, an esoteric poet'. Readers have been urged by
d /
Alpers to 'follow the path of least resistance* or, by Evans, 
to view the poem as 'full of enigmatic images whose main purpose
5
is to tease the reader into thought*.
A complex poem such as The Faerie Queene arouses, rightly, 
a variety of opinions, but one essential component of any adequate 
critical response must be the necessity of coming to terms in some 
way with the fact that the action of the plot takes place on more 
than one level at once. The allegory may be deliberately ignored, 
but its existence as a major factor in the poem can hardly be 
denied. Spenser himself made that clear when, in the Letter to
1 The Times, 11 March 1971»
2 William Hazlitt, Lectures on the English Poets (l8l8), quoted
in Edmund Spenser* A critical anthology, ed. Paul J. Alpers, p.133,
3 Frank Kermode, Shakespeare. Spenser. Donne. p.6l.
4 Alpers, The Poetry of The Faerie Queene. p.84.
5 Evans, Spenser's Anatomy of Heroism, p.49*
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Raleigh, he defined the poem as ‘a continued Allegory, or darke
conceit'• Its decipherment requires the same ability to discriminate
between good and evil, real and apparent, as is required from
characters within the poem. The reader is expected to be part-
detective or, in the poet's own words*
Of Faerie lond yet if he more inquire.
By certaine signes here set in sundry place 
He may it find; ne let him then admire.
But yield his sence to be too blunt and bace
That no'te without an hound fine footing trace ... (ll Proem 4)
Such careful disguising of the truth was in accordance with
contemporary literary theory, which demanded that the poet's matter
should be 'coloured* so that it did not appear too obvious*
For as the Image portrayd out in simple whight and blacke 
(Though well proportiond, trew and faire) if comly colours lacke, 
Delyghteth not the eye so much, nor yet contentes the mynde 
So much as that that shadowed is with colours in his kynde*
Even so a playne and naked tale or storie simply told 
(Although the matter bee in deede of valewe more than gold)
Makes not the hearer so attent too print it in his hart.
As when the thing is well declarde, with pleasant termes and art.
All which the Poets knew right well* and for the greater grace.
As Persian kings did never go abrode with open face.
But with some lawne or silken skarf, for reverence of theyr states 
Even so they folowing in their woorkes the selfsame trade and rate, 
Did under covert names and termes theyr doctrines so emplye,
As that it is ryght darke and hard theyr meaning too espye.
But beeing found it is more sweete and makes the mjnd more glad,
Than if a man of tryed gold a treasure gayned had.
Spenser writes, then, with the assumption that the reader is prepared
to examine the poem carefully and to seek for the meaning in depth.
This is apparent right from the opening stanza, where Redcross is
described as being clad in arms
Lines 119-134 of Golding's 'Preface too the Reader' in Shakespeare* s 
Ovid, p.17.
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Wherein old dints of deepe wounds did remains,
The cruell markes of many'a bloudy fields; ... (l i l)
On the narrative level this is incongruous, since Redcross has 
never until now borne arms. & would seem that the armour must 
once have belonged to another warrior, just as Artegall's arms 
came from Achilles, and Britomart's from Angela. For Redcross, 
however, Spenser gives the reader no convenient history of this 
sort. The narrative discrepancy is left unexplained, and the 
reader is left to puzzle out the true reason for the dents on 
the armour - which is that they represent the struggles of the 
Church Militant, the 'whole armour of God' , and at the same time, 
perhaps, the sufferings ('deepe wounds') of Christ. As a new 
knight, Redcross would not be expected to wear such battered 
armour; as the Patron of Holiness he is fighting an old battle
against an old enemy, and the dented armour of God is supremely
appropriate.
Spenser's effect here derives from the paradoxical interfaction 
of narrative description with allegorical significacio. A similar, 
more complex effect occurs when Pyrochles tries to quench his 
inward flames in the muddy waters of the Idle Lake. As the 
flames are invisible, Pyrochles's jump into the lake is apparently 
irrational and Archimago voices the 'sensible' reaction:
7/hat flames (quoth he) when I thee present see.
In daunger rather to be drent, than brent? (ll vi 49)
Yet the danger is really the other way round. Pyrochles cannot
drown in the heavy mud of the Idle Lake, and his inward flames
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(caused by Furor) are on another level only too real, as they
represent the inevitable results of corrupbcholer:
There is pricking and burning in the stomack of a hot 
fume, that puncheth and rippeth sinewes of the stomack, 
loathing with cholarick spuing, with thirst and drinesse 
of the tongue ... For such men dreame of fire, and of^ 
lyghtening, and of dreadfull burning of the ayre, •••
Pyrochles’s jump into the lake is not therefore without cause,
and to this extent he appears rational. But at the same time,
his physiological condition is one of approaching or actual
madness, the condition experienced by the newly-mad Orlando:
Now all inflam’d, I burne, I rage and rave, ^
And in the midst of flame consume no whit: ...
Appropriately, Pyrochles rides into the poem accompanied by
'sparkling fire, That seemd him to enflame on euery side’
(II V 2). Here there is a further paradox, in that these visible
flames do not actually burn him, thus forming a counterbalance
to the inward flames which consume but cannot be seen.
The interfaction of different levels of meaning plays a
particularly important part in Book II. It has been suggested
that Pyrochles and Cymochles can be regarded not only as
persorafications of the lower appetites but 'as men ... possessed
of will, reason and bodies'.^ As we shall see, there are grounds
for querying this as a general statement, but it is true at least
for the Bower Scene at the end of II v; here Cymochles is presented
1 Batman vppon Bartholome, p.33 •
2 Ariosto, Orlando Furioso. XXIII.101.
3 Berger, The Allegorical Temper, p.59#
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as a 'complex' personality rather than a separate 'appetite'.
In a sense, the ministering maidens are within him, and personify
his own unhealthy desires. Elsewhere, however, the sons of Aerates
are clearly not self-contained characters hut persorifications of
Guyon's appetitfes. When they are defeated by Guyon, there is
the implication that, if they had won, Guyon's temperate self could
not have reasserted itself after the debilitating experience of
Mammon's Cave (the comment 'Life hauing maistered her sencelesse
foe' in II viii 53 not only refers to the ordinary process of
recovery from a faint, but also suggests the victory over the
'headlesse body' of Pyrochles which has just been descn'bed). Shaking
the kaleidoscope again, the defeat of the brothers and resuscitation
of Guyon can also be viewed as Arthur's own defeat of the lower
appetites and the reviving of temperance within himself. Magnanimity
includes the sum of all the other virtues, so that in a sense all
the knights contribute to Arthur's personality. Yet even this is
not entirely comprehensive, since both Arthur and Guyon have a place
in the larger whole of the House of Alma. There they become exemplars
of desire of praise and of shamefastness, the two qualities essential
for a virtuous education:
... the most necessary thinges to be observed by a 
master in his disciplines of scholars (as Licon the 
noble grammarian saide) is shamefastnes and praise.
By shamefastnes, as it were with a bridell, they rule 
as well theyr dedes as their appetites. And desire of 
prayse addeth be a sharpe sgurre to their disposition 
towards lernyng and vertue.
Elyot, The Gouernour, p.33»
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A hierarchy of being can therefore be traced. At the 
lowest, most insubstantial level are the damsels who have 
their being only within Cymochles's dreams of wish-fulfilment.
Next come Cymochles and Pyrochles as personifications of Guyon's 
appetites, and Guyon himself as representative of the temperance 
within Arthur's magnanimity. Finally, both Guyon and Arthur, 
Shamefastness and Prays-Desire, have their places in the complete 
personality allegorised by the House of Alma - a personality 
which may, perhaps, be identified with the 'gentleman or noble 
person’ whose education in 'vertuous and gentle discipline* is 
the declared purpose of the poem.
This hierarchy is a particularly intricate example of an
effect common to all allegory. Even in a simple allegory, such
as Palingenius’8 'Gemini' canto,^ there are three different
types of character; the narrator himself, who is a living person,
Epicurus, who is an historical figure, and Voluptuousness and
her train, who are personified abstractions. In the more complex
Romaunt of the Rose, the Lover's encounters with Mirth, Cupid,
2
Beauty and the Rose involve no less than six different types 
of character: the Lover appears as himself, the Rose represents 
his mistress. Beauty one of her qualities. Mirth represents a 
characteristic of their relationship and Cupid is, from one angle, 
the relationship as a whole and, from another, a classical god.
1 Palingenius, The Zodiake of Life, pp.23ff*
2 See 11.817-847, 877-917, 1006-1032 and I69I-I705 of Chaucer's 
translation.
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In The Faerie Queene, similarly, a figure in armour riding
towards us may be a knight errant pure and simple, a
personification of one of the other characters, a figure
representing a real person of Spenser’s own day, or a
combination of these.
Characters can move from one level to another. Adicia
runs wild through the woods and, losing both humanity and
individuality, becomes an emblem of ’wrong, wiien it hath
arm'd it selfe with might'. Such a condition is the natural
state of the human being who turns to viciousness, following
the pattern set by the first murderer* 'For this Cain went
through briars and bushes as a wild b e a s t ' I n  Ovid the
practice of cruelty involves literal metamorphosis, and Licaon
is turned into a wolf so that 'His cruell hart in outward shape
2
dooth well it selfe bewraye'. Spenser's Adicia becomes,
appropriately, an abstraction with bestial associations:
TiVhat Tygre, or what other saluage wight 
Is so exceeding furious and fell.
As wrong, when it hath arm'd it selfe with might?
Not fit mongst men, that doe with reason mell,
But mongst wyld beasts and saluage woods to dwell;
Where still the stronger doth the weake deuoure.
And they that most in boldnesse doe excell.
Are dreadded most, and feared for their powre:
Fit for Adicia, there to build her wicked bowre. (V ix l)
This narrative device - the shift of level from apparent 
human personality to abstraction - is used most dramatically
1 Mandeville, Travels, p.77.
2 Shakespeare's Ovid, trans. Golding, p.26.
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in the transformation of Malhecco, Again, the story recalls
an Ovidian example, this time the dwindling away of Echo from
nymph to voice. Spenser, however, goes further and presents
an abrupt transformation from man - a man, moreover, whom the
preceding novella has encouraged us to see as a 'rounded*
character - to abstraction:
There dwels he euer, miserable swaine,
Hatefull both to him selfe, and euery wight ;
V/here he through priuy griefe, and horrour vaine,
Is woxen so deform'd, that he has quight
Forgot he was a man, and Gealosie is hight. (ill x 60)
‘1’
he allegory of The Faerie Queene is a world in which the 
abstract and the concrete are on the same continuum. Alma's 
bulwarks are attacked not only by 'misshapen wights' and 
deformed creatures, but by 'lawlesse lustes', 'Bad counsels, 
prayses and false flatteries'. In Artegall's encounter with the 
Giant with the Scales the same balancing imagery is used first of 
the solid elements, then of insubstantial qualities which cannot 
be weighed - wind, light, thought, words - and finally of the moral 
abstractions of right and wrong, true and false. Such shifting 
of levels can be disconcerting: its effect has been well described 
in connection with Maeterlinck's early plays - 'the constant 
undermining of the distinction between illusion and reality, as 
mental projections become physical bodies and vice versa, splits 
the action up into a kaleidoscope chaos of reflecting mirrors.'^ 
Spenser uses the same technique to ex^re the potentialities
1 Northrop Frye, Anatomy of Criticism, p.291
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of allegory and to arouse an awareness of the interrelations
between the abstract and the concrete, the solid and the
insubstantial, the individual and the universal. Such a method
is not to everyone's tastes it has been thought incongruous, for
example, that the wounds of the Blatant Beast should be cured both
by medicine and by moral exhortation;^ and the episode of the Giant
with the Scales has been described as a failure partly because
'the two aspects of allegory, the literal-physical and the spiritual-
2
conceptual do not conform satisfactorily with each other'. Yet 
to other readers this mixing of the concrete and the abstract 
surely accounts for much of the fascination of the poem. A.B. 
Nuttall, writing in similar vein on 'The Pardoner's Tale', comments 
that 'Chaucer jostles his allegorical with non-allegorical figures 
in order to produce a peculiar and powerful effect' and for some 
readers the same effect is prominent in The Faerie Queene.
The multiplicity of levels in the poem presents a constant 
challenge to the cfritic. A character can be either subject or 
objects he can represent an individual or else stand for an 
element within the mind of another character. The same character 
may peiform a subjective or an objective role at different times, 
such as Cymochles, Guyon and Arthur in the hierarchy of levels in 
Book II. V/hen faced with any particular situation within the poem.
1 Williams, Flower on a Lowly Stalk, p.l05.
2 Freeman, The Faerie Queene, p.270.
3 A.B. Nuttall, Two Concepts of Allegory, p.8l.
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the reader has to decide on what level the protagonists are
acting. If the wrong decision is made, problems can be
artifically created, as in the following comment on the
restraint of Artegall by Guyon:
It is ironic that the man who assumed the role of 
peacemaker must himself be pacified (V iii 36.5), an 
irony which is heightened when Guyon, the patron of 
temperance, must read him j lecture on the proper 
performance of his duties.
If the incident is seen on a different level, not as a 'fault'
in Artegall but as a demonstration of the need for retributive
justice to be restrained by temperance, the difficulty is
resolved. The view that Guyon is a superior being, immune
2
from the troubles which beset Everyman, arises, at least partly, 
from a similar misconception. It has been suggested that the 
damsels in Acrasia's fountain constitite the first time his own 
^Guyon's__7 frailty has been forced upon his consciousness';^ 
the same critic asserts that Cymochles and Pyrochles are to be 
regarded as beings with their own separate personalities.^ If, 
however, these characters are regarded, instead, as elements 
within Guyon's personality, a quite different and more turbulent 
picture of the knight emerges. A fight against the personification 
of a vice denotes, in allegorical terms, an attack from or temptation
1 Dunseath, Spenser's Allegory of Justice, p.120.
2 Berger, Allegorical Temper, pp.12-13 and passim.
3 Ibid, p.216.
4 Ibid, p.59"
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by, that vice. If Guyon had been truly impassive and above
temptation he would never have encountered Pyrochles, Cymochles,
Furor, Phaedria or Mammon at all.
An important aspect of this problem is the extent to which
the reader can or should 'blame' Spenser's characters for their
apparent misdeeds. Guyon and Artegall have been long-standing
targets for critical disapproval; more recently, Serena has been
blamed for deserting Timias during a fight^ and for her embarrassment 
2
at her nakedness, and Britomart has been blamed for entering the
House of Malecasta instead of pursuing Florimell with the others.^
Some of these apparent 'faults' can, as we shall see, be explained
if the poem is read, as Spenser wrote it, as a narrative on more
than one level, but there remains the general question of whether
an allegorical character can logically be blamed at all. The
concept of blame implies that the character can be conceived of as
being able to do better, and an allegorical figure will normally
have a one-dimensional personality not capable of such adaptations.
The problem becomes most intractable in the case of those
characters to which Spenser has given some semblance of 'roundness'.
Britomart's emotional reactions to the news of Artegall brought by
Talus have been criticised on the following grounds:
Although perfectly grounded in psychology, her jealousy and 
her doüts of his constancy are inappropriate to a woman 
whose mission is to help to continue the British nation.
Were she an ordinary woman destined to wear out her life in
1 Williams, Flower on a Lowly Stalk, p.46.
2 Ibid, p.47.
3 Dunseath, Spenser's Allegory of Justice, p.153.
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some rural croft, we could excuse her fears more readily*
But she is to he the exemplar of "magnificke chastity” or 
married love. Love above all things implies trust.
Even in purely human terms, Britomart's jealousy surely seems
less excessive when we compare it with the still more intense
jealousy of Bradamante, and reflect that Spenser was following
a literary tradition. But the real question is whether
Britomart's 'roundness' as a character is sufficient for us to
judge her actions and her motives as if she were the heroine
of a novel. In this passage the issue has been complicated
still further* Britomart's allegorical significacio has been
used, not as a reason for avoiding passing judgement on her as
a two-dimensional character, but as all the more reason for
condemning her because she is not living up to her own standards.
If, however, the situation is read in reverse - if we start with
the allegorical meaning and then consider Britomart's vacillations
- these problems, and any 'blaming' of Britomart, disappear. As
the exemplar of ’"magnificke chastity", or married love', she is
demonstrating that these virtues, even in an ideal partnership,
do not always imply perfect trust but need to overcome the forces
of natural jealousy.
To treat Spenser's characters as 'real'people can therefore
be dangerous. Too much emphasis on 'human' individuals can
lead to over-intricate hypotheses - such as the suggestion that
Terpine hates errant knights because Blandina has previously
2
betrayed him with one. The how-many-children-had-Lady-#acbeth
1 Dunseath, Spenser's Allegory of Justice, p.l43<
2 Williams, Flower on a Lowly Stalk, p.51.
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approach can be a valid, if unfashionable, critical aid for 
'getting inside' rounded characters in a play or novel, but it 
is quite inappropriate for allegory.
At the other extreme, problems can also arise from a too-rigid
application of the 'objective' approach. Cymochles and Pyrochles
«do seem to be parts of Guyon's personality, but is it necessarily
true that the rescue of Amoret by Bolphoebe is an operation within
Britomart's own mind,^ or that Soudamour should be seen as 'the
active pricking of Cupid's darts' in her, rather than as a
2
protagonist in his own right? Artegall's rebuke of Terpine may 
be construed, 'objectively*, as the verdict of justice on the 
offence of submitting to women, but we lose a large part of the 
meaning of the passage if we do not also consider it in ironic 
relation to Artegall as an individual who is himself about to 
fall into the clutche» of Radigund. It is extraodinarily difficult 
to find fixed theoretical criteria on which to base this type of 
decision, although the difficulties tend to disappear in the 
practical process of reading: here Alpers's dictum, that the reader 
should 'follow the path of least resistance' and use a rule-of- 
thumb judgement, comes into its own.
Similar critical difficulties arise when assessing, in a 
particular situation, the relative importance of the literal 
and allegorical strands of the narrative. Spenser himself clearly 
expects the reader to be flexible in this respect and to be
1 See Evans, Spenser's Anatomy of Heroism, p.156.
2 Ibid, p.159.
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prepared to treat some incidents as iconography rather than 
as literal situations. The squire's lady in the Sanglier 
episode, for example, is intended to correspond to the baby in 
the Judgement of Solomon, so that it is unhelpful to speculate 
why she does not settle the dispute by simply opening her mouth.^ 
Similarly, we are oDviously not meant to wonder at the credulity 
of Sir Bruin when suddenly presented with a son, as we should if 
this were a real-life situation. To some extent the rules of 
literal interpretation do not apply to The Faerie Queene. When 
Calepine refuses Matilda's offer of horse and armour, one 
reaction may be to criticise this decision on the grounds that
2
he would have caught up with Serena more quickly on horseback.
1 This criticism was first voiced Dy Crak (Variorum, Book V, p.l6b), 
and has been answered in various ways. A.C. Hamilton explains 
the oddity on the grounds that 'Artegall knows that the lady 
might not tell the truth, and so frustrate the workings of justice* 
(structure of Allegory in The Faerie Queene, p.172). T.K. Dunseath 
(Spenser's Allegory of Justice, p. 77) feels this is a misleading 
approach, and argues that Spenser is referring to legal procedures: 
'Artegall knows that in any criminal case the accused is brought 
to the bar and is asked whether he pleads guilty or not guilty - 
before the testimony of witnesses is heard.'
Neither explanation would appear to answer Craik's criticism 
fully. It is surely unlikely that Artegall would judge the lady 
to be untrustworthy before she has even opened her mouth, and 
Dunseath's point does not explain why she was not questionilafter 
the accused had pleaded.
It must be faced that Craik is right and that the episode is 
not convincing in literal terms. As Spenser could easily have 
made it so (by, say, making the lady swoon), the implication must 
be that the literal aspect was not his main interest here. A more 
fruitful critical approach is to treat the passage emblematically: 
the Judgement of Solomon was a widely-used exemplum (see discussion 
in Dunseath, op. cit., pp.79-05), and it is against this background 
- literary, not literal - that Spenser intended the episode to be 
judged.
2 Williams, Flower on a Lowly Stalk, p.48.
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But Faerieland is a world in which an ordinary assessment of 
speeds and distances does not apply, and in Book VI one of 
Spenser’s main themes is the behaviour of knights in what may 
be termed ’civilian’ situations, without their armour and war 
horses. To blame Calepine for his refusal, therefore, is to 
lay too much emphaâs on the literal level at the expense of the 
allegorical.
In other cases the opposite difficulty occurs. Although
Spenser is writing allegory, his images are arranged in the
form of a story which must to some extent take into account the
demands of narrative credibility. Britomart has been blamed for
not following Florimell, on the grounds that as she was seeking
the 'louely face’ of Artegall it would forward her quest to
’follow beauties chace’.^ But Spenser would also have had to
take into account the fact that Florimell's beauty, narratively,
is a very different thing from Artegall’s. Arthur can, with
propriety, follow Florimell as a substitute for his own love,
but it would hardly be credible for Britomart to do so. Similarly,
the argument that Britomart's lance signifies her passionate
desire for Artegall, and therefore is not used in the house of 
2
Busirane, loses much of its force when it is considered that 
Britomart would not, in any case, use a lance indoors.
1 Dunseath, Spenser's Allegory of Justice, p.153.
2 Rose, Heroic Love, p.124. A more likely significacio for the 
lance is, surely, that it is the power of Britomart's chastity 
(see Hamilton, Structure of Allegory in The Faerie Queene, p.l82).
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Within the allegory itself, the problem arises of how 
much weight to give to the different meanings? is Una, for 
example, primarily truth, or primarily Protestantism, or 
primarily England? The reader is forced into flexibility, because 
Una's significacio clearly varies from canto to canto. Unless 
we dissect her personality out of existence we are compelled to 
regard her primarily as a figure in a narrative upon whom, from 
time to time, these allegorical meanings impinge. In this case, 
it makes sense to start with the narrative image and work back to 
the allegory. Again, however, no fixed rule can be established: 
simpler figures, such as Impotence and Impatience, Envy and 
Detraction and their ilk, are clearly abstractions first and dirty 
old women second. In particular instances it can often be difficult 
to assess the relative importance of, say, the moral allegory on 
the one hand and the historical allegory on the other - more 
difficult for us than for Spenser's first readers, since our 
knowledge of the historical allegory is of necessity incomplete. 
Guyon's encounter with Mordaunt and Amavia, for instance, is 
puzzling in a number of respects on the moral l e v e l i n  view of
Why, for example, should there be such a strong stress on the 
incongruous cheerfulness of the baby, and why should his 
bloody hands signify Amavia's innocence (see II li lO), when 
the symbol would normally suggest guilt? (Why indeed should she 
be regarded as innocent since she is a suicide?) Nor is the 
meaning of Amavia's unsuccessful imitation of the Palmer (her 
disguise in 'Palmers weed' and her 'cure' of Mordaunt in II i 54) 
fully explained and related to the real Palmer.
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the apparent reference to the O'Neill rebellion,^ it is reasonable
to suppose that a fuller knowledge of the historical background
might clarify the episode.
To neglect one strand of the allegory at the expense of
another can produce distortion. The historical allegory, although
often disliked (C.S. Lewis, as mentioned in chapter 2, called it
Spenser's 'fatal Cleopatra') has to oe taken into account if we
to oütain a complete and balanced view of the poem. It has been 
2
pointed out that Spenser's concern with historical fact results 
from the belief, peculiarly Christian, that it is man's responsibility 
to trace the operations of Providence in the brute facts of social 
and political life. The historical allegory cannot, therefore, be 
dismissed as mere roman a clef but should be taken seriously.
Dunseath's commentary on Book V, although an interesting experiment, 
is Hamlet-without-the-Prince-of-Denmark because it excludes the 
historical allegory which, like it or not, is an inescapable part of 
this book. Another critic has regarded the identification of Timias 
with Raleigh as 'a hypothesis that raises more questions than it 
answers'yet without an awareness of the Throckmorton affair it 
is surely unrealistic to discuss to what extent, if any, Timias
1 The badge of the O'Neills was a bloody hand - see Variorum,
Book II, p.401.
2 Berger, Allegorical Temper, p.79* See also Kermode, Shakespeare, 
Spenser, Donne, p.22, for the assertion that a keynote of Spenser's 
allegory is an 'acceptance of history' involving the 'reduction
of dream to providential event'.
3 Williams, Flower on a Lowly Stalk, p.70.
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is to be ‘blamed’ for being bitten by the Blatant Beast.^ At the
opposite extreme, too much emphasis on the historical can also
produce distortion, or at any rate irrelvance, as when Amoret and
Florimell are identified v/ith Mary Queen of Scots on the grounds
2
that they both suffer imprisonment. Again, it is virtually
impossible to arrive at a definite criterion for interpretation and
the reader is forced to make ^  hoc decisions and to assess characters
and situations according to their contexts.
Spenser uses the juxtaposition of the varying allegorical strata
to achieve some striking effects. For most of the poem, Belphoebe
is presented as a huntress, remote from court life. Yet v/hen she
banishes Timias for his attentions to Amoret, Spenser makes the
following comments:
Well said the wiseman, now prou'd true by this,
Y/hich to this gentle Squire did happen late.
That the displeasure of the mighty is
^hen death it selfe more dread and desperate.
For naught the same may calme ne mitigate.
Till time the tempest doe thereof delay 
With sufferaunce soft, which rigour can abate.
And haue the sterne remembrance wypt away
Of bitter thoughts, which deepe therein infixed lay. (IV viii l) 
The narrative incongruity (the fictional Belphoebe is not presented 
as ‘mighty’ in this sense) is resolved by the reader's knowledge of 
the historical situation between the Queen, Raleigh and Elizabeth 
Throclonorton. Again, on her first appearance, Belphoebe is compared 
both to Diana hunting by the Eurotas or on 'Cynthus greene' and toi
1 See Williams, 0£. cit., p.10$.
2 See p*lii of De Selincourt's introduction to Spenser, Poetical Works.
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... that famous Queene 
Of Amazons, whom Pyrrhus did destroy.
The day that first of Priame she was seene,
Did shew her selfe in great triumphant ioy.
To succour the weake state of sad afflicted Troy. (ll iii 3l)
It has been argued that the Diana comparison is appropriate
(since Belphoebe is also pursuing a quarry) but that the
Penthesilea image, with its associations of court life in a
city, is appropriate only when related to the reader's knowledge
of Elizabeth.^ The image is not emphsâsed, and it is legitimate
in this case to suspect that Penthesilea may have been introduced
simply as a typical Amazon figure, particularly since the reference
to Pyrrhus would have been so incongruous - and tactless - in
relation to Elizabeth. Two stanzas later, however, there is an
unmistakeable widening of the allegorical frame of reference
when Trompart greets Belphoebe with the words;
0 Goddesse, (for such I thee take to bee)
For neither doth thy face terrestriall shew,
Nor voyce sound mortall; I auow to thee.
Such wounded beast, as that, I did not see,
Sith earst into this forrest wild I cam».
But mote thy goodlyhed forgiue it mee.
To weet, which of the Gods I shall thee name.
That vnto thee due worship I may rightly frame. (II iii 33)
This greeting, with its (for Trompart) inappropriate courtliness 
and Latin phraseology, is later echoed by Timias:
Angell, or Goddesse do I call thee right?
lYhat seruice may I do vnto thee meete, ... (ill v 35)
Berger, The Allegorical Temper, p.126. (Evans, in Spenser's 
Anatomy of Heroism, p.123, argues that Diana represents the 
old law and Penthesilea the new covenant ; this seems to be 
putting more weight on the images than they can reasonably 
bear.)
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Clearly Spenser's intention is to recall Aeneas's greeting 
to Venus in Book I of the Aeneid, On this occasion Venus was 
disguised as a huntress; the implication is that Belphoebe, too, 
is a great one in divise, which - insofar as she is a 'mirrour' 
of Elizabeth - is indeed the case.
Historical allegory is at its most successful where there 
is this tension between the image and its significacio. The 
Burbon episode, although simple in structure, makes an impact 
because the moody Plowerdelis 'nor well nor ill apayd' is an 
unexpected image of France. For the same reason, Belphoebe and 
Gloriana are more evocative and successful as 'mirrours' of 
Elizabeth than Mercilla. The latter, with her lofty throne and 
Hampton-'Court-like palace, is too like Elizabeth,^ so that the 
vital tension between allegory and narrative is lost.
Spenser's most successful manipulation of different levels 
of allegory occurs in the House of Busirane passage. Throughout 
these cantos, the plane of 'reality' upon which the narrative 
moves is continually shifting. This ambiguity of levels is one 
of the major sources of interest in the passage and will be 
discussed in some detail.
The resemblance extends even to details such as the rusty 
sword in V ix 30. Elizabeth had written, in response to 
Mary's plotting, the lines:
Our rusty sworde with rest j shall first his edge employ.
To polle their toppes that seeke, such change and gape for ioy, 
(Quoted in Puttenham, Arte of English Poesie, p.208.)
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When Britomart enters the House of Busirane she finds
herself in a room covered with tapestries which, as we have
seen in Chapter 9, are described as if they have a tendency
to come alive. This poses a question of narrative identity:
is Neptune, for example, a living figure who shakes his trident,
strikes the waves and hangs his head, or do the descriptions
refer only to a series of tapestry portraits? A similar question
arises with Cupid, who is portrayed first as an idol and later
as leader of the masque. The second manifestation would appear
to be the ’real' Cupid; yet the idol is much the more vivid
image of the two, shines with its own light and, in the description,
quickly modulates from 'it' to 'he'. Indeed, the keynote of this
whole passage is a delicate exploration of the boundaries of
life and not-life:
For round about, the wals yclothed were
With goodly arras of great maiesty,
iVouen with gold and silke so close and nere.
That the rich metall lurked priuily.
As faining to be hid from enuious eye;
Yet here, and there, and euery where vnwares 
It shewd it selfe, and shone vnwillingly;
Like a discolourd Snake, whose hidden snares
Through the greene gras his long bright burnisht back declares.
(Ill xi 28)
In part the tapestries are kept within their frames and the 
references to living qualities are brought in as similes: 'As 
faining to ,be hid from enuious eye'; 'Like a discolourd Snake'.
But the gold itself, as if with its o\m energy, 'lurked priuily',
'shewd it selfe, and shone vnwillingly'. The effect of this blend 
of simile and metaphor is to create an uncertainty as to the
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nature of the tapestries - now living, now inanimate - which is 
echoed hy the uncertain appearance of the gold threads themselves, 
'here, and there, and euerj^vhere vnwares'.
In the next room the golden walls are 'Wrought with wild 
Antickes, which their follies playd. In the rich metall, as they 
liuing were'. The description is couched in the form of a simile, 
but the effect of placing 'as they liuing were' after the main 
phrase tends to concentrate attention on the action implied by 
'which their follies playd', with the result that we think of the 
''^Ide Antickes' as being alive. Spenser goes on to emphasise 
the paradox that, although the walls are alive with colour and 
movement, the rooms themselves are deserted:
... no footings trace.
Nor wight appar'd, but wastefull emptinesse.
And solemne silence ouer all that place:
Straunge thing it seem'd, that none was to possesse
So rich purueyance, ne them keepe with carefulnesse. (ill xi 53)
Britomart waits in these sinister, claustrophobic surroundings
until midnight, when after trumpets, thunderclaps, an earthquake
and the smell of smoke and sulphur, the last iron door opens and
there emerges, nd the terrifying ogre we are by this time expecting,
but
a grave personage 
That in his hand a branch of laurell bore.
With comely haveour and count'nance sage,
Yclad in costly garments, fit for tragick Stage.
Proceeding to the midst, he still did stand.
As if in mind he somewhat had to say,
And to the vulgar beckning with his hand.
In signe of silence, as to heare a play.
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By liuely actions he gan bewray
Some argument of matter passioned;
Y/hich doen, he back retyred soft away,
And passing by, his name discouered.
Ease, on his robe in golden letters cyphered. (ill xii 3-4)
In this, perhaps the most dramatic transition in the poem, Spenser 
has manipulated the reader's response in a number of ways. Firstly, 
this is yet another example of the kind of surprises the allegory 
can produce. Because the House seems to be so cbviously a place 
of danger, we become absorbed in Britomart's experiences on the 
narrative level, and our responses are geared to the suspense of 
the situation. V/hen Ease appears there is, first, the shock of 
discovering that he is not the hideous monster or sinister enchanter 
we expect from his 'build up'. Spenser follows this with a dozen 
leisurely lines before springing the second surprise: that Base
is not a 'real' person in the narrative, but the personification
of an abstraction. The device of leaving the discovery until the 
last possible moment - when Base turns to leave, revealing his name 
written on the back of his robe - shows that Spenser was fully 
alive to the dramatic potential of the situation.
As Prologue, Ease brings into the narrative a new frame of 
reference, that of the theatre. Theatrical imagery is very rare 
in The Faerie Queene, a fact which, in view of Spenser's reputed 
nine comedies,^ is perhaps curious, (in one place, theatrical 
imagery seems even to have been deliberately avoided; Britomart's 
beauty is compared to the sun breaking through a cloud, an image
1 See third letter from Harvey in Three Proper, and wittie 
familiar Letters (Spenser, Works, p.628).
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which appears to derive from the similar description of 
Bradamante in the Orlando Purioso^ - hut Spenser makes no use 
of Ariosto's accompanying image of a stage display hy torchlight.) 
There is, however, one other striking reference to the theatre 
in the poem, the dramatic -do do ont of Camhina during the fight 
between Cambell and Triamond:
All suddenly they heard a troublous noyes.
That seemd some perilous tumult to desine,
Confusd with womens cries, and shouts of boyes.
Such as the troubled Theaters oftimes annoyes. (IV iii 37)
Cambina's arrival has an ambivalent effect, causing both laughter 
and fear, arousing an uproar yet bringing peace. Like Concord 
in the Temple of Venus, and for similar reasons, she is in a 
sense an intermediary between Love and Hate. The effect of the 
theatrical imagery, and of the enchanted aids which form such 
a major feature of this passage, is to distance the conflict and 
transmute her intervention into a masque-like deus ex machina 
which does not involve the reader.
In the House of Busirane passage the theatrical imagery 
has the opposite effect. Ease himself is a decorous personage 
who, in contrast to the expected ogre, brings at first an 
atmosphere of reassurance. Yet the theatrical mode in which 
he is presented returns us immediately to the sinister half-life 
of the tapestries. Ease is acting the role of an actor: he appears 
'as on the ready flore Of some Theatre', stands still 'as if 
he wants to speak, beckons 'as to heare a play'. There is no
1 Ariosto, Orlando Furioso, XXXII.74-5«
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indication as to whether he is really a Prologue, or whether the 
play he is introducing is a real play. Disturbingly, there seems, 
apart from Britomart, to be no audience. When Ease is described 
as 'to the vulgar beckning with his hand' is he perhaps speaking 
directly to the reader? Or is he, we may ask uneasily, addressing 
the 'thousand monstrous formes' on the golden semi-animate walls 
behind Britomart?
The Masque of Cupid which follows is, in relation to the main 
narrative, a play-within-a-play, and its inclusion within the poem 
brings into operation the 'regress of fictions' effect used in a 
number of Elizabethan plays.^ In The Faerie Queene (as later in 
The Tempest) the strangeness of the play situation is intensified 
by the fact that the actors are spirits. In the ordinary situation 
of men being dressed up as players dressed up as characters in a play 
there is no doubt as to which end of the sequence is real and which 
is illusory. When, however, the sequence is transposed into 
allegorical terms, a number of curious effects arise. As mentioned, 
it is by no means clear to whom the masque is addressed; only in 
relation to Britomart are we conscious of any involvement in the 
relationship between actor and audience, yet we also feel that the 
masque would take place whether she were there or not. The 'wilde 
Antickes' of the golden walls - the permanent audience - blend 
uncertainly in the reader's mind with the fantastic figures of the 
masque itself, just as players and audience would have mingled in 
a real sixteenth-century masque.
1 See discussion in Nuttall, Two Concepts of Allegory, pp.l02ff.
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To attempt to decide which level in the narrative is the
'real' involves us in a weh of contradictions. Literally, the
masquers must he spirits called up by Busirane. They have only
an ephemeral existence, since when Britomart breaks through the
iron door she finds that they have gone, and they are indeed the
first of the effects of Busirane's charms to disappear. But in
this situation, what is to be made of Grief 'inly being more,
then seeming sad'? It is possible that Spenser may simply have
intended to stress the inward nature of the hurts dealt by grief;
given, however, the associations with a real theatrical performance,
where all the players would have their own behind-the-scenes lives,
the description inevitably arouses the unpleasant question of the
type of inner life enjoyed or suffered by the spirit masquers.
The same consideration applies to the fact that the masquers are
'disguised' : the word could have been intended to mean no more 
1
than 'dressed up', but nevertheless raises the question of the 
reality lying beneath the masquers' gay costumes. Despite the 
gaiety of the scene and the beautiful music, the reader becomes 
more and more aware that these must, after all, be the 'dreadfull 
feends' referred to by Scudamour.
In this theatrical performance, the characters within the 
play are, paradoxically, more real than those outside it. It 
has been suggested that the use of the masque form reflects 
Britomart's detachment: 'She views it as a spectator, conscious
1 The Oxford English Dictionary gives an obsolete meaning, with 
sixteenth century examples, of 'altered in fashion or dress for 
the sake of modish display'.
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now of its unreality; and Spenser’s use of the masque form
serves this purpose, I think, to suggest that all is unreal
and artificial, lacking even the verisimilitude of drama’
To some extent Spenser’s use of theatrical imagery, both here
and in the Cambell and Triamond story, does produce an effect
2
of detachment, and perhaps amorality. Yet where Britomart may 
see the masque as something ephemeral, the reader is in the 
end made conscious of its reality. The actors in their own 
personae are mere shades which disappear into Limbo when Busirane 
has no further need of them. But the qualities they represent - 
love, hate, doubt, dissemblance - are not fictitious at all. By
ou CL
using the njsque form, Spenser has made dramjbic use of an inherent 
characteristic of the genre in which he is writing; the fact that 
in allegory (as opposed to symbolism) the significacio is closer 
to everyday reality than the literal narrative.^ In straightforward 
allegory this is only to be expected (the passion of Lust, say, is 
obviously more ’real’ than the extraordinary being encountered by 
Amoret), but in the Busirane passage, where the richness and 
subdety of the narrative level encourages us to seek for S2/mbolism,
1 Evans, Spenser’s Anatomy of Heroism, pp.163-4.
2 C.f. the detatched cynicism of Palingenius, Zodlake of Life, p.99*
Wherefore if thou dost well discerne, thou shalt behold and see
This mortall lyfe that here you leade, a Pageant for to bee.
The divers partes therein declarde, the chaunging world doth show. 
The maskers are eche one of them with liuely breath that blowe.
For almost eury man now is disguised from his kinde.
And underneath a false pretence they sely seules do blinde.
So moue they Goddes aboue to laugh wyth toyes and trifles vayne. 
Which here in Pageants fond they passe while they doe life retayne.
3 See overleaf.
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the sudden reversion to plain allegory is experienced as a 
shock. Thereafter, the strength of the allegorical meaning 
makes us forget the masquers as characters in their own right, 
so that they become transparent to the reader even as, on 
the narrative level, they disappear for Britomart.
(See previous page)
Lewis, Allegory of Love, pp.45-7» The detailed accuracy of 
Lewis's distinction has since been questioned (see îTuttall, 
Two Concepts of Allegory, chapter 2), but it remains a useful 
working definition of the 'direction of flow' of meaning in 
the two genres. For a more favourable view of Lewis's 
distinction, see introduction to The Mutabilitie Cantos, ed. 
S.P. Zitner, pp.45-6*
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12 Conclusion
This thesis has attempted to trace a particular type of imagery 
in The Faerie ^ueene: Spenser* s portrayal of the qualities of 
truth and falsehood, seen both in terms of antithesis and of 
interrelation. It remains now to consider how important this 
aspect is within a total view of the poem.
In a sense, it could be argued that such an assessment is an 
unnecessary and perhaps counter-productive task. As will have 
been made clear by the previous chapter. The Faerie Queene is, by 
its very complexity, open to a variety of critical interpretations.
To emphasise any particular strand of imagery at the expense of 
others must inevitably involve some distortion, and, it may be 
felt, is not the way to arrive at a balanced, multi-dimensional 
view of the poem. On the other hand, Spenser himself has given 
a kind of precedent for the validity of putting forward a specialised 
view: one may legitimately hope that the multiplicity of critical 
assessments, with their various and sometimes contradictory stresses 
on historical allegory, epic romance, mythology, heroism and 
numerology, will add up to some kind of comprehensive unity - just 
as the eccentric inhabitants of Alma's parlour produce, in combination, 
the balanced personality.
There are two main justifications for emphasising the dialectic 
between truth and falsehood in the poem. Firstly, and obviously, 
it is undoubtedly a prominent strand in Spenser's thinking which 
can be traced throughout most of the poem. As this thesis has been 
structured around groups of topics, rather than following a book-by-book
1 See Alastair Fowler, Spenser and the Numbers of Time,
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arrangement, it will be appropriate now to draw the themes 
together and consider, serially, the way Spenser develops his 
ideas about truth and falsehood as the poem proceeds, and how 
his treatment modulates according to the particular quest involved.
In Book I, v/here the opposition between good and evil is 
shown at its sharpest, truth and falsehood, Una and Duessa, are 
clearly contrasted. Figures of evil masquerade as good - such as 
Archimago when he dons the armour of Redcross - but the masquerade 
stays, as it were, within the poem: to the reader, evil in Book I 
is unmistakeably evil (often associated, as we have seen, with the 
devil); there are few ambiguities, and only in the Wandering Wood 
of the first canto are we aware of any sense that distinctions 
might be difficult to draw.
With Book II we are in a different world. The path of virtue 
is not self-evident, but must be scented out with the keen nose of 
a hound. Falseness, exemplified in Book I by Duessa whom we know 
almost from the beginning to be essentially hideous, is here 
characterised by rich, sensuous beauty or even, as in the case of 
Phaedria and Acrasia's maidens, a gay and superficially innocent 
personality. The reader is made to enter the temptation and feel 
its power for himself, as well as being called to stand outside and 
take an objective view: to regret the destruction of the Bower but 
at the same time be forced to admit the justice of that destruction. 
In this Book, the essential qualities of good and evil isolated and 
schematised in Book I are, as it were, brought down to earth: the 
truths of revealed religion are shown in their day-to-day setting
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of the unending battle against the world and the flesh. This is 
not a battle of strongly-contrasted opposites, so much as a 
debilitating, and essentially undramatic, struggle to stand firm 
against attacks from shadows. In this context the great enemy to 
truth is not active, malicious deceit, but rather weakness - 
purposelessness, lack of self-control, inertia. Spenser’s imagery 
of truth and falsehood in Book II centres, therefore, on the images 
of wandering and phantasmagoria which we discussed in dapters 8 and 9*
Books IIL and IV add a further dimension* the ambiguities 
involved in human love-relationships. Here the distinction between 
truth and falsehood is yet more difficult to draw, and it is in 
these books that ?/e are most strongly aware of Spenser's tendency 
to think in terms of dual images. The true Florimell is parodied 
by the false; the real Venus by Malecasta's tapestry goddess; the 
Temple of Venus, Amoret's home, by the House of Busirane, her 
prison. Moreover, duality does not necessarily involve a distinction 
between good and evil: we are also called upon to dissentangle Amyas 
from Bacidas, to relate the Garden of Adonis to the Temple of Venus, 
to distinguish the complementary natures of Venus and Diana as 
reflected in their protegees Amoret and Belphoebe, and to relate 
these to the personality and function of Britomart and, on a 
different continuum, of Florimell.
Seen in terms of truth and falsehood, these two central books 
of the poem are at the opposite pole from Book I: not only is the 
distinction between good and evil difficult to draw, but there is
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a sense in which good, applied to human sexual love, is itself 
ambivalent. As we saw in chapter 7, heroines in The Faerie Queene 
not only love their knights but also treat them with some measure 
of distrust and even antagonism. Love is the opposite of hate but 
must also, in a sense, contain hate. Spenser's main allegory of 
human and cosmological love in Book IV, the Temple of Venus, shows 
the two warring qualities held in balance by Concord; hate, and the 
other negative qualities such as Doubt and Danger, cannot be excluded 
because they are inextricably bound up with human feelings. It is 
this mixture of qualities, blended and at the same time distinguished, 
which gives Spenser's love allegory its subdety and power.
When we turn to Book V the picture changes yet again. Truth 
and falsehood, so closely involved with each other in the Legends 
of love and friendship, must, for the purposes of justice, be 
ruthlessly separated. There can be no place for subdety: good is 
separated from evil by the rough-and-ready implement of Talus's 
flail, even as wheat is threshed from chaff. This is the book in 
which historical allegory features most promiently: we are no longer 
in the world of romance, but in a parallel version of the 'real' 
world. So Malengin not only personifies guile in the abstract, but 
suggests specifically the craftiness of the Irish and the Jesuits.
In this 'fallen' environment, Artegall can only combat trickery 
by using trickery himself.
With Book V, Spenser seems to a large extent to have completed 
the working out of his ideas of truth and falsehood. Book VI
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does, however, introduce a new perspective in that its concentration 
on ideas of nature and nurture gives rise to questions of appearance 
and reality, outward reputation and inward deservings, which relate 
to the dichotomy between the outward and inward selves discussed 
in chapter 5? later, in the Mutability Cantos, Spenser makes his 
final resolution of the tension between nature and art with the 
image of Nature's throne, which the trees form by acting 'unxiaturally' 
and yet of their own volition.
The theme of truth and falsehood is, then, something which 
preoccupies Spenser for a large part of The Faerie Queene, and 
which is treated in varying ways according to the allegorical 'slant' 
and atmosphere of each book. It therefore repays study not only in 
the general sense of being an important element in Spenser's thinking, 
but also as an aspect of the book-by-book structure of his poem.
My second reason for stressing Spenser's treatment of truth and 
falsehood is more controversial, and can only be stated in tentative 
terms. The most striking change in the literary history of The 
Faerie Queene during this century is the indisputable fact that 
Spenser has 'slipped' from being a widely-read major poet to being 
something of an academic curiosity. Assuming that one of the major 
functions of literary criticism is to keep the channel between writer 
and reader open despite the passing of centuries, there seems to be 
an urgent need to keep under review the question of which aspects 
of Spenser's poetry are most appealing to the twentieth century 
reader and which most difficult.
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Perhaps the underlying hurdle for today's reader arises from 
the point we discussed in chapter 4» the fact that Spenser's poetry 
assumes, to a very large extent, a common literary and religious 
tradition. It is this context which has disappeared in this century; 
we can do little about this as regards the general reader, except to 
admit that it has happened, and, therefore, to turn to approaches 
which can be related more immediately to contemporary thought and 
attitudes. Inevitably much is going to be lost once it is no longer 
possible to appreciate Spenser from the standpoint of a classical 
and Christian education, but arguably The Faerie Queene is great 
enough, and varied enough, to survive notwithstanding: it is worth 
recalling that Hazlitt could completely dismiss a major part of the 
poem's meaning - its allegory - yet still find enough to appreciate.
Without 7/ishing to claim too much, it seems possible that a 
'way in' to The Faerie Queene for the twentieth century reader may 
lie through placing more emphaâs on the kind of imagery we have 
been considering in this thesis. In an age characterised by confusion 
and plurality of belief, and by conflicting sources of information and 
standards of behaviour, the least helpful approach will be to concentrate 
on the poem's images of moral and spiritual certainty (it is not 
impossible that large numbers of potential readers may have been 'put 
off The Faerie Queene over the years through being forced by the 
sixth form syllabus to make a detailed study of Book I - the very book 
for which appreciation is most dependent on biblical knowledge,and 
a Christian background which many people no longer possess). Spenser
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is not only a poet of certainties, but of doubt, ambivalence, 
confusion, uncertainty, rich subleties and psychological 
complexity: one of the strongest themes in the poem is the 
difficulty of scenting out the truth through the mazes of a 
world where appearances are blurred by mist and disguised by 
phantasmagoria. The word 'relevant* has been over-used: but 
one can hardly avoid saying that this kind of approach to 
the poem relevant to today's needs and preoccupations, and 
that this thought carries the implication that Spenser ought, 
perhaps, to be more popular than he is. It should be remembered 
that The Faerie Queene was not written by a scholar for scholars, 
but by a working government official for the ordinary gentleman- 
reader. If Spenser's readership is in future to be limited to 
academics, this is something to be regretted and, if possible, 
discouraged.
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